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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Passed at Six Special Genital Meetings, held on February 7

and April 3, 1876, on January 6, 1879, on December 6,

18S6, on Junt 2, 1890, and on January 7, 1895.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

1. This Association is called the " Musical Association "

and is formed for the investigation and discussion of subjects
connected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is

intended to be similar in Its organisation to existing Learned
Societies.

Tl is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,

or undertake any publications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.
2. The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been
directed to the science of acoustics, the history of the art, or
other kindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of
Music may be nominated by the Council for election as
Honorary Members of the Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present
at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.

SUBSCRIPTION.

3. The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the 1st of November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a
cum position of £lu 105. in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

but in addition to any annual subscription previously paid or

due from such member. Such sums shall from time to time

be invested b- 1
>

- ; 1 1 s::t nil; in the names of Trustees, to be
appointed by the Council.



Any member intending to resign his membership shall

signify his wish by notice in writing to the Secretary on or
before the 31st of October, otherwise he shall be liable for his

subscription for the ensuing year.

MEETINGS.

4. An ordinary meeting shall be held on the second Tuesday
in every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 p.m.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business, Papers will

be read and discussed, the reading to commence not before

5. An annual general meeting of members only shall be
held at the end of the financial year, to receive and deliberate

on the Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and
officers for the ensuing year.

6. Special general meetings may be summoned whenever
the Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all

times bound to do so on receiving a requisition in writing

from five members, specifying the nature of the business to be
transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall be given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

a quorum.
7. Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a

book provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.

COMMUNICATIONS.
8. Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will be received from or through any member of the

Association.

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of tile Paper read.

g. All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall have been some
previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

REPORTS.
10. A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, includ-

ing the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of
the Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the

members as soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Secretary,

under the direction of the Council.
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COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,
and ten ordinary members of the Association.

The Secretary of the Association shall be ex officio an
ordinary member of Council.
The President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary

membtrs of the Council snail retire every year, but shall be

eligible for re-election.

12. At the annual general meeting, the Council shall

li[i;«L-:;i a hallntii:;: lis!, sli: nviui; the names of the persons
whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-
sidents, and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing
year. A copy in" this list shall he. jjiven to each member
present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or namea
Iron: the :;a!lo:::ic; list, and may substitute the name or names
of aav other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office ; but the number of names on the list,

al'u.T s'.u;:i erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number
to be elected to the respective offices as above enumerated.
Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall

be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting

papers to bo collected, a.;'. A after they have been examined by

to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to the Secretary in

time to enable the Council to judge of the prospects of the
AviocNiti.m, and to prepare their report in accordance

therewith.

13. The Council and officers shall meet as often as the

business of the Association may require, and at every meeting
three members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

14, No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or re-

scinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons ?ta;:rie; distinctly and
fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
TWENTIETH SESSION. lS(jj-94-

REPORT.

The Annual General Meeting was held at the Royal College

of Organists, on Tuesday, November 13, 1894 :

Sir John Stainer in the Chair.

Tin; Council have pleasure in preseii I ir.g In tin; Members

iht: Report of the Twentieth Session. During the past year

papers have been read by Messrs. E. W. Naylor, W. H.

Cummings, and J. T. Hanson, Mrs. J. M. E. Brownlow,

Captain C. R. Day, and Messrs. Walter Wy at t, Louis N.

Parker, D. J. Blaikley, and James Higgs. The Association is

greatly indebted to the various writers for their valuable and

interesting papers.

The Council express a hope that the Members may, during

the approaching Session, avail themselves more fully of the

opporLnmUi.s olien.d by Ibis Association (or hearing ami

Art and Science of Music. When Members are unable to be

present themselves they will he iaereasi up; the nsefnlness and

influence of the Association if they will exercise more freely

their privilege of sending friends.

The Accounts show a balance in hand. Members would

greatly facilitate the Treasurer's work and free the Council

from anxiety l>y promptly paying theh subscriptions when

due.



Tlie following Members of Council retire from office by

rotation : Messrs. H. C. Banister, W. tie M. Sergison, M. B.

Foster, Ridley Prentice, and Dr. Charles Vincent. They are

dibble, for ro-clt;cliois, but Mmihtii have tlif right to

nominate any others for office.

Papers or short communications for the Monthly Meetings

are received from or lliroiigh Mcni!u;is ; it i cap and sry.^'uf-f in:ia

as to suitable subjects and capable writers will he gladly

considered by the Council.

Members are desired to make the Association and its

objects as widely known as possible. The Secretary will

forward Prospectuses and Nomination l'Virms on application.

Members preferring to do so can pay their Subscriptions

through their Bankers. A form for this purpose may be

obtained of the Secretary.

Any change of address should be promptly notified to the

Secretary, as occasional complaints of the non-receipt of

books and notices are usually traceable to either old or

insufficient addresses.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS

TWENTY-FIRST SESSION,

Sir John Stainer, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon., D.C.L.,

President of the Association.

Before calling upon Mr. Edwards to read liis paper, wt
have the pleasant task of congratulating ourselves. The
Musical Association has existed for twenty years, and now
enters on its twenty-first year. It might occur to many that

twenty years is not a very long period in the history of a

society
;
but, on the other hand, a vast number of similar

associations do not attain to half our age, and it must be
remembered too that m have no imposing buildings to catch
the eye of the public, and we have no royal charter enabling
us to flatter our vanity by adding letters after our names.
Wise societies, like thoughtful individuals, seize the

opportunity of having reached a landmark in their existence

for the purpose of reviewing the past and looking forward
into the future : we will do so to-day.

Has the Musical Association done all that it should or could
have done during the past twenty years? and is its basis

sul'iicicr.tly linn to ensure us permanence ? As most of yon
know, the initial idea of this Association was started in

Oxford, in the house of the late Dr. Corfe. During an
interesting conversation with Dr. Corfe and Dr. Pole, I

expressed a regret that musicians did not possess any
urbanisation for enrouragi ng and col lectin;.; iniormat ion or

paper:-, oil speeial subjects lor.neeled with our art. I was
told J ought not to lose si;;ht of saeb a scheme, ai:d when I

found myself settled in London I made the first attempt at

establishing it by calling together a meeting, which was eery
influential!}' attended, there being present, amongst many
other distinguished men, the late Mr. William Spoitiswoode,
F.R.S., Mr. A. J. Ellis, F.E.S., Professor Wheatstone,
Professor Tvnda II , Sir George Macfarren, Dr. Hnllali, Mr.
William Cl.appell, Dr. Stone, Sir John Goss,

J.
Henry

Griesbach, and Thomas Ilelmore. Fortunately for us, the

secretaryship was undertaken by Mr. Charles Salaman, whose



musical knowledge, social iuilueuee, and untiring persever-

ance rapidly placed the Association on a sure foundation, and
lo whom we owe a distinct debt of gratitude. Looking bad
over the papers which the Association has called into

existence, 1 think they arc for the most uart interesting and
valuable contributions to the literature of our art. When
glancing til rough my volumes ol'

,!
1 'rocccdinffs " I was quite

surpi iscd to find the large number of iearned articles ivc have
received from the pons of distinguished men and women.

If it will not bore you 1 should like to remind you of some
few of the leading ptipe:

_

s, grouped under special heads :
-

Instruments.

Kettle Drums (Pontigny).
Trumpets (Blaikley).

Clavier Instruments (Hipkins).

Compass of String Instruments
(
Stone).

Growth of the Orchestra (Prout).

Viola da Gamba (Payne).
Egyptian Flutes (Southgate).

Philosophy and <Esthetics.

Musical Criticism (Salaman).
Musical /Esthetics (Breakspeare).

Underlying principle-, o: Musical Structure (Banister).
On sonic bearing:--, of the Historical method on Music
(Hubert Parry).

The Emotional Effects of the Sister Arts (George A.
Osborne).

Musical Psychics (Gerard Cobb).
Music as a Language (Banister).

The Composer's Intention (Jacques).
Musical Design (Prescott).

Laws of Musical Expression (Ciirwen).

From Rhythmic Pulsation to Classical Outline (Hiles).

Acoustics and Science.

Temperament (Bosanquet).
Standards of ['itch (Stone).

On our Perception of the Direction of a Sound (Lord
Kayleigh).

Philosophy of Harmony (Pole).

On the Sensitiveness of the Ear to Pitch (Ellis).

Absolute Pitch (Lord Rayleiiilu.

Beats and Combination Louts (Spoltiswoode).

Just Intonation (Ellis).

On a Mode of Producing Continuous sounds from
s (Bosanquet).
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National Music and Schools ov Music.

The English School of the Sixteenth Century (Mee).

Irish Music (St. John Lacy).

Ancient Musical rraditioris of Uic Synagogue (Cohen).

French Popular Songs of the Fifteenth Century
(Brownlow).

Music of Japan (Pissott).

Indian Music (Day).
Russian Ecclesiastical Music i. Birkbcck).

Ecclesiastical Music of Western Europe (Ouseiey).

Early Italian and Spanish Treatises on Counterpoint and
Harmony (Ouseiey).

pHYSIOLOGV OF MUSIC.

On the Mechanism of the Human Voice (Behnke).
Medical Science in relation to the Voice (Lennox
Browne).

Practical Music and Analysis.

The Vocal Art (Santiey).

Musical Nomenclature (Hullah).

Consecutive Fifths (Gladstone).

Art of Fugue (Higgs).
Fugal Structure (Prout).

Khyti-.mical Construction of Bach's Fugues (Abdy-
Williams).

Sol-fa Syllables (McNaught).
Music in Public Sdioul- (Parker).

Music in Elementary Sohriuls '''Maiinaduke Browne).
Mannerisms of Beethoven (Shedlock).
Closes (Conier).

Music in the Royal Navy (Havergal).
Flats, Sharps, and Naturals (Niccks'j.

Biography, and Personal Notices.

On the Musical Inventions of the late Sir Charles
Wheatstone (Professor Adams).

Henry Purcell and his Family (Cummings).
Berlioz (George Osiionie).

Sterndalc Bennett, his Life and Works (O'Leary).
Handel and Bach (Sir G, Macfarren).
Life and Work of Sir G. Macfarrcn {Banister).

Life and Character of Sir Frederick Ouseiey.
Wagner (Cart).

Samuel Wesley (Higgs).

I have gathered the titles of these papers together whilst

merely ski mining over the surface (as it were) of our published
' Proceedings." Surely we have no reason to be ashamed of



Ihe work done by the Association. Book collectors are

beginning to place a complete set of our books in tlic cornet
reserved for treasures, and no wonder.
So much as to the past. Now let us think about the

future. We have lost many of our earliest and most
distinguished supporters by the inevitable hand of death.
We want to create a little more interest in our work amongst
the rising generation of young musicians. Iam afraid our
younger brethren think the Musical Association a nest of

old fogies, We must remove this impression by getting them
here, at all events, to listen. We want our members to bring
inure friends as visitors, and so spread more widely the
influence of the Association. Many abstain from joining us

as members because, if Uiey cannot attend regularly, they
think they will n;":l " gc! enough for their guinea." 1 veiitnre

to plead with these. May I beg tliein to consider not so much
what tiiev will " get for their guinea," as what a lot of good
they will do to the art and science of music by their guinea.

If no such body existed as thisourAssociation.no learned
society for interchange of thought amongst cultured
musicians, it would be little short of a scandal. We an;

financially prosperous, we not only have no debts, we even
have a respectable sum invested in the names of Trustees;
so please understand that it is the moral support which we
ask of our brother professionals, far more than their cash.

Lastly, any short paper will be welcomed by the Committee,
any account of a curious book, or picture, or composition ;

and we should like to hear a little more discussion after the
papers arc finished. Musicians are not usually credited with
the qualities of coyness and shyness, and at our meetings
we would gladly dispense with thirst: troublesome virtues. On
one occasion when I was in the chair, having tried my
utmost to provoke a discussion, I made a funereal pause of

considerable duration and ultimately closed the meeting.
Imagine my surprise at finding, a few days afterwards, a
letter in a musical newspaper in which the writer coir. plained
that he and others had much to say, but that they were
unable to say it owing to the abrupt end of the meeting
having suppressed discussion. I will promise to make a
longer pause another time, ever, if it Leonid give visitors the

impression that limy have accidentally come to a Quakers'
meeting, J hope ali those who are so good as to listen to

my short address to-night will try to get more extended
support for the Association, by securing more members, more
visitors, more readers. I really think the Council are justified

in appealing to their records of the past twenty years as a
proof that good work has been done, and that we have a real

claim for help and confidence in the future.



November ij, 1894.

Sir JOHN STAINER, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon., President,

In the Chair.

MENDELSSOHN'S ORGAN SONATAS.

By F. G. Edwards.

5 think that no apology is needed for bringing
before you the subject of Mendelssohn's Organ Sonatas—those
works which have long been accepted as " classics " of the

I shall not presume, before such an audience as this, to

enter upon a:iy iesihi'tiral descnpl;on or technical analysis

ol these familiar works ; my purpose is to refer to the Insioiy

of their coir.position and puh'.iratinn, ar.d also to point out

Some of the iliffi-rencei between the Ongi:ial MS. and the

l.-.ibhshed version. In tins way I shall endeavour to throw
some sioY lights on these mas'crpieres of organ music; which
1 trust will interest you.

In 10-44. lust hf:y'years ajjn, Mendelssohn nan! hi'., eighth
visit to Errand. He rondtifted five of the Philharmonic
Concerts ar.d entered cou amort into the doings of that

bnlli.int musical season during his two months' stay in

London.
Immediately after his engagements in London were over,

Mer.deissohr rejoined his wife and £a:n;iy a: Sodeu, near
Fr,.nlifi,rt o:i lln-.Mainc. Here is a picture of his homeiife
at that time, described in his own words ;

—
So-len. near Fia^kfon a,M

.

July n, 1844
After my mad, most mad, life in England—for never before waa anything

like this season—we never went to led before half-past one, every hour of
every day was filled with engagements three weeks beforehand, and I (jot

SonfeejB, with wild flowers, with music-paper and
and the children, is doubly refreshing.

It was at Soden and Frankfort, amidst most congenial

surroundings, that Mendelssohn v,-;-<>tfj his organ sonatas

r composition
But why did he choose this particular

" The
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Mendelssohn's organ playing—of liach and liis own won-
di'ilul extemporisations— li.nl I

t-r n a ivmai k . 1 1 1 i"i-;itiirti of liis

several visits to England. Some of the leading organists
who were fortunate enough to hear him wished that he
would write some pieces iii various nw les for their instrument.
Mr. Coventry, of the firm of Coventry and Hollier, music
publishers, 71, Dean direct, Soho, communicated this desire

to Mendelssohn during his visit to England in 184.4.—in fact,

Mr. Coventry really " commissioned " Mendelssohn to write
tiiese or

;
;aii sonatas. It is, therefore, interesting to know

that the world is indehled to an Fnyle-h publisher, acting on
the initiative of some English organists, for this important
contribution to the literature of the organ.

1 have been allowed to sec die correspond en cc which
passed between Mendelssohn and Mr. Coventry on the
subject 01 the puhheation in England o! the or-jan sonatas.

This correspondence, which is entirely in English, also

contains suir.c tntefiStiil;; lef.ers :"e 1 a t : :) g Vj the English
publication of P.ach's Oi-an Chorales and Preludes, which
Mendelssidm edited for Coventry and llol'ier, and which
were duly issued by that firm. (I may say, in passing, that

tin: siibir.i of the early in'. 1 oil ml ion of ISach's limbic into

I'aisj'aud— its publication in this country, and early perform-
ances—"would be interesting siihjcct (or consideration by
ibis Assoeiaibn.)

The following are some extracts from the Mendelssohn-
Coventry correspondence relative to the publication of the
organ sonatas.

The original idea, either Coventry's ;ir Mendelssohn's, seems
to have been only three sonatas. The term " Voluntary"
was doubtless s::g.;esl e.l by Coventry, who siil.seq u. nvl v

wrote to Mendelssohn : « London, 19 Nov., 1844. f like the

tern: Sonata just as well as Voluntary." Mendelssohn, who
had promised to send the sonatas, if possible, before the year
was out, wrote to Coventry:—

Frankfort, Dec. 17, 1B44.

I hope it) send you yn-.ir. the promised or ;.-.n nlKt: rj nrc ready, but !

want to have u before I make a parcel of them.

May r, 1845,
I br;; you will [et nit know whether a leller, wii'ch t winti: Hi you s;ir;c

wiie'-;-' -intt. Iiiis rendied yj\: or nor. [I coii:n:ned the comn-.uniiauiun iliat

1 had written ,1 kind of oVu.-.n re!™] in Si\ Kii.ialas I jr tfeu in-ar^ir.ent.

aiirl l!it (iu = stio;i whether you uo.ilt like to halt the 1 1 1 1 ^ work or only
one half of it.
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May a6, 1845.
I duly received your favour of the igth April, and, as I have no objection

they are lo appear altogether at your I :. . _ rail 11 iv 01) Id be well
.:: -ell tul sr.-v.aratclv, 1} -oiiRlfriv wants in l-.ai._- rhrm s-j ; but il

must always be with the till-- "^ >: ~..:iai:i-. i.<:.; Noe. 1,2, Pray,

may say so of any work of mine), and accordingly wish them to be brought
Out r_inrt_c.il :rs jiii-th- l>li-_ i>t-ili.,;.j (.nc ,"r. :i,v Erivi:..! fiicr.iU .111(1

brother organ-players would look them over for ma, ii-.Mides the usual
corrections of tlie proofs, Perliaps Mr. Gau.i_.i_tt would ilo il ?

It seems that Vincent Novello, and not Dr. Gauntlett,
looked over the proofs, as is shown by the original proof
copy, now in the possession of Mr, Julian Marshall, and
which he ...is l,-.:..lly a!_<.v,vii in:: U> sec.

The following is n cojiy of tin: original advent:-;.]. to...,

announcing the publication of the sonatas, which appeared
in the Musical Worid of July 24, 1845 :

—

MENDELSSOHN'S
SCHOOL OF ORGAN-FLAYING-

Mimrs. COVENTRY inn BULLISH

SIX GRAND SONATAS FOR THE ORGAN;

FELIX MENDELSSOHN BA.RTHOLDY.
ha il. Is. Or/. (0 HH'mritierj,—and £1. Il_. fiif. to non-VAruWn

of ljbit the Cuii-VD-j. hltuflu-r er-d.jilur-^ liia uwu peculiar _lylu ot Lieiforinauc. ou

Ii: I"' 1
I
..

I i .I'm

The title " Mendelssohn's School of Organ-playing,"
suggested in Mendelssohn's letter to Coventry of May i, 1845

Digitized by Google
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{see p. 2), was subsequently withdrawn at the composer's
wish, and the work was issued in its present form—" Six
Sonatas for the Organ."
The sonatas were published in October, 18+5, by subscrip-

tion, at one guinea per copy. Of the original subscribes
there are still livin:: Miss Kli/L-.bcth Mounsey—who retains

pleasant recollections of Mendelssohn's pin vim.- on tin.-

organ at St. Peter's, Cornhill, when she was organist there

—

Mr. W. T. Best, Dr. E. J. Hopkins, and his brother,

Mr. John Hopkins (of Rochester), Mr. B. St. J. B. Joule,

Dr. E. G. Monk, Mr. Keliow J. Pye, Dr. Rea, and others.

190 copies were subscribed for, which amounted to^igg tos.

Mendelsohn received £tio for the English copyright. The
metronome marks wert added by the coinpesor at the special

request of Mr. (now Dr.) E. J. Hopkins, Mendelssohn
pencilled them in the proof copy.
The work was dedicated to Dr. F. Schlemmer, a lawyer,

u! l-Viiiikiij'-f. Hi: was an iul in late friend of Mendelsselm's
and subsequently became a relative by marriage.
A long review—a column and a half of small type

—

appeared i:i I he- Moi-imn; Chronaic of March la, i'S.\b—one
of the leading dailies of the time— from the pen of Dr.

Gauntlett. Here is a specimen of Dr. Gauntlett's style :

—

The fourth sonata will be; Ihc favourite in L'n-lanJ. and it no: Ihc moat
subtitle or (lie :n.v: passionate, is vcl Ihc most V-tjiuliftil of ail the six. The
Srst move uteri; i- a hvmn of praise, It is n liacli prelude, and yel nor Rai ii.

Mcnddssuhn treats kir.t is Melville treats the pre.:; /.oncontbrnnsts and
their Cerberv.s-i; cadet; orations. The q™:h for expansion .ind ejlended
analysis lias passed away; the novelties of knotty points and subtle

1 1 fluM—It*mua?draw blood.

And this is Mendelssohn. And this is the prelude to the fourth innru;,.

Turn to the last page (page 47). Look at that second bu with its seventh
on the F pedal; ilwdl >: tin- hea: t<pti> <. i:ti' .i„mh ur the i-.^ilnl from the

lover i; list to the K on the second and 'third staves, and then "give
thanks," and those " for ever."

An early copy of the German edition of the sonatas must
have come into thy hands ui KoU-rl Schumann, who, in a

charmiiLy ktlt'i l;> Me idelssohii idaled " Dresden, OcLober 22,

1845 "), thus refers to them :

—

. . . . Only the other day we became quite absorbed ia your organ

should nave founa out that thev •.et e hy ynu. And yet you arc altvayr.

sttivin:; to advance Mill Mure, a.al fur this reason .•I'll tvill ever hi: an
example tn n-.e. These intensely poatical :ti!\v [deas—what a perfect

.' : ..1 n, ! [ < tbinl oi . Si. (1 ;<

the keys and litu: d::li£h<fiil (hat that shonlrl he your wiles eaine
!

Ahr.ve

ail, N os. 5 and 6 scent to ttte splendid, it is really a taut, dear Mendelssohn,
no one else writes such fine harmonies ;

and they keep on getting purer and
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I cannot find any record of Mendelssohn's having played
his organ sonatas in public. He was evidently asked to (In

so at the Birmingham ['estival of 184(5, when his " Elijah
"

was produced; hut he wrote to Moschcles, saying: ''The
last time I passed through Birmingham the touch of the

organ appeared to me so heavy that I could not venture to

perform upon it in public. If, however, it is materially
unproved, I snai; be happy to play one of my sonatas.

;
hut I

should not wish ihL Lo he announced before I bad tried the

organ myself.'' A private performance of tin-in bv Mendels-
sohn is thus recorded by Mr. W. S. Rockstro, who visited

tin: eoinposei at Ftankfort in the spring of 1845. Mendels-
sohn proposed Id Mr. Rc-ckstro that f hcv should go to an
open-air concert," and be led 1 be way to a lonely conier nt

I he public shards 11 s, v.iiiif a 11 ighthgc ic was singing with all

its heart. " He sings here every evening," said Mendelssohn,
" and I often come to hear him. I sit here sometimes when
I want to compose. . 1 have just finished some sonatas

for the origan, and if you will meet ns at the C'atherine.n

Kirche, at 10 o'clock to-morrow, I will play them to you."
He played them exquisitely—the whole six, straight ihruiiLi'h,

from the neatly written MS. "I remember," says Mr.
Rockstro, "the wonderfully delicate staccato of the pedal

qcavers in the second [nov(::ueut of the fifth sonata, which be
played upon a single 8-foot stop, with all the crispness of
Dragoiit-lti's most hk:hlv finished pkzicttto."

In a letter to his sister, Fanny Hensel, Mendelssohn thus
refers to his playing of the sonatas :

" h rank fort, April 20,

1845. I will play them [the Organ Sonatas] to you at

Ubcr-Licdcrbnch-- that is to say. by three at a tune, for a!; si\

are to;; latiguine/. as, 1 found the other day when trying their.."

The late Dr. Chipp, of Ely, an enthusiastic admirer of

Mendelssohn, was one of the first—probably the. first— English
organists to piny the organ sonatas in public, at an Organ
Recital at Walkei's organ factory in April, 1846. Dr. Chipp
on one occasion played 1 lie whole six in succession, entirely

from memory ! He also had the h-jnoai of playing liio tniid

sonata to Mendelssohn on the organ at the Hanover Square
Rooms, and received bom him toe following testimonial :

—

in which he played one of the most difficult of my OrgafTsonatas hae given
jj-.c a very of hi-; t lletlts and ];!: tl-uli a^i a musician and aa a

performer.
London, 7th Mai, 1847. Fklix HBHDBLSMBM Bartholdy.

The sonatas wore slow in becoming known in England.
Chorley, in recording a performance of No. 1, by Mr. W. T.
Best, on Willies organ in the (.ileal Kxhibil tot, oi

said 1
" The noble organ sonata was new to us." This was

written nearly six years after the date of publication.
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Amongst the curiosities of maltreatment of music I find

that a Herr Lubeck played on two occasions, at tin.' M usii ;il

Union, the Finale of the first organ sonata "arranged for

the piano, by Lubeck." Another " tinkering " in the way of

arrangement (or derangement) was that of a Mr. Edwin
Flood, who adapted sacred words to six movements from
the sonatas.* Only three of the six (Nos. 2, 3, and 4.) are

in the British Museum (received there March 5, 1847), and as

taese were published durir.},' Mendelssohn's lifclime, he may
have prohibited any further watering down of his i>r;:ai:

sonatas. The appropriateness, of the words to No. 6—" Oh !

that my head were waters," adapted by Mr. Flood—will not

escape attention.

It is now time to refer to the second, and more technical,

part of our subject—a comparison between Mendelssohn's
i.ir::;ii- al intentions and the published version of the sonatas,

I have been very fortunate in getting access to a M.S. copy

of fiv4 of the sonatas, in Mendelssohn's own autograph,
which their fortunate possessor, Mr. Arthur O'Leary, has
kuiiiiv uJowed me to exan'.me.. Nearly all the movements
in these MSS. are written on two staves, the pedal part

hciiie: indicated by the word " Pud." The m.muscTj pi, hie

all Mendelssohn's writing, is the perfection of neatness : he

"Through the kindness of a member of the Mendelssohn
family, 1 have been equally favoured by the loan of a

copyist's MS. of the sonatas, which contains alterations in

M01 delssohn's own hand. This copy, in the opinion of

Professor Joachim, is mat from which t::c printed (r Gcrtnani

copy was engraved.
With the aid of these two MSS. it is possible to trace

some of the alterations made by Mendelssohn. I use the

word "some," because his own original MS. copies, pre-

served in tile Imperial T.ibrarv, Berlin, would probable show'

still further changes. It would take loo long to note all the

differences between the composer's earlier intentions and
those recorded in the printed version of his sonatas. I can
only refer to the more important afterthoughts. (I may

* Six movement from Dr. Felix Mendelssohn Battholdy's celebrated

Origin SionsM-i. (>(>. 65. adapted In w(;v;i>, and uVdicMk-d. piTinir-s-ioJi, ti)

111. S;inn:d SoaitiaaYVeiCi-y, by Kihvi:i Mood.

No. 1. O sing unto the Lord. Soriataa. No. 4. Hoi every one that thirtieth.

Trio. Sonata 4. Duo.
No ; Have^trty'.ifontTU.-. Sonata;!. ' No.;. Holy, holy, holy, Son.-ita.1-

Solo. Duo.
No. e AlMuiah, Praise our God.: No. 6. Oil I that my head were

Sonata 4. Quartet.
|

waters. Sonata 6. Solo.

London 1 Coventry and Hollier, 71, Dean Street, Soho.
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mention that, in One of his unpublished letters, Mendelssohn

speaks of the constant alterations lie made in his compositions
as " a disease " from which he chronically suffered.)

Sonata I.

This was originally No. 3 of the set. No. 3 (in A) being

No. 1. Mendelsohn inverted tin- order in [he proof copy.

First Movement.—The title (if the chorale ihar 40) is ^ivtn

in the MS., "Was mein Gott will, das gescheh rdlezdl.'"'

Bar 31^ in the pedal, instead of crotchet Bi^the first beat

chorale sounds thin when phived mi U:e j;n-iit ni^aii with

the moving pedal (bars 93, et leq.) will he interested to know
that Mendelssohn doiihi.-d the melody in the octave below.

Bars 98 and 99 will furnish an example—

The pedal quavers, beginning at the half-bat of 96, \

iginally—

The movement originally concluded thus ;-
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Recitative.—The close was originally an eight-bar instead

of a seven-bar phrase, and ended thus ;

—

Last Movement.—At bar 36 the fine effect of the low pedal
D against the E in the left hand was not in the original.

At that particular bar (26) the D (held from 23) moved up to

E (scmibrevc) in octaves with the left hand, and in the next
bar (27) to the next note, Ff (minim). The low pedal C, at

bar 100, originally began four bars earlier. Mendelssohn,
with rare judgment, afterwards changed it for the octave

above (bars 9,6-90), as printed. The crotchet rest in the pen-
ultimate bar was an afterthought, the chord originally

occupied the whole bar ; and the final chord contained that

extra F (first space, treble stave) which so many organists

naturally put in.

Sonata II.

Adagio.—This was originally written in 4-4 time, in notes

of double length, crotchi:ta for quavers, &c. The movement
ended thus, so far as I can decipher it through the erasures,

the penultimate bar being a little doubtful :—
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Allegro maestoso.—The dots to the quavers, which form
such a strongly marked feature of this movement,.were after-

thoughts (see liar 44. in the following examples).

Bars 24-26, 41-44 stand thus in the MS. :

—

The fine effect of the descent of the pedal to the lowest C
in bar 44 (was iliis a ch;;iii;i: fur die hulLer ?) will not escape
notice. The diminished seventh chord, in bars 24 and 41
of the printed version, is absent in the MS., as shown above.

Fugue.—The subject of this fugue is the same as that of
one of three organ fugues composed by Mendelssohn in

1839 (MS. dated " Frankfurt, d. 14 luli, 1839"), five years
before the sonatas were written; but the exposition and
subsequent treatment of the fugue are quite different in this

sonata as compared with the earlier version.
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rlui-in-

be quo-

July 25

with a
with anoth.

1 pray se

d an English publi

and as I was writ

I like the beginn

Do
not forget the

He wrote a second letter, dated "August 15, 1844. "

i. :i

his sister to make further search for the piece. Inn ap-pa-emly
without result, as the two movements of this sonata ate

dated "Aug. 9" and "Aug. 17, 1844," respectively. It

seemed possible that lilt: Welsh piece mij;ht still be found
ai)K>iiL[st Fran Hensel's papers and MSS-, but Uerr Sebastian
[Icisrl, in response to a recent inquiry, is unable to trace

this interesting MS. sent by .Mendelssohn to his sister to be
played at her marriage c<

Sonata IV.

First Movement.—In bar 18 the twelfth semiquaver is C$
in the MS., which nole has always been printed Cij.

Mr. W. T. Best.i
bar the same as bar

Andante.—This
:ui:iini:i, an;: headed

edition (Novello), makes the above

originally written in

iiiiz si 2- 31
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there are now correspond in;; rests: Bars 3, 5, 11, 13, 26, 36,
3K, 44 (this liar began with a low pedal F), anil 50. The
withdrawal of these pedal notes considerably lightens the

progress oi this ohar.n.tci istic Mer.d* !ss; die movement.
Last Movement.—The bars introductory to the fugue do

not appear in the original MS. The movement btgan with
the fugue subject in the pedal, and concluded thus :

—

There is another version of this fugue in MS. (dated
" Frankfurt, 2 April, 1845 "), in which the subject is slight!

3"

different—

It will be noticed that the semiquavers in the first bar of

the above extract are much more difficult to pedal than
those in the printed version

;
probably this was the cause of

the alteration. This MS. fugue, which is quite complete,
while similar to the printed version (but without the intro-

ductory bars), has many points of interest.
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Sonata V.

Andanle con molt).— Meiulrlhso] 111 firs! wrote this move-
ment in the tonic minor, but sul^cqik i:Uv changed it to the
relative minor, in the key we now know it. In this (Ii minor)
form there was originally a counter- subject at the return of
the first theme (bar 25).

This sonata had an extra movement, whirl) came between
the Andante enn moto and the Finale. It consisted of a
^.petition of the Chorale, hut with dilterer.t harmonics and
the addition of pr^smi; notes in the inner and pedal parts.

Here is the first phrase :
—
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Last Movement.—This has often been a puzzle to organise

in regard to the disappointing result of the skip of the octave

in those places {e.g., bars 4, 7, 17, Sec.) where it is smothered
liv heavy chords. It is, therefore, interesting to find from
the MS. that Mendelssohn's original intention was to make
frequent changes of manuals in this Allegro. He uses the

direction "Clav. I.," or "Clav. II.," no less than thirty-eight

times in the movement. These directions were subsequently
crossed through in pencil. It is probable that he may have
thought the frequent changes gave a restlessness to the
movement ; or, still more probable, that the want of balance
of tone between the great and swell manuals—and especially

the limited bass compass of the latter— in the organs of that

tunc would have nullified the effect of his rcgislc:i::;;.

Without printing the music in fall it would be impossible to

give a satisfactory idea of Mendelssohn's intention, but I

quote the opening bars as a specimen:

—

In bars 7, 8, 13, the octave skip is marked "Clav. II.,"

while in bar 77 it is indicated "Clav. 1."; this will give
some further idea of the original plan in regard to the change
of manuals. It would be interesting to hear this movement
played, as Mendelssohn first registered it, on one of our
modern organs."

Sonata VI.

The two M5S. of this sonata that I consulted seem to be
"clean" copies. I have, therefore, not been able to trace
Mendelssohn's possible alterations. Most probably bis own
copies, preserved at Berlin, would show manv changes.
From the Thematic Catalogue of the Berlin MSS., I find

that the last movement was originally written in crotchets
and in 3-+ time.

Ii has since been^ pointed out to mi; that in the Litolff Edition, (he
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Mr. Edwards then played a MS. " Nachspiel " for " Organo
Pieno," in D, which Miinildssi ilia euiuposed in Hume, in

1831. The first four bars—which appear three times in

forty-five bars—of the Introduction arc identical (except the
dotted niitos) with the opening of (tie 3-4 movement in the

second sonata, but the remainder is different.

A five-part fugue follows on the subjoined short subject :

—

and brings this effective composition to a brilliant conclusion
on a tonic pedal thirtwn bars long.

The remaining "illustrations" were some MS. iihjvtiiihiIs

which Meridi.:lfi5:::hn had written for the sonatas, but which
were more than he wanted for 11 the parcel" he was going to
send to Mr. Coventry. One of these movements, which is

quite complete and worthy of publication, is an air with
variations, of which the following is the opening phrase :

—

No. 3. Andanlt.'

Permission to obtain transcripts of these MSS. from the
Imperial Library at Berlin, for the purposes of the present
paper, had been kindly accorded to Mr. Edwards by a
member of the Mendelssohn family.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— I am sure we are very grateful for this

,i< In lira lik mid micicslmg iMper. We sliail all. m future,

listen to these organ sonatas with great interest. ] think it

vas most tV.eumalc lh;.L Mendelssohn «ji mind lo .vrilt for

the organ. I do not know whether many of you have had

wonderful organ parts^in his oratorios. *"ln England? I am
Mirrv to say, for many years the organ, in the otiLtorio, was
i/ciieiaiiv looked upon as a great bore, many people thinking

that it was only useful to keep the voices in tune, to help
them out of a difficulty, or to assist them when they were
uaccilai:i. I always played Mendelssohn's organ part.- from
the full scores, and I found them quite a study as works of
art. He ;w\ er puts a mark, oldei , u: direction which is not

of enormous advantage lij the general effect. Let me advise

young organists thcrcfon ; to do exactly what he tells them,
lie was indeed a master of the instrument, and it must be a

pleasure i'-jr lis to know that Kngiish people encouva;e-,l him
to write these sonatas.

Mr. Edwakiis.— In the chorus in " Elijah," " lih-ssi-d me
the men who fear Him," at the passage in D, Through
darkness riscth hjht , the -.tpright." 1 may mcmifin that

originally the organ ivai no: intended io come m there, It

was Dr. Gauntlett who put it in at the rehearsal (in 1846) on
his own account ; anil Mendelssohn afterwards said thai when
he heard it he felt cold all down his back for he wondered
what was going to happen. However, he liked it so much
thai it was iiiseite i, ami it adds a very line effect, the oigmi
coming in on the chord of D, and at the beginning of the bar,

before the soprano lead.

Mr. H. C. Banister.—Coventry and Hollier were also the
great patrons of Sterndalc Bennett. I know from my
mailer, Cipriani I'etter, that the than issued a circular

soliciting subscribers fa' the organ sonatas, and one went to

an eminent organist, who, however, replied that there were
plenty of composers in Kngland (pi ite as good as Mendelssohn.

Mr. Gilbert Webb.—Among the most interesting details

which the lecturer's researches have revealed is the
correspondence with reference to the title dial M. -iieelssoj'.n 's

organ compositions should recei\ e nam civ, " Voluntaries" or

Sonatas. " It would scent as though he had set hues: if to

write a series of organ pieces rather than a series of sonatas,

and that the latter title was given them because, when
completed, they more approached the form of a sonata than

may be able'io arrange for
5

the unpublished pieces played by
him, and oiniiually wi it ten tor the- s- *:ia La:-, being ]

ei hi is led.
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The Chairman.—In reference to the editing of these
sonatas, may I enter a protest against the mamiei in which
some editors turn and twist the author's method of writing

his works. Many editors have totally disregarded
Mer.deissohn's plan oi' writing. The next best thing Ebl

music to sound well [lie said) was that it should look well Oil

paper, and lie was a composer who gave a great deal of
consideration as to how a passage should be written. Some
editors attempt to excuse themselves by saying that they try

to make the music easier and more plain for young people.

I Only hope these young people wiil seon get older. The
speed at which the Finale of the First Sonata is taken must
(ii'pend a gieat deal upon the s:/.e of llie building, although
Mendelssohn said it was to go as fast as possible. In St.

Paul's Cathedral 1 found it necessary to play i: slowly. It

would be interesting to' trace lite origin of the chorales

which Mendelssohn introduced into these organ sonatas.

Several are well known
; hut I have never been able to

trace that used in the opening of Sonata 5. I, however, see

someone in the room (Mr. Otto Goldschmidt) whose intimate
acquaintance with the literal lire oi German chorales would
enable him to give us valuable information on the subject.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Edwards was then passed
unanimously.
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FROM DRAIN TO KEYBOARD :—NEW AND
COMPLETE PRACTICAL SOLUTION OF ALL

TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES,

By W. Macdonald Smith.

" I will use my influence to get you appointed organist to a
deaf and dumb asylum." So said, with quaint humour, a.

professor to a lady who had been lamenting her It clinical

liiiprnhocncy ami lu]li:iy of I lie delights of (.njoyiug lino

could play it •• in her mind " to perfection. And many of us
have doubtless dwelt upon the beauties of a favourite

movement in like manner, untrammelled by the technical

imperfections of our fingers. But unfortunately music in

geimral is not quite such an imaginative and ethereal art as
all this, and requires for its interpretation, first and foremost,
no doubt, the musical soul and musical brain ; but secondly,
the delicately ivgulated contractions of certain muscles to

produce the sounds from whatever instrument is being
played. In the case of the pianoforte, the deservedly
popular instrument of our time, very great attention and
study have been given to that part of the mechanism which
intervenes between keyboard and stnuf: ; luit it is to the
remaining part of the chain—and this chain, as all others, is

no stronger ihan Us weakest link—that I wish to draw your
att en; ion lo-dav

;
trusting that you will in no wise consider me

an iiuerlopet, oi a trespasser upon ground sacred either to

the expert pianoforte maker or to the experienced piano
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From Brain to Keyboard.
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1 the lime, little would be gained by ih^cri'ii-i g the methods
and apparatus hitherto invented. Many of you will have
read the hooks published on the suliject or used one or other
of the apparatus recommended. Advantage has certainly

been gained by them; but in a case of this sort one is some-
\i hai reminded >>f brid!;in^ a mountain Loi re a L by Lhiowia^ a

log across—if, in falling, it misses the opposite bank by only
an inch, it is as good as useless ; and with keyboard players,

if the method adopted is not absolutely complete, almost as
ir.iich arduous labour has to be gone through at the instru-

ment to overcome out: dilhcithc as to overcome a driven.

What is it exactly that constitutes a beautiful "touch"?
The common opinion is that " touch " cannot be described
nor defined—that it is a natural gift not to be taught or
imparled. Professors of repute have endorsed this view to

a large extent, perha;:;, owing to an inaccurate perception of

the precise line to be drawn between the artistic or mental
part of playing and the mechanical. Yet, putting "rhythm "

ai.d " feeling" or "sentiment," commonly e;dle,l ' expression,"
aside for the moment, " touch " is nothing but the way of
striking Ike keys, and if to some minds this is not very clear,

the mechanical piano may help me to explain my meaning.
No sentiment worthy of the name can be given to music
played hy machinery ; but the touch of the best of these
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machines in its "runs" is tmsurpassable, solely because a

ranid scale is a passage id which sen titiicnt may almost be

left aside. What the pianist wants is ability to express the

sentiment of all music on his instrument as perfectly as the

other does the runs. I grant that individual character

must give each one a different style of playing, but am
satisfied that the touch, depending necessarily and solely

perfected and taught with little trouble, though former
methohs have really afforded no certain means for so doing.

A little reflection will show us that the hand is by no means
naturally suited tor playing the piano and therefore requires

to be most carefully adapted to its new work. The short

thumb, with its lateral movement, is certainly n-.ost handy in

many passages, though the majority of plavers make sad
misuse of the thumb-under movement. The other fingers

are all of different lengths and various strengths, and owing
to our constant use for everyday purposes of the first two
and the thumb, the third and fourth are relatively very weak.
Add the fact that the thumb is never used for an "up-and-
down " movement except in piano playing, and that the

tendons of three of the fingers ai"'- liy nature tied together in

a manner most provoking from the pianist's p;:in; of view,

and we have here an irregular com! unction of finders usually

requiring a vast amount of training before [hey ran be made
to play a really even scale or urpci^-iu ; and yet these arc not

the chief difficulties, as I shall endeavour to show.
Without going into long anatomical descriptions, I would

remind you of the fundamental f;ieL that all the movements
of the fingers, hands, and anus in ulaviii'f the most difficult

music are effected solely by the sudden and regulated eon-

make then; sluggish in obeying the wiii-powci which causes

them to act. Each finger, including the thumb, has a muscle
to raise it and another to depress it. The muscles them se'. vis

are situated in (he forearm, and it is the tendons only from
these muscles which pass through the wrist and are inserted

in the last joints of the fingers. 1 f both be contracted at the

same time, the joint action of the two muscles pulling along
the sides of the joinls kr-ep i],e fingers sii:I"; if both are

relaxed, the lingers are in a slate of hahince, prrfuci 1 y Ioi-ibc.

There are muscles which act on the whole hand at the wrist

in the same way, and which produce all the so-called wrist

movements so important for the pianoforte rilavcr. The
thumb has special muscles which are used for the " turning

under." The fingers are moved laterally by some very small

of the hi

ng betwe brain and fingers, can b
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From Brain to Keyboard.

muscles placed in the hand, and which are used in playing
any arpeggio. In short, the hand and arm r;rc: provided with
ii::i|iU: means for performing each o: the following five pairs
of movements.

i. Of the lingers (and thumb) up and down (as in striking

2. Of the whole hand from the wrist, up and down (as in

playing a chord), or sideways (as in playing a slow legato

arpeggio on the white notes) :

—

3, Of opening and dosing i In. p:i:ni of ;ht: hand, iiidmling

spreading apart of the fingers and thumb (as in many
pianoforte passages) :

—

4. Of the forearm, carrying the hand to left and riglil along
the keyboard (as in playing octaves on white notes) :

—

5. Of the forearm, backwards and forwards (as required in

a chromatic scale in octaves) :

—

and all the variety of movements used by the pianist will be
seen to be only combinations of the above simple ones.

Taking former systems in quite a general way, the

fo^owiiig are the reasons why they have not been
complete :—

the S)t-
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1. That the "up" movement of the finger has too
freipnuitly been neglected, resulting in sad f;ti[iinj In playing
" legato " anil diilicuity in nc.ijui ring satisfactory " sh.dic.'

1

2. That the muscles above the elbow were not fully
exercised, whereas it will be seen that they arc very
important.

3. That the solidity of the shoulder, considered as a
(onudal:on ai the anil's movement, lias been quite over-
looked, as also the natural tendency of the forearm to rotate,

in playing, romid a longitudinal axis.

4. That the "thumb under" movement has been much
neglected, and the "hollowing of the hand" never (to our
knowledge) mentioned.

5. That "full contractions." lite, importance of which will

be afterwards explained, were nol thought likely to produce
the exact effect desired, ami, therefore, never invested as a

solution of the difficulty.

6. That no adequate criteria of real independence have
been afforded, as may be given by certain test exercises at

the piano.

7. That as any of the above omissions would soon make
itself felt in playing, results have been found only partially

satisfactory.

Lest the objection should be raised that there are
distinguished pianists who have never given attention to the
development of the muscles of the shoulder. 1 would beg you
to reflect what a minute proportion out of ail the hard-
working pianists ever attain or merit celebrity ; and that it is

not wonderful that one in many thousands should be
naturally gifted with a muscular development of unusual
perfection, emdibag him ] a nc.lica.llv to interpret musical ideas

such as many feel and understand, but find it impossible to

reasons why a child finefs such difficulty in commanding his

fingers when he comes to the piano, but there is no time,

and I must content myself with the statement of a general
principle. A certain movement, lo be done, perfectly and
strongly, necessitates the use of a certain group of muscles.
When well developed these obey the mental impulse v. ithouE

hesitation
; but there is a natural provision, most pro\ idcnlial

for everyiliiu-.! hat piano playing, and in virtuv of which, if

the prop; r inn-a les f;;r (he inovr-i mnit arc weak, other stronger
muscles take the work instead, and the movement is done,

only awkwardly. The use of the finger muscles all together

in chord playing, instead of those that move the wrist

independent!',', is an instance of this, and hence the extreme
difficulty usually found in sounding out any one note in a
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My new system, the outlines of which I am about to give
you, is piinianly based upon ll:e principle that rapid and full

coiiLraelions (if any miiscle develop [ veiy ipiickiv, not only
in strength, but in quick and preci.se responsiveness to the
mental call—a much more important factor for tin: pianist

tb.in men: strength of mete rapiditvof action. Taking as

a typical example the movement of a single linger, a person
who can repeat a note on the piano three or four times in a
second may, ;;:':ei a little proper exercise of rapidity, sound it

seven or eight times in succession in a single second ;
and

instead of -lit; linger being lircd after two seconds of this

rapid movement, can continue it with ease for ten or fifteen.

It is unnecessary for our present purpose to go into the

precise physiological phenomena involved in muscular
contraction, however lnterc-lin g an;: however important in

goiuij into :u. the scientific, details of the question of playing.

1 have can: ;boronghly into the matter in all its derails wttli

competent medical men and physiologists. Unfortunately,
there is no time to-day even to touch upon the interesting

points raiced in the study of the partial contraction of a
muscle. We can, however, deal with a few plain and well

proven fads, which are found in most physiological text-

books. They are as follows :

—

1. The nervous impulse, which by stimulating the muscle
causes it to contract, produces at the same [nee a dilation of

the small arteries leading to it, and in this way makes a

remember that it is entirely from the blood that the muscle
derives the nourishment, which no: only enables its fibres to

grow and develop but gives it its capacity for work. Even
a large muscle will have little endurance if there is not
an abundant flow of blood through it. The stronger the

nervous impulse the grealei the increased supply of blood,
and it is on this account that the exercises I shall describe

must be performed briskly,

2. A fu!i contraction (such as occurs when a muscle is

contracted until for ti:e moment it is quite hard) causes
compression of the small Mood vcssclsin the muscle, and as

ar.v pressure upon veiiu causes tiie blood to llow onwards
towards the heart, the blood from which the " goodness," so
to speak, has been extracted, goes on its way to the revivify-

ing lungs and its place is taken by fresh blood from the

arteries. It is during rest that the muscle develops by
feeding upon this blood left in it. On these two simple
piineiples it is i!:a( a species of exercise is founded, by which
I find it possible to develop mn-c:es to their full—a vastly
different exercise from that in which they are called upon to

do heavy work, as with most apparatus, or at the pianoforte,

where excessive practice may lead to cramp—as it does more
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often than is generally supposed i:i-,tuad ef to (he healthiest

possible development.
The principle of exercise by rapid and full contraction

sounds perhaps iitv simple ; but ii: aoplving it to (he further

exigencies of piano plaviug we art* met by many further

difficulties, which ivili entirely vili;iti: results unless they aie

properly understood and provided against.

I wish none of my assertions to betaken on trust, and,
although by the gymnastic exercises prescribed in my system
the student can overcome all difficulties if he only attends

carefully la instructions, [lie anatomical reasons for the

different movements have been carefully gone into, to prove
that they are exactly those necessary to bring about the
desired end of attaining and keeping up a " pcrfei t touch

'"

and a high degree of execution. 1 must ask you to excuse
me from deuieusltatieg (hi' whole of s;\ o.vct ciso-; here

to-day, not because I am unwilling to make them public, but
because 1 have found that from merely once showing they

are rarely retained exactly, although few an:: concise, and
results obtained would therefore not be satisfactory with any
who should set themselves to put the system to a test. If

toe authorities on pianoforte teaching will honour me by
confirming the favourable opinions which practical results

with pianists of all classes have hitherto elicited, the

work will shortly be published in book form, and then, from
carefeilv mailt- deseiip'. i. ui .

if the movements, with reproduc-
tions of photographs, the student may learn them for himself;

although one is obliged to confess that just as languages

this system is necessarily much more' complete when learned
hv personal instruction, as people vary so very much in

natural muscular development, ar.tl execution and gooa
touch arc therefore attained more rapidly and thoroughly
by the master's attention to each individual case. I will

therefore show you one or two of the more important
exercises, that you may practically see and appreciate how
the results are obtained. The whole set takes about four

minutes to go through with each arm, and should be done
only twice daily, night and morning, or after any long spell

at the instrument.
This is the first of the set (showing it), and is for acquiring

independence, strength, and delicacy of control over the
flexor and extensor muscles of the fingers. Von will observe
that a rapid anal full contraction is given both to the muscles
used in striking the notes and to (hose used in lifting the

fingers. The words Offence and Defence (In iroughiy express

the two positions I show, and it is from one to the other that
(lie hand must bo changed as rapidly as possible. It is the

briskness (not violence) of the htdreidnni movement that is
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importance to perform a great number of repetitions in a

given time. A dozen or so is quite enough at a time if

correctly done, it should be disiinclly remembered thai it

is during the subsequent rest that the muscle develops, and
not during the performance of the exercise. Lest the
s'.udeat f.r piano teacher should fauov ;hat this exercise for

the fingers, moved all together, may have perhaps the

advantage of saving time, but that to exercise each one
separately would lie more thorough and effectual, I should
again explain thai separate exercise, cannot possibly give

them the full development they receive by the above move-
ments. And though the effect of separate finger movements
with appropriate apparatus has been tried by me in every
variety, 1 unhesitatingly affirm that independence, strength,

delicacy of touch, every necessary quality, is preferably

acquired as above.
Another exercise for the forearm is as follows. The

superficial observer would be mooned U> say thai litis move-
ment (shoeing it), of sLiikiug on! and reoovei ii:g the arm

joint j^but I assure you that i/done in that way it gives
complete, and fullest contraction to no one muscle. And any
one may prove it, for if you double up the arm in this way
with the palm turned towards you, you will find that the
biceps muscle is contracted ; but if you turn the palm away
from you, it is no longer the biceps that does the work but

Ciller muscles! JVii's movement I'strikiui; upwards) is done
by the muscles at the back of the arm—but these are not
exercised thoroughly except in tins position, as if done so

(striking horizontally) the muscles in question do not act all

the time owing to a loo'-baiiioa] quest ion o: weight, and
therefore do not get a full contraction.

The full set of exercises gives full contraction to every

muscle of the hand and arm, and thereby imparts full

development and pefcouor. of mental control to all of tiiem,

and, though this may be rather questionable to some minds,
not one is superfluous to the first-class pianist. The system,

however, is most incomplete unless supplemented by
explanation of a few crucial points hitherto overlooked by
inventors of gymnastic apparatus, for otherwise it is

inipo.-.sihle to imagine that such i i:deli n il <-. results should

follow the arduous study gone through by so many.
To begin with, " quick repetition " movements me fihysiceliy

iir.pass-.hU zcitl: slack muscles, by which I mean that in the
c\ai'.i|>. ment'lonerl of repeating a note wile one liii<:er, or in

playing a shake, involving exactly the same diitltul:y, the

reason of this difficulty is generality not so much that the
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muscle is weal; as that it and its tendon arc, throegh
neglect, ;or;iiL-ly strung. 1 have made u iittle appaiatus
which will show you- exactly what takes piacc | apparatus
shown and un plained I

I n the real hand 1 1 1 : tie hit nim; of the

muscle, unless natural , cannot he ac.juire.l ihotouehle 1-v any
amount of piano practice, and is only to be accomplished by
executing full contractions of the muscle, by which the

muscle increases in volume broadwise all along its length,

and pulls itself and the tendon very taut. This principle

applies to any of the many-shaped muscles in the body as

well as to these of die lingers. In the wasted and thin arm
of an invalid the slackness of the muscles is very palpable,

thrui!;!] they may once have been tightly strung enough.

This practice of full conteaction is of such utmost
importance that I may be excused for enlarging on this

point. It is unnecessary, as I before said, to prove to you
theoretically that a few full contractions of a muscle do
develop it in the quickest and best fashion. Those familiar

with the subject know it to he a fact, and others car. easily

prove :

t for (hem sel n* in practice. Aral !< st any should r-lill

think it fanciful to say that in order to pciToim .pin k alter-

nate movements of any part of the arm or hand it is

indispensable that the muscle shall be perfect in its entirety,

either by natuaral gift or by exercise of full contractions,

they need only call to mind, amend other instances that

abound—
i , Huiv a barber, in shaving a customer, likes—that is, fi e.s

the necessity of—" sharpening up " his arm muscles by

another by giving spasmodic s:>a;.'S with his s-.issot s— : hat is,

giving a little " full contraction " exercise to his thumb.
i. How a writing master will, belore ean'.iiicuciiig an

elaborate heading, make a ilounsh in space wi:h his pen.

3, How pianists themselves are prone, njucUtliy, it is

called, to lift the wrist up high, or, at the end of a passage
ending in a verv high or low note, to straighten the arm out

(as a relief, they will tell you).

A muscle is developed just in proportion as ir is fed— in

pro|)oil!ou. that is, as it is emptied of waste matei ial and ft 1!

wish fresh blood irom the arteries. Ouick and full contrac-
tions expel the used-up^ blood along the veins and allow the

the action of squeezing a sponge. Suppose you want to

change the contents of a vessel of any sort, that you have, for

instance, a pail full of -salt water which you want full of
fresh. Do you take a small ladle, and ladle alternately fresh

water in and salt out, until the soilness is no longer
distinguish/ hle ? Kvi-n if the vessel were, for in-canee, a

tank carved in solid rock, you would at all events first ladle
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or pump out the salt water before putting in the fresh. And
yet the unreasonableness of the lirsl operation is on a par
with what pianists arc guilty of when they try to obtain the

necessary development at the puiv.o, and I do sincerely hope
that, as they readily see that in the example given the
best way to cbar.ge the salt for the fresh water is to turn

the pail bottom upwards and then just fill it, they will

welcome a method of effecting a similar savins of [into

and labour by the rational development of their muscles to

The quick repetition movements used at the piano, for

which practice of full contractions are necessary, are, for the

shake, full movements of the tinkers ; for repeated chords, of

the wrist muscles
;
for octave shakes, i'lli movements of those

muscles of the upper an:: which produce the lateral move-
ment of the whole hand.
The third important point is one which, as far as we are

aware, has received no attention whatever ; we can find no
mention of it in any work, nor do we know any master who
carries il into practice except perhaps unwittingly. It is

this : " The solality .>f the shoulder considered as a feimda-

muscles of the wrist and arm may 'exist , ami yet it maybe

start the bodv of the penknife vibrating. It will not. Now
tix tin: same point of the Made re;dlv tirinlv. by slicking it in

a heavy piece of wood or by holding it in a vice, or even by
pressing a hard substance un it at the cd;;e uf a table, it

will noiv vibrate readily if t niLchn-i :, her a use the force used is

:k>; lost, hut all utilized in making the knife oscillate, whereas
in the former case the vibrations were deadened ami lost in

rhe sohr.ess of The hand. -Now as of course for the quick
vibration of the hand, the forearm cannot he fitted in a vice

while playing, the nearest approach to :his condition mu it be
made, ami the utpcr aim must be held, by an effort, as firmly

fixed to the shoulder as possible. When all the muscles ate

faiily developed, ib is fixing of the arm firm at (he shoulder,

and 'consequent facility in playing repeated chords, is quite

easy of acquirement, the ailv;inUge being perceived at once.

In no games or c;di^bemc exercises I have seen are fullest

quick contractions given to all the muscles which move the

upper arm from the shoulder. With the exercises I

recommend these muscles are developed very quickly, in a

fortnight some effect is distinctly perceived, and at last no
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trouble is found in making the arm move from a firm fbunda-

muscles while another set perform the actual movements

So much for the simple vibration
; but the importance of

this foundation-making wouhl be slight were the above the
only use of il. A l;r:n foundation is as necessarv. however,
for the impression of the most delicate passages as for quickly
repeated chords. Our arm and shoulder form an e •igi'ic, self-

contained, and comparable for tin; purpose to ;i steal :l hammer,
except (bat it is verv light compared v. ith the forces it exerts.

The precision attainable with a steam hammer, rendering it

capable of gently era [.-kin;; oils. Ac. , is web knuv.n
;
lint see (lie

absolutely firm foundation it requires! What would happen
were the steam hammer fixed at the end of a long wooden
beam or arm ? (The anvil must be supposed fued and not

of a piece with the hammer, just us the piano keyboard is not
of a piece with the arm,) Half the effort of the blow would
be lost in shaking the steam hammer itself, and no amount of
practice would ensure certainty in the exact force of the
blow. The ngiditv obtainable for the foundation of the arm's
movement:; is not that of oast- iron, but the voluntary con-
traction of muscles in several directions act just as the guy-
ropes do in holding down the pule of a tent, and produce a
firmness quite sufficient for the purpose.
A country lad, on returning home from a visit to a I'ar-ofF

city, was astonishing his open-mouthed relatives by recount-
ing what he had seen, and added that there were lamps in

the streets which burned without any wicks. "Now, you
can stop," one of them answered indignantly ;

" for besides
not believing that, we now don't believe anything you told

us before."

I almost fear to introduce the next and last proposition,

lest you should treat me as they did tin: historian of the

gas lamps
; but the fact is that the carrying into practice

of the general development of all the muscles of the arm and
hand, with attention lo the crucial point? mentioned, leads

to the following remarkable result, no doubt as incredible so

most of you as it was astonishing to myself a short time

Fully developed fingers and arms make ilhno.it nothing of so-

called difficulties of "Independence," which tend to vanish as

muscular prrfection in progressively attained.

Such difficulties are generally thought only conquerable by
incessant complicated studies at the pianoforte, from iae.k of

having observed that it is only with weak or little-used

muscles that this independence is so hard to acquire; or, to
put it more correctly, that the dependence is so bard to over-

come. A conclusive experiment, to be made by anyone, will
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prove i\:':s lo be as I state. Try the well-known gymnastic
pa.^-.le boys amuse themselves will], of rabbinc; one ham: up
and liowii tlie chest and patting with the other—you cannot
do it ! Spend one minute in giving your attention to the
matter, and yon have m asP-rcd it—they are fairly Strom; arid

oftcu-use:! iiii:rit i<:s that yon emplov. Xuu fvv to !i;_'h:lv tap

alternately with the second and third fingers of the left 'Hand
quickly as ij- play: :ig a shake

,
probabiy yoa cannot do that

exce pt Blowly, and even if you try for ten minutes you will

only succeed in titme; the muscles a:id sc:t::iK no belttr
' independence "

it is because new von arc usL::,^ weak and
undeveloped muscles. Or, if this is not convincing, compare
die ^rentes! rapidity with which a non-pianist can perform
tiiis shake movement with the first and second lingers of tlie

lei: haad anil with tiki same ihi;;ers of the liijii. Those of

the right will he found much more rapid in their alternate

action, in spile of Ike fact that liny are constantly uscif together

in writing, which, according to the prevalent notions of

independence, shrmld irake il niueii more difficult for them
to move independently of each other. ISat lliev are iielter

developed than the fingers of the left hand, and hence their

superiority in the exercise given.

if 1 have succeeded m showine: that exercise in full and
rapid movements imparts strength, rapidity, and inde-

pendence, whereas any other sort of exercise Hives strc:\c;:h

only to the muscles, voj wall understand why I prefer to

use the term " bright " to indicate the state of the perfect

pianist's muscles, and "dull " the state in which they usually

air, 1 ho dbter< u,e I.e.iajj; i asi that between a bright boy ami a

dull one in responsiveness and intelligent action. Most
people have a oomnarativi ]y bright ri(;h: hand and a tiuli left

one, unless they have rendered them equally bright by
thorough development on the principles described.

what -hey term "locality/' My answer is that until tliey

have had tie; pleasure of plaviiif.; with a !;ood sr.- 1 of " bright "

muscles they can have no idea of the instantaneous way in

wle.eb V:i:v will obey the will power ;
and my own experience

is that " localitv," when once, learned and 1 certainly ne\ er

incan to say that the piano can be learned by never playing"

—is learned once for all, and little forgotten, unless the

piano should be (]ui'.e neglected for many month:-. Besides,

do we reflect what good "locality" means? It means much
more than the mental judging of the distance from one
position of the hand to another position. It means the
power to instantly stop the hand, carried by the movement
of the forearm, at precisely the spot that the eye or habit
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indicates, and this without sliticnmy the lingers! In no
other part of piano playing is full development nf such
paramount importaiifc nr. here. And if yon will forgive

another ill a juration, let us fancy lien playinc: a iraine of re-Kim;

balls along a yard, the highest score being for the one who
rolls the ball so that it stops on or nearest to a tins: chalked
across die yard. Immense practice would hardly ensure one
of them being certain of scoring a "line"; hut snpp. .sine; it

were allowable to use a string to the ball, nothing would be
easier after a few trials. The pianist with perfect develop-

ment of the muscles which move the forearm is similarly

placed. The action of his muscles is instantaneous, where-

of 1,000, the impetus given to the hand to reach a certain

repeated.
If any teacher pre!

tion e\isis between

voluntarily liked in a hrci position until the light is visible

under it and over the second and fourth, we need not dwell

Nature is most obliging and seems to be willing to supply
us with whatever we ask for so lon.i; as we do so intelligently.

She seems to say: " Here arc limp and weak muscles, hoc
are india-rubber and steel spring muscles, here are cast -iron

muscles." lie who picfeis a lazy life wants m.iscles ru ifoer

of spring steel nor of cast-iron— he gets limp and flabby, as he
deserves. For the man who has very heavy and slow work
In do, it woii|. I be convenient to be pni tly made oi i -iron,

and Nature does Iter best to make his muscles hard, rigid,

and able to lift great weights without fatigue, by actually

ii.-iitlifyiii!; tin; muscle by " connective tissue," as it is termed.

And if we as pianists want imiia-riiblx r and steel spring

muscles we must go the right way about applying for them,
or else Nature mistakes our intention am! c::hor leaves them
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limp and weak or gives us, after much wasting of labour (as

in iiicKssH.nl piano practice'!, a second-rate imitation cast-iron

article which we do not care for at all.

plete muscular development is alone able t

lit;i' thai ol the naturally gifted ideal piar

perhaps, few know to be necessarily a firm

not excessively muscular in appearance, In:

part ; as also the wrist and arm, in which the

fills up every hollow and results in a bt

elegance of movement which otherwise
after childhood, even if they possessed it tl

And now, in conclusion. Truly musical
perhaps, we least expect to find them;
accessible, as it were, because the musi
might impart is ohscured by the clouds and
speaking, of purely muscular incompeteni
US of the warmth and light we might oil

;-:<-vr:ii:nK them from pvirp; enprct.s.on

feel. Let us. therefore, av.-.-.l ourselves of

disposal d:r si

to dis-
'

: between the false brilliancy of the
< -1 S'Hil lii-3 >r.r

, -. i..jl 'id; i i

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman. Ladies ami Gentlemen, Iwo little incidents

have occurred to me during the last few days, which are
sufficiently humorous and which certainly bear on this

question. This very day a lady came and played to me
for the first time, a:;d saici hois was a very iaiue perform-

ance. In reply to my observation that si:t: must do some-
thing to equalise her fingers, she observed :

" Oh ! my fingers

are very equal; they are all equally weak!" The other
incident was of a little girl who was with me some days
ago, and on my observing to her that the third and fourth

lingers- were weak and that she must adopt some crvcrdse

to strengthen them, she remarked :
" But surely, sir, if they

wore made weak by nature it would he flying in the face of

the Almighty were I to do so." We must be very graceful

to Mr. Macdoi-iild Simlh for his aliie paper and for his very

lucid explanation of his theory, in much of which I am
bound to say I am at one with him. Indeed, I might quote
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words of my own from my " Pianoforte Method," in which I

said that we frequently hear of a good touch, yet sufficient

importance is not generally attached to the ncquii 1 11^ nt

of this almost indispensable requisite for good pianoforte

playing
;
and I go on to Kay :

" A ijnad touch, which consists

ir. tlx method of striking die keys and of withdrawing the

lingers after striking the keys, emanates from the brain of
the performer and is the medium by which lie expresses his

conception of the quality of tone required." I will just refer

to one little point Mr. Smith advanced, lie referred to the

mechanical organ, and spoke of that as the perfection of

touch. 1 grant him that it is perfection as regards the

articulation of notes, hut it lacks that which makes human
performances interesting and acceptable—it lacks accent.

Again, he said that touch was never a gift ; now I contend,
sin the contrary, and I believe imay of my hearers will hear

me out, that touch is frequently a direct gift from nature.

1 have known repeated instances when pianists with small

practice have obtained beautiful effects on the pianoforte

from the possession of a natural touch. Again, do we not
know one performer from another by his or her touch, just

as we know a singer or a speaker by the voice? The best

possible argument Mr. Smith could have brought before us

would have been if he himself had performed and shown
us thereby the results of his nine gears' experience of the

exercise of the muscles to which he refers. In the absence
of this we can only accept his own statement of the case,

which, to some extent, I am willing to do. To a certain

degree I believe that these gymnastic exercises will shorten

the path of the student, for we must all be familiar with the
exercises we adopt when we ate out of practice and are

called upon to play. Do we not exete.ise out muscles by
pulling our tinkers, cracking our knuckles, iaisiug our hands
ami even our arms, which comes to much the same thing
that Mr. Macdouuld Smith has advanced? At the same
time, I am inclined to think that we shall never do without
what arc called .eehnica; exercises. 1 have heard nearly

every great pianist during the last nftv years, from T halberg
upwards, tln-y acfpiircd their wonderful manipulative skill

by no such means as is suggested. They acquired perfection

of tone and beauts and equality of touch entirely by means
of the technical exercises which Mr. Smith deprecates. An
his: snee. occurs to nic in the story of old John Cramer when he
heatd Dreyschock. lie 1 ei narked :

" Yes, that is a remark-
able performance, but you have no left hand." Dreyschock,
who was celebrated t- .

t- peiloniiing in public with the left

hand alone, said: "I believe my left hand is considered
pretty g-nod.'" Cramer answered: "No, you have no left

hand." " I beg pardon," replied Dreyschock, rather irritated
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at [liis remark: " I I,mcy my lu ft hnnd 15 as good as any
other's." " No," rejoined Cramer ;

" you have no left hand,
but you have two right hands,"
Mr. Macdonald Smith.—About touch being a gift ; I

certainly did not intend at all to convey the idea that touch
was never .1 gift. Undoubtedly tin: Lest pianists sv,: such
because they possess tliis wonderful ;r i f L of touch. All I

mean to imply is that touch depends upon the perfection
of muscular development ;

lljai with some: individuals very
hull' Icclmie.d exercise is nmi:'.ary , and that in others only

Ions V':.'
:.ri of practice have brought tin: pianist to the top of

his profession, Mr. Maclarrcn relerrcr; to my playing, bet

Iff

sufficiently and in a right manner this small resistance is of

such stiffness prevents our playing.

Mr. Thhkli'all.— Mr. Suiil'n le-ought these exercises under
my notice about ,-l 1110:1th s:x weeks ago, anil I tiie..l them,
but in die wrung way. LaVr en In- showed im: how 1,1 do
them properly. 1 consider 1 am as bad a case—as good a
ease, ibriel. >re—as lie could well get hold of. T!io:edi i

have dabbled in music for many years I never went through
any course of pianoforte study or regular practice of scales

and exercises. 1 have only done my music by fits and starts.

After about one month':, trial of these live exercises, and not
even then without occasionally missing a day, I have no
hesitation in saying that I have found a distinct improve-
ment, both as regards finger and wrist movement and octave
playing, arid I have become a complete convert to the method,
f think that Mr. Smith's system, properly taken up, will be
of immense assistance to trie pianoforte student. I do not

go so far as to say that it can be used as a substitute for
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technical studies, but it goes farther towards helping them
than I fancy most of you are likely to iiclievu a! the present

moment, and I sincerely hope thaL the system wi'.l meet with

eneouiaf'emeiit from practice] people.

The Chairman.—Permit me to say that I consider thia

opinion of the greatest possible value. It is a practical

opinion and affords just that evidence which I wanted, and
1 set (,'reat value on it. I, for one, shall have great pleasure

in reading Mr. Smith's book when it comes out, and hope he
will permit me to be a subscriber. I promise him patiently

to investigate it, and, what is more, as a practical teacher
I will test its efficacy. Now I think one duty only remains,
and that is to express our heartiest thanks to Mr. Smith for

his most interesting and lucid address.
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January 7, 1895.

W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq.,

In the Chair.

CURIOSITIES OF THE KEYBOARD AND THE
STAFF,

v Alfred Rhodes.

dies, and GiiK:i.t:ui:N,— For some years
I have been endeavouring to npplv lo tin; keyboard and the

staff the principle which guided Sir Isaac Newton in his

astronomical discoveries—viz., " llunu.'lillii I attention to little

things." To this principle it is said Sir Isaac attributed all

On the coast of Somerset, as the sun was setting over the
Bristol Channel, an artist and a young lady were watching
til;; waves as they rolled toward the shore. " What in'uv.r

does the sea appear to you ? " inquired the artist. "Oh I I

set nothing but muddy water !
" was her reply. " But look

at the crest of that wave, what do you see there?" "A
streak of gold." "And what colour is immediately under
the golden thread?" "Oh! distinctly a bright blue."

Then said the artist, "Has a little tnoughtiul attention

turned your muddy water into blue, and gold ? " "I could
not have thought i

corresponding intere

covered knowledge, :

application of the prii

what had p

-but f

-. with the

[life-:-,

endeavour to apply this principle to the key-
board and the staff, not only have reimi rliril >le coincidents

or curiosities appeared, but it led to the discovery of another
ruling principle that of ,'1 reflective d< sign in the construc-

tion of [h keyboard ; for it was found to consist of identical
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arrangement of white and black keys radiating from right to
left of two centres, D and GJ or At", and consequently some
reductive design ruling its representative notation on two
staves. Tin- relied i ve aspects of single nou s was also found
t'> extend to interval:,, chords, and especially So modulations,
'.vi-.ich seems to have guided, whether consciously or un-

consciously, our greatest masters, with the result of pro-

ducing some of their highest colouring and finest effects.

Now my object this evening is to make this clear to you.

One day it was observed that when the tips of the thumbs
were together, the natural (lesion of the open finders was
(fan-like) that of inverted radiation. From this it was
evident that any arrangement of keys adapted to their

manipulation must, like them, have sense centre for radiation

and reflective design, and such design in black and white
digitals 1 found in the construction o: the keyboard.

Mr. Chairman, before proceeding to illustrate this law of

reflection. 1 wish it to be distinctly understood that it

is not my purpose in any way to obviate the difficulties of

the staff notation by introducing any method of reform ; but
rather to face boldly these difficulties, and show reasons for

their existence, and then, a scientific method how they may
be overcome; for it is well to note how the staff notation has
grown with the ages and is now the vehicle for the trans-

mission of musical inspiration among peoples of every

civilised nation under the sun. From this it is evident
that the introduction of any new method which requires

alteration of the staff can scarcely be entertained, for it

means new plant for the publisher ; new instruction books
;

also, a new educational training for all teachers of the art.

Students who discard the old for any new method are not

able to read the music handed down to us from many
generations, so that, after all, for educational purposes, the

old notation must be learnt. All this and much more is

involved in any attempt at a radical reform. There is no
doubt that the notation with its flats and sharps is difficult

to master, its complexity produces perplexity, and it is this

fact which has provoked many to attempt its reform. Seeing,

however, that this is impossible (at least in our generation),

any new light ivhicli may show i-nmu of its complications in

simpler ami moie i eielligiiuc asp-cts will, it is reasonable to

suppose, be welcomed by every musical student.

Cross purposes.—Some years ago, during hours of

endeavour to put musical notation clearly before young
enthusiasts, it often appeared as though the notation itself

were piaying at cross purposes, hi the first plate, the bass
stave notes were a; cross purposes with those in the treble,

for their corresponding positions did not agree in name. The
black ivory digitals on the keyboard had no independent
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names of their own, and for that reason had a double notation

of flats and sharps, named from their nearest neighbours.

other keys often intruded lliejiiw Ives, whir!:, thimgli >:ohm nig
a n il expanding the resources of that key, nevertheless wi n:

eve: at cross purposes with it. Under these complex aspects,

the question often in mind was, how can this notation he
intelligibly ta'.^ht. so that it may he easily understood? Is

there no way of classification? no method by which this

chaos can become cosmos?
Position of C.—One morning I observed that ACE, bolli

above and below the staves, read upward, occupied the same
positions :

—

and how, in both chords, C occupied a central position. It

was also observed how the treble ledger lines numbered
upward r 2 3 and the bass downward 1 2 3 (the way all

instruction hooks teach) made A and H show themselves at

cross purposes :
—

I asked myself, is C central to all the notes? It was
evidently so, when 1 considered bow the great staff of eleven
lines showed C on its central line. Then drawing the two
Staves and placing C in every position, 1 perceived for the
first time that if a mirror were placed between the staves, all

the C's of one staff would be reflected in the other, even the
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very ring of the G clef round the second line of the treble
Kl;tiT w;is found r<_ 11 u c t (.-(] in the 1" clef, round the second line

from the top of the bass staff:

—

A clear gain in the art of teaching.—This discovery of a

reflective aspect of all C's seemed to he a clear gain in the
art of teaching, for the bass and treble C's could easily be
learnt two at a time, if only the lines and the spaces of the
bass staff were numbered downward instead of upward.

Other stave nates.—At this time I had not discovered how
it was possible to apply the reflective principle to the other

names, and for some time further exploration was ahandoned.
How were theyfound.—One Friday afternoon, when walking

over Clapham Common from one professional engagement to

another, and thinking upon what I had just been tciciiins

— viz., key-notes and their respective key iij^aliiros, mv
thoughts involuntarily glanced for a moment to the position

C ceeupied on the key-board. Counting tii'o semitones to the
right of C showed IJ the key-note for two sharps, and to the

left. Bp the kev-note for two flats.

Curiosity of Coincidence.—This revealed a curiosity of

eoincid'.-iire betwe.-n numbers of semitones on both sides

of C and numbers of sharps and flats in key-p iymitmvs.
Regarding this C as a centre, my first thought was : Is the
re'ieCLive principle applicable also to the key-board ? Count-
ing again from C upward, three seir.itones showed Efr the
key-note for a three-flat signature, and downward three semi-
tones A, a three-sharp key-note. But I asked how is this ?

Sharps according to their meaning should be upward and
flats downward. Is the keyboard playing at cross purposes?
and with the same letters, A and E, which at first attracted

my attention at cross purposes on the staves.

At that moment semitone numbers radiating lo the right

and left of C were like rays of light from some star on the
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dark horizon of my then vague conceptions of key-note
radiation, and my attitude of mind was like the attitude of
one of those who "look for light, but behold darkness; for

brightness, but walk in obscurity" { Isa. lis. 9, R.V.) ; but, Mr.
Chairman, to be able to see anything at all, showed there
was light somewhere.
Now was the time for "thoughtful attention to little

things."

In this state of mind the thought occurred— there must be
another centre on the keyboard which will account for this

contrary aspect of flats upward from C, and sharps downward.
But where is it ? that was the question.

Before I had crossed the Common that afternoon, I

discovered that my steps had unconsciously quickened, for

light had br(jki::i out of obscurity, another star-centre had
been found at Ff or G? whose rays in semitone numbers
joiiu-i! [hose from C, for three seniiltniiis downward from G7,
showed E?, the same note as tlircn; si'niilom;* upward from C

;

also three semitones upward from Fjf joined at A the three
semitones downward from C. So that these notes were
pointed at from two centres, as though some importance were
attached to them, which may account for the fact why these
notes combined, forming the diminished seventh chord, are
called by Sir John Staincr" " the most important chord in

Ei. 4. Fj 1? 3^ Gi>

3# 4 3*

To the right and left of C, semitones to key-notes radiate

by even numbers:—
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To the right and left of FB or Gfr, by odd numbers :
—

But it was also seen how, where the lines from C terminated
on white keys, those from terminated on black, and vice

versa. Please observe the diagrams : C to D, E are white
keys ; from Gt> centre to E& and D? are black

; from C, to

B> A? G? are black keys; from FJ, to G A B are white.

From both centres you see black keys are downward and
white upward.
This discovery of a second centre at Ff or G^ accounted

for my p::rp](-\i'.y. ami i.Apl;iinr;.-l i.i;::ipl(:Ldy wily tlic key
board had played so adroitly with me at cross purposes.
Even numbers of semitones were seen to correspond with
even numbers of sharp signatures upward and flat downward,
and odd from Ff upward, and Gt> downward. This radiation

to even numbers from C and odd from Fj or Gi? was evidently
the cause of that perplexity.

The keyboard was now looked upon as a picture where ali

liiifs wi:rc foenssed at two centres as points of sight, anil you
will not be surprised when I tell you that after the day's
duties were finished, great pleasure was experienced as I

sketched for the first time the designs which are now before

That evening, I drew also another diagram, extending
radiation to the utmost capacity of the key-board, and also

others limited to twelve flat and twelve sharp keys, from
which sometimes accidental notation is borrowed by great
composers :—

ii ig 13 to 8 13 ir 97 o 2 4 1 o 1 3 5 is 14 16 xi 13

The dotted line conducts the eye to even numbers which
radiate from the C centre. The continuous line to odd
numbers from F# or GP. To the right of each centre the
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number of semitones correspond to number of sharps to each
key signature. To the left, number of semitones correspond
to number of fiats to each key signature.

The difficulty of applying the reflective principle to the
bass and treble stave note readings still confronted me. I

had discovered the two star centres fiosn which key-notes

radiated to sharps upward and flats downward, and the

question now was, how was all this reflective aspect of the

keyboard represented on the book—in other words, how was
its notation shown on two staves ? was it possible to find sharp
signatures reflecting flat ? and if so, what about the reflective

aspects of the key-notes themselves to which those signatures

were attached ?

When drawing the following diagram to show a young
student how six sharps and six flats were, on the ki>yl>i>;inl,

one and the same scales, I observed that although l*i and G?
represented the same keyboard digital, yet they occupied two
distinct positions on the staves, and those positions were

Ex. 8. _ Keynote Gt>.

Gb.
MtRROP. Mirror.

Reflected.

II

Key-note Ff

.

The next step was an easy one. If this were so with G?
and Fjf, did other key-notes hold corresponding reflective

* I ought to have seen (which at that time I did not) that the ibgs of

[he am! V clefs iieii^ rrjhctivr on thu sucuiul lines uf I hi; slaves

supplied the key to the situation, not only to these notes, but also 10 the

relati ve aspects of A and E and B and D.
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It then came as a revelation how, by taking away all flat

and sharp signatures, these key-notes stood before me on the

staves in reflective aspects as pairs. Each note was found
in company with another which occupied reflective positions
iviryi.'here, not only on the staves, lint also on ledger lines

;

whether between the staves or above and below them, every
11 reflected its position on line or space as D, and D, B ; A
with E, and E with A; G with F, and F with G. And
here was a remarkable feature in the case; C no! h-ivhsg

diatonic bond and in tonal sympathy with all other nates.

If science be defined as classified knowledge, then this

classification of pairs, B D, A E, G F, may he considered a

scientific method for learning the names of the notes, and
the puzzling question before-mentioned—-viz., is there no way
of classification ? no method by which this chaos may
become cosmos? is answered in the affirmative. This,
however, is only one point out of many which belong to

musical notation.

cither sharps or flat

signature, was oil i

notations; it, tltcreft;

all rtfiii-live posil'wi

d
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Now the law of association as an aid to memory is very
valuable, and therefore it is helpful to study to classify these

pairs of notes, B D, A E, G F, by the three primary colours
of the rainbow— blue, red, and yellow. These colours arc

chosen, not in any arbitrary wav. but because some hundred
years ago they were used as clef signs, and consequently for

stave note readings.

On turning over the pages of my notebook, dated July,
I>S?2, written in the ruin mil n-e-n nun of tin: Koval Acaili:inv nf

Music when in class for liainuiny and composition, under
the guidance of the late Sir G. A. Macfarren, I find the
following :

" Mr. Macfarren says that he possesses music to

which arc attached coloured lines for clefs— Blue for F, red

for C, and yellow for G ; also that in the first edition of

Cramer's Studies, published in 1790, there is used the alto

clef after the bass. Three or four times in the course of a
line these clefs would change."
Now from that date to this my impression has been that

the first edition of Cramer's Studies had coloured lines for

clef sij;i!s. I remarked it would ho diilicult to read, to which
Sir George replied, " Nut when \ on ai e used to it."

Now the late Hans von Biilow, in his introduction to
" Cramer's St iniie.s,'' expresses trover at not In 1115; ,:Me lo iind

any ir.fotmation as to whci: or where the first edition of

"Cramer's Studies" was published,* It is evident Sir

George Macfarren could have supplied an answer

—

B D are easily remembered by B for Blue.
This diagram shows C as a star-centre and classification of

stave notes radiating in pairs. They may also easily be

• It is very l:!.clv -.kit Hie G:-o:l:c Ikv.I refer unci; lo u-aW a suiJii's.

for the secon.l -.At Kppriir.nl lei iiiid, l v i.itilk. [i'" ;e:ii I :.iri.'L

(Grove's Dictionary, Vol I., p. •<=,:
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Whether, therefore, C or G F be regarded as centres, the
same letters are found in reflective radiation, and that is so
over the whole notation.
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said. I spent about a quarter of an hour in showing her the
reflective positions of the three pairs of letters, so that if she
knew B on the third line in the treble, it was easy to
remember D on the third line in the bass, &c. What
was the result ? The next time I went to the house my
young friend said: "Mr. Rhodes, do set me a lot of treble

notes. I like to copy them in the bass and say what they are 1

"

Now children when making a spontaneous remark do SO
without reserve and generally say all the truth and nothing
but the truth, and therefore make good witnesses to the
practical utility of a method for instruction which is suited

to their capacity.

The other fact is : A gentleman was playing at sight in

my own home ; he found it necessary to leap to a note under
the third ledger line below the bass stave ; he remarked :

" Ton my word, Mr. Rhodes, 1 do not know the name of

that note!" "Well," I replied, "perhaps you know the

name of the note over the third ledger line above the treble

stave?" "Oh, ves.it is F there." "Then, according to

the reflective principle, what must it be in the bass ?

"

" G," he at once replied, and remarked :
" I never saw the

advantage of the reflective method before." " Yes," I

replied, " you see it is like the multiplication table applied

to the staves ; for did you ever notice that that table has a
reflective side to it ? for if you cannot remember how many
four times six make, you may find it by remembering how
many six times four are." "Oh, yes," he replied, "it is

quite a new light over musical notation."

Part II.

If key-notes radiate from two centres, showing sharp
signatures upward and Hats downward, surely it was natural

to suppose that scales would do the same. So drawing
scale D with two sharps, and in the bass, 13? with two flats,

and making black notes on the staves to represent black
digitals on the keyboard, their reflective aspects appeared,

But these scales, as you see, do not show black keys
reflecting black, but they would do so if we commenced with

D for the B? scale, and extended the D scale to F#, so

—
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Ex. 11.

But how is this? Why do not sharps and flats on the

keyboard answer to each other in reflective aspects, if key
notes with equal number of sharp and Hat signatures do so

on the two staves ?

The answer was not difficult to find, because I had
discovered years before that D and GS or At1 arc the keyboard
centres for reflective aspects of its white and black keys ; Imt

these are not key-note centres, and why ? Because the basis

of the construction of the keyboard is the diminished triad.

This may be known by considering how this combination,
B D F, is found on white keys only ;

these notes form the
crown of the dominant seventh chord and consequently are

derived from the uncurling of harmonic sounds, generated
from the dominant root ; hence it is clear that the basis of

keyboard construction is upon that of natural harmonic law,

and it will be shown presently how D and G)t or are the
centres of key-signature reflections. But the reflective

aspect of notation is based upon radiation of key-notes from
two other centres as demonstrated in the former part of this

lecture. So that, though the scales themselves with equal
number of sharp signatures show on the staves their notes in

corresponding positions with scales of equal number of flat

signatures (because each scale-note name is derived from key-

note reflections), yet black keys do not reflect black nor
white 'at all times white, because keyboard centres for

reflective aspects of its digitals are not key-note centres.
To demonstrate. Place a hand-mirror on D or GZ or A!>

(or anywhere) on the keyboard, and play with the right hand
in order the seven flat signatures ; each flat will be seen in

the mirror reflected as a sharp in the order of the seven
sharp signatures in the bass stave—
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Now this keyboard reflection is perfect whether D or AV or

G3 be considered as centres of key-signature reflection ; but
the Slurps and flats are not in reflccL i \ c positions on ;he staves.

K K.-.Hii Centres run c\use or Accidental Notation to
Common Chorus.

Although we have spoken of the keyboard as possessing

i\V() CI lillVS. till' f. ijin-.vi-iv: iiill-.'.l/.linl!- sil' nv that tllfti,:

centres are ri.-in.aLt :.! a L iuLt vals of Iwo octaves.

if a hai-.d-iiiin-w!-, with llh i.t.r L-. tin- rh;liL, In- placed upon
I), by lookitiK into it when in tin: inMr maj.->r and minor
thirds are alternately being played, these while or Miti kt vs

will appear repeating themselves in the bass; hence ficai

tin-a: ]:-.![• r ami iiiijun" 11 .n: tiv i:i clack iitay la: developed in

Minor thirds are shown by black notes, major by white.

It may be observed that in this section the minor chords in

the treble are composed of intervals within the bars of the

bas.- i-.:-ve; an.l tin- niajnr <-iu>rils in the has?, of intervals

within the bars of the treble stave.

From G& or Ai? centre flow a double notation of black

digitals, and double sharps and flats of while. The following

!,! If. I ! .. It fit i.lii C a;-p:C! I J ; . .
j

t
. t aatl c,i:an- t. , ].

, n ! J!

chords when the mirror is removed from D lo GS or AS.
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centre. If from this centre, with its new names, we reflect

thi- white keys of the first section, key chords arc found
which c-.;mpl;:iL: the ?iV<>:kI key circle, and also Vx and G2 as

the penultimate chords of limited notation.

Double flats or sharps generated from El? or Cx are chiefly

found amongst chromatic harmonies. The Fx and Gil

as key-notes are not, to the writer's knowledge, found in

any work. But Fx is the dominant note of BS, or twelve
sharp key : and G» is the subdominant of DZ> ; and therefore

these come within the radius of keys from which composers
borrow notation.

In the following study of key chords, the bass (as in above
examples) descends first to minor and then major intervals of

thirds. Major thirds represent major key-notes; minor
thirds, their relative minor key-notes. In the treble, the
alteration from chord to chord is only a single note, and its

progression is to the same root note to which the bass
m°^ eS

'

No. I.—Study of Key Chords*

Identical digitals with i%, 6j and s| keys.

* Beethoven, Mass in C, p. 300 (8vo, Novcllo).
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The Reflective Aspect c

The central note, or third of a
close form, the pivot of its inversions.

Common Chords.

chord, is, when in

The interval of the perfect fourth is everywhere conspicuous

in the inversions of a common chord. The student may
claim the highest note of this interval as the root. Ita

reflective aspect on the keyboard, from the two centres, may
be viewed im symmetrical order thus :

—

mm w
D CENTRE.

Ei, IS. *

1 " 111

1

* A young student will find valuable aid to a knowledge of inversions of
mmon chords, if on the keyboard he plays first these fourths, and then

adds major or minor thirds above or below ; at the same time naming them
first or second inversions as the ease may be, together with the root

Second inversion of B[>

major and first inversion
I of G minor.
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Now it matters not whether the treble stave chords in

Study I. commence with a first or second inversion, for the
same rule applies—viz., that the alteration of a single note
from chord to chord is to the same named note as that to

which the bass moves.

Of course these limited examples need not be regarded as key

chords ; their progression equally applies to single keys. The
first three chords of Example 23 begin Luther's tune
" Worms."

The second three are in our National Anthem.

It requires dominant HARMONIES to determine key chords.
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Key Chords followed dy their Dominant Chords.

The simplest progression is to follow the key chords of

Study I. by their dominant common chord thus :

—

C dom. A dom. F
maj. 7 min. 7 maj. dim. triad.

Their Contrary Motion.

The reflective aspect of the above progression is found
whi;r. tin: domi^ai'.; chord precedes the key chord.

dom. C. dom. E. dam. G. dom. B. dom. D.

of of min. of of min. of maj.

" Ombersley," L.M., third strain, is a case in point.

Ex. 35-
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My purpose in the following illustrations is to show that
the great masters, whether consciously or unconsciously,
were often guided in their choice of keys and harmonic
protrusions by this principle or law of reflection. If con-
scuiusiv, il woiiiil hi' m tending and instructive to know if any
record or intimation has been left of their having been guided
when composing by such a principle, for it is certain their

works reveal it. If they follow unconsciously such a law, it

ii tliu more remarkable, for it shows an unwritten law " written
on their hearts," and in this light the result of my endeavours
is but the discovery and giving expression in words of such
a law, and therc-by rendering it accessible as an important
basis for study, which cannot but be regarded as worthy of
careful consideration by all professors and students of

musical composition.
The following selections from Schumann, Beethoven, and

.Momhlssohn will be sufficient to testify to the effect,

conscious or unconscious, which this principle has had on
the modulations in their compositions.

SCHUMANN'S A MINOR CONCERTO (Op. 54).

(Fourteenih score.)

ma). min. maj. Dam. of key C.

These key chords (C major, A minor, F major) are the first

three of Study I. By contrary motion (from the end of the
study) they are C, E minor, G major, and this reflective

ssjioct is found in the sixth and seventh scores of the same
Coaceito thus :

—
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Reflective Aspects of Modulations in Beethoven
Sonatas.

Key chords of third and fourth bats of Study I., preceded by
their dominant harmonies, are found in the sixth score of

Beethoven's Sonata in E flat (No. 4)

The keys G, E'?, C, of bars 3, 4, 5,* are found in contrary or

reflective order in the Rondo of " Sonata Pathdtique."

Ep maj. G maj.

* Arpeggios and passing notes are omitted in order that the key chords
may be more n ;> lily :lisi env:-\ arid compared with example 15. bar 4.

Also example 15, bar 4, compared with bars 16 and 15. shows Beethoven's
ascent from C minor 10 Ef major - and Schumann's, from C major to E
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Anotheh Example of the same Relation of Keys as in

Study I.

Also key chords of fifth and sixth bars of Study I. are com-
iifisL'ii within kits thiity-two to forty-four of Sonata in C
n.ino, (No. 5).

For purposes of study the above progressions of keys and
their reflective aspects or contrary progressions to major and
minor keys may be regarded as pairs. But a second
progression is often found and its contrary modulations thus,

say from G major to its relative E minor, then to D major
and its relative B minor ; A major and its relative to Ff
minor, thence to E major. Reflectively E major, F$ minor
to A major, B minor to D major, Sc. These reflective

aspects may be considered as a second pair.

Beethoven's first movement of his Symphony in D affords

an illustration of the first progression of this second pair of
minor thirds and major seconds. So :

—
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We here tin;; Beethoven descending through sharp keys,
the signatures of v.'hieh increase from G, one sharp, to E, four
sharps. But in Mendelssohn's " Spring Sony " [Lieder,

No. 30, gtli score). v."s find this order in reflective aspect.

Beginning with E (four sharps) lie passes on to F# -minor, A
major, li miner, and D major. M emldsfiolm, v.\ contrary
motion to lieellioven, ascending, sharp signatures decrease from
four of key E to Iwo of key D ; so—

These examples of the respective aspect of key progressions

in pairs, suggest how the perplexing art of modulation may
lie 'classified and ir, 1 el lineally siudied in set grooves; and
thereby that power over key relationship be developed, for

which the gnat masters have ever been remarkable in their

extempore or " cadenza " performances.
In conclusion, Sir John Stainer said, at the tenth annual

Conference of the Incorporated Society of Musicians, held

in Dublin, January 1, 1895, that—" The musician can no
longer remain a mere clever craftsman. He must explore ail

the by-paths on either side of his course ; and what was still

more important, he must realise the fact that all this training

had for its sole object the better appreciation in himself

and the better interpretation for others of the beauty, the
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idealism, and the emotional expression of tile creative genius
of tiie composer. This outburst of intellectual life rompi-lli-d

modern musicians to strive to keep up to date in all that con-
cenied lht-ir art and its exposition."

Now it is obvious that this lecture is on the lines of Sir

John Stainer's clever statements, for though my endeavour
as been to search for reasons for the perplexing difficulties

of musical notation, yet inevitably it led mc " to explore the

by-paths on cither side of the course." which also led to the

discovery of a reflective principle, which has been a beaming
and guiding light, shawm;; boll) sides of the way : sharps on
one side and flats on the other. It has also shown the
musician's pathway of thought lying between, as we have
seen demonstrated by examples from the works of the great

masters.*

DISCUSSION.

Thf: Chairman*,—We have all been delighted with the

interesting and admirable paper just read. I confess 1 came
here knowing nothing about the subject, and I would even go
farther than that and say that I knew nothing about the con-

struction of notation before. I had come to the conclusion

that the musical stave had been built up by degrees, just as

people required a lift!;; more help ; that it began in a sort of

haphazard way, and each man and generation added some-
thing to it, in order to make it a little more useful, as time
went on. I think Mr. Rhodes has discovered for us a very
splendid defence for our system of notation. I had not the

least idea that we could bring science to show how admirably
it has been constructed—in fact, this revelation to us would
rather suggest that the formation of our notation and scale

was an inspiration. After the splendid exhibition we have
had—so simple to all conversant with music—of our old

notation, which we love, since it gives us the classics of ail

the past ages, in future we shall not fear any new notation
that may be brought forward with the idea o: superseding
the admirable system universally adopted. I am sure you
will accord to Mr. Rhodes a sincere vote of thanks for the

paper he has given us.

The vote was passed unanimously.

* The above exposition of the principle of reflecrinn applis-l tn ihr. kev-

[marii LUlli the £t:ui purl of a C:.:pvi-^1U v.Mlk !i'J' in tl'.O L' I'O -
entule.l

" r.uri.j-iiiira i.l tl;i- Kiiv:i::arcl and die Ru-T," -.-,-[ i,-vh,r. of \vliLd: will ]n:

M:nt by tile Antllur, ' Aysisirth." beamier li<«d. iirirrlnti R.W..
o:-. receipt of an aJdccssuJ \y.sl ca:d. 1' ab'A tlicr : Kccvcs, 185. Fieot

Street.
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Mr. Trickett then produced a book of escrcises by Ilenselt

(written in all probability forty or fiftv years n^o'l constructed
in accordance with this principle of inversion, and e.^piessed

his conviction that the fringe only of an important feature

was being touched upon.
Mr. Southgate.— I do not rise to criticise or offer an

opinion upon the interesting lecture we have had, hut to make
one remark upon a statement which the Ivturor made. 1 ii;

spoke of our notation as having been used by every nation
under the sun since the eleventh century. [Mr. Rhodes r

Every civilised nation.
; I accept the correction, but do not

think you said so. I only just point out that it is hardly
correct. We ourselves were not using that notation in its

entirety at that period, while at the present time there are
oilier sy sit: I ns "f notation. We must also remember that the
tahlatnie of the lule was euipli >ved until within a few hundred
years ago, and that a form of this tablature was used for the
llntc and the liantl.ov, rather than the employment of lines

and spaces. And then, till a very late period indeed, the
letter notation was used in Germany. I know that our
Chairman has a ro:n;irkahie book, which, I think, is dated
i6oi ; it contains a large number of motets, antiphons,
and pieces of that sort, all the parts being in the letter

notation, some of them in as many as eijjrt parts. Tins
shows that the staff notation did not prevail, even in

Europe, till much later than the period he said. May I

mention, with regard to the question of colouring, that of
enarst we have. plenty of missals with the lines on which the

in the Bodleian Library there is a prayer of earlier date,

with music on the stave, but, no doubt, this is an error.

Mr. Southgate.—Will you allow me to say I have seen
that book, and there has been much discussion on it. Sir

Cieuige Giove and those who advised him were mistaken. It

occurs in the Westminster " Trepan um," and that was written,

no doubt, in the ninth century; and in that is found a prayer
for King Ethelred o_n lines and spaces ; the theory is that it

could not have been written after his death, and must have
been written in his lifetime. But it is conclusively proved
that a later hand put that piece in the book; indeed, if you
look underneath the present text you can see the original

writing which was there before.

The Chairman.—We are glad to have had this discussion
and are obliged !o Mr. Tricked for his remarks ; it is interest-

ing to find that the matter has been in the minds of two men,
who have woikcd independently of each other.
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Mr. Rhodes.— I am very much obliged for the manifest
interest you have shown in the subject. I may say that on
these lines of reflective aspects of notation there arc whole
regions which I have explored, but obviously time would not
allow of their being mentioned. For example, in the region
of reflective aspects of notes on single staves, we may
observe that the alto stave, having C on its central line, the

other six letters reflect in pairs at equal intervals above and
below it, precisely as they do on the two staves. Also there
are regions of harmonies the reflective aspects of which Mr.
Trickett has given such happy illustrations, and which he
says he observed nine years ago. I am much obliged to him
for bringing them forward. But his remarks only touch upon
the latter portion of my lecture—i.e., the reflective aspect of
chords when played on the keyboard, and shown on my
diagrams, from D to G£ or AP centres. May I ask Mr.
Trickett whether he has seen the reflective aspect of key.
notes which radiate from C and F# or Gb in sniiiiuni;

numbers, i-orrespoiK; ji£ lo numbers of sharps and lints in

each reflective key signature ? or the reflective aspect of these

notes on two staves ?

Mr. Trickett.—Not as regards the staves.

Mr. RnoDi'.s.— It is here that the discovery is so new. I

was not aware that on this theme anyone had traversed in

any direction the same ground as myself, and it appears that

Mr. Trickett 's thoiLjjh'.s and illustrations have had reference

only to keyboard reflections. I am sure you will heartily

join with me in a vote of thanks to our worthy Chairman, who
has so ably and kindly conducted the meeting. For 'nysulf,

I feel it to have been a great honour to have bad him in the

chair on this occasion.
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W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq., Vece-Prrsident,

In the Chair.

A FEW WORDS ON THE SUCCESSIVE EDITIONS

OF BEETHOVEN'S NINTH SYMPHONY.

Bv Sir George Grovb, C.B., D.C.L., &c.

My remarks this evening are not to be taken as those of a
musician, to which character I cannot jirtr! end. I simplv
desire to call your attention to a matter of fact—to the
alterations v.-hich have been made in the score uf the Ninth
Symphony in the successive publications of the last thirty

The original editions of all the Symphonies were issued
with Beethoven's own approval; and, "errors excepted,"
are to be taken as correct. In one case, that of the
redundant bars in the Scherzo of the C minor, he wrote to the
publishers shortly after the publication, correcting the
mistake ; but, for some reason, his letter was not acted upon,
and indeed seems not to have been noticed till more than
thirty years later, when the mista're lvas otherwise discovered.

However, [ do not wish, to go into this. I will couhue myseli

now, not to weary you, to one or two instances of alterations

made, without Beeibovcn's kuowleJ;;e and consent — mdeLd.
since his death— in Ins Ninth Symphony.
The Ninth Symphony was first performed (in MS.) at

Vienna, oil Mav 7, iS.:.| ; llui second perform:! nee Ivin^ t!ia;

of our own Philharmonic Society, March n, 1825. The score

of the work was published by Schotl and Sons, in the well-

known folio edition, at the end of 1826, or beginning of 1827.
This is numbered 2,522, the pans beinj 2521. That
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Beethoven saw tlic proofs of this edition is evident from

references to them in his ieitcrs to i Ko publishers before

publication. The edition must therefore be accepted as so
far having had his approval, except in the case of one or two
additional h lilies lions which lis.- requested >h'MiUl be made
inii which were not aluiuk'd L,j. These I will notice hike".

In 1867 a new edition of octavo size was published liy the

same house of Schott and Sons; and then, as I learn from
headquarters, tin: plates "f the folio were melted down. It

would seem that this octavo edition was intended to be in all

respects, except its t-v/.i-., a f :u~. ?-:m
:

'1; of the folio, it is

numbered with the same stock number, 2322, as the folio

;

and the title-page contains the same words, with the addition

0; the hraaches of ;i;e hr:n which h;td conic into existence

since 1^26. In tlic iio'lv of the 'work, however, there is more
than one important difference.

I. At page 66 of the lirst folio, in the Scherzo, where the time
changes to four crotchets in a bar, there is engraved above

the score Presto, eJ_li6, which agrees exactly with the

CoUecUo^of Beethoven's Letters (ii., p. 29% "the latter in

Moscheles's version of Schindler's Biography of Beethoven
(ii., 71). The original of the latter was exhibited in the Loan
Collection at the Albert Hall in 1885. In the octavo, how-
ever, a serious alteration has been made at this place; the
minim has been changed into a semibreve, thus exactly
d milling tile sj-.rw! ! The iv,-.-> ronomi- mark above the score
now stands thus, Presto, o 116. True, the tail of the
minim in the folio is very faint, but the rest of the note is

unquestionably a minim, and not a semibreve
;
and also the

direction is repeated -engraved hchnv the score as well as

above it ; and there the tail is perfectly distinct. In the
octavo, however, the metronome mark has been omitted below

inslancc of .1 serious change made r:i Ihe reprint (a reprint by
the original publishers, mark you!) and made without a word
of comment or warning.

::. 1 now pass to another iusuiuce of ,1 different nature;
which, though making no change in the music, sets at naught
a very characteristic and individual acl of Beethoven's. At
page 207 of the first folio, in the first bar of the page, twelve
bars before the beginning of the famous cadence for the solo

voices, at the words "Was die Mode si it 11;: getkei It
,"

Beethoven, excited with the subject, and indulging his usual
love of plain-speaking, has changed Schiller's word streng or
" strictly," into frteh or " insolently "—namely, from " that

which fashion strictly parts" into "that which fashion
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rudely parts." Surely so characteristic and personal a

touch of the great composer's might have been buffered to

remain 1 But 110! in the octavo, and in subsequent editions,

the word string has been restored, and here again without
a word to show that any alteration lias been made. Had
ISeelbovcii bc.;.'!i a second-iale cnnijursel", we n:ii;hl have
challenged his changing a word in his text ; but Bectlv.iven

was not second-rate. He was first-rate. He held the same
rank in music as Schiller in poetry, if not a higher rank. He
had been thirty-five years before the world, and was
acknowledged hy all as the greatest composer of his day.
Iini we need eel a nine The alteration was Lieethovcn's

own, and uu^ht in stand
;
though i: should be accompanied

by a note. His shoulders are quite broad enough to bear
the responsibility. How different, how far inferior, are the

methods of music publishers in this case to those of the

ehitors ami jii'lil ishers of books ! I won't speak of Such an
edition as the Cambridge Shakespeare, in which all the

various editions are collated and balanced with the most
pious care; nor or the pains wliir.li ;i;v. beins; taken to ;:ive

the public the exact consents of IVpyshs Memoirs. I will

mention a book which [ often read, the " Memoirs of the

Due de St. Simon," of the reign of Louis XIV. (Paris:
Haehette, 1S73-77), printed from the original MS. St.

Simon, though a man of enormous ability, writing at a

time (say 1700) when spelling and grammar were not so
rij;io.y lived as they now are, oci.a^eivlahY made fa all s 1 villi in

grammar and in spelling. These are all corrected in the text,

but the original reading is carefully given at the foot of the
page. If therefore any reader thinks St. Simon's slips

characteristic or interesting, he can see them shore exactly
for himself, I confess that that seems to me the proper
method of editing a classic.

3. While we are at this place in the Finale, I should like

to mention that the double bar, which in the first folio

f!c<:th()V(::i has placed at the c hani;:.- of the '.'.^naitifc to

five sharps (p. aotj), is in the octavo introduced four bars
earlier—a slight matter, no doubt, but one which, I

submit, should have been either let alone or called specific

4. There is one more matter that I must notice. Beethoven,
as is known, was a tyrant over his copyists. He would
have his slit;h'_esl directions n.s to phrasing, bowing, piano
and forte, s/s, exact place and duration of crescendos, &c,
strictly followed. Several of his letters on this subject have
i'orUuulely :n'L:a preserved, rind they are fall of amusement
and instruction (e.g., Nohl, i., 309; ii., 262). He knew exactly
.vhaf he nie.inL, and his h lien t ion was that the public ss.cv.hd

know it too. It is quite touching in his autograph scores to
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see the care which he takes about such things
;
writing in the

indications at each line, all down (he paee, and in specially

clear letters. Out of tin- thirds which In; chietlv insisted (in

was the difference between dashes (.SrriV/i,:) and < lots (Piir.kte)

above notes. In ,1 letter to the copyist he s;iys {Nohl, :,. jid) :

" When I put a rfoi above a note yon must not put a dash,

or the reverse. Dashes and dots arc not the same thing."

In the Seventh Symphony, all through the Allegretto,!™

corrected the copyist, who had used only dots, by mnrki-li,' the

second and third notes of tiic chief phrase with dashes, the

fourth and fifth with dots, and so o:t. And th is lie has most
emphatically marked in tlu; autograph presei veil in tile

Meudelssohn House at Berlin, lit the Ninth Symphony he
has not altered bis mind on this special point, as almost any
page of the first folio will show; and it is therefore more
than strange to find in Schott's octavo one constant level of
dots!
And there is another thing yet to mention—namely, that the

octavo has beer, followed, as iar sir- I can see, in these cunn:;es

—in every one of them -bv the great folio edition of lireitkopf

and Hartel, which bears on its front the words "Critically
correct edition," and that in this matter of dots and
dashes the same alteration has been made all through (he

othei ei:;ht Symphonies ; and as that eil it ion has ace nhed a

lar^e aaniiint of authority in the musical world ve:v much
mischief must he done by its incorrectness.

5. So far I have mentioned the treatment with which
Ucethovoii lias met since his death. But I am afraid that a
similar spirit n'.anif '-K.il itself even during his lite. Not to

wander out of tin: Ninth Symphony, I can quote a touching
instance of the hidirierenec shown to his strongest injunctions.

Out feel in e; towards him :s o;ie of such litter veneration, such
an unqualified desire to do anvlliing hi; a sired - if ho could
fortunately be here to ask us [—that it is hard to suppose that

he could ever have made any tee.ugst without its being at once
obeyed! But I fear it was not so during his life. The matter
is this. In the first folio the Silitrsu ot the Ninth Symphony
is, according to the usual custom, only printed once, with
a mark of Da Capo after the Trio—or rather there
should have been such a mark. But when the proofs came
into his hands he at or.ee delected its absence (see page 71b
He therefore at once writes to the publisher, on September
20, 1S26, fully three months before the publication [Nohl,

ii., 290), calling attention to the fact. The request
was, however, evidently not attended to, for on January
27, 1827, he again writes reiterating his wish in more
detail (Nohl, ii., 297). This too was neglected, since
there is no direction at ail in ibe orieiua! folio scute !

(p. 73).
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It is of no consequence now, as in 1 Mr- octavo the Schcrso

if reprinted at length, .is wcli as in '.In; second folio —thai of

Itrei'tkop: and Hartcl ; lint the incident touched me, and I

could not help mentioning it.

I have now finished my remarks, which, I hope, have
been as intcrestine; to vim to hear as thev have been to me to

make. You will perhaps expect me to wind up with a

Resolution, or in smile other way to bring the matter to a

point. But I prefer to ask the distinguished musicians
present to state [heir views on the subject, and then we can

let the matter simmer for a little.

What I myself should like to see would be an edition of

these great works us Ht't-HifM-n: It' ft llum. Let .ippare.ru

errors or omissions— such as that in (lie No. 7 Symphony,
which Mr. Silris brought forward last year, or that

in the first movement of the Pastoral Symphony,
which Robert Schumann detected—let these he set out in

foot-notes, or some other form, which should make evident

what the circumstances were. And when alterations have
been made on Beethoven's own authority, such as the two
redundant liars in the S<iici:~o el the C minor Symphony, let

there be a note also. But let us keep clear of the " curse of

emendation."
One matter occurs to me as I correct my proof die

dedications of his works, and the remarks winch he

occasional v ptoiixcd to the first editions. Those who arc

intimate with the literary details of ISecrJioven's music tell us

always Fnterestirfg °or remarkable? and therefore They
6

surely

migb: be named a-, (he head or the oae,e. especial. >. as that

would only he following his own first edition. As to the
prefaces, surely so im eresti iil; a nolo as that given in the

original edition of tile three String Trios (Op. 9) should not

be suppressed.
.Beethoven was so OAtraordinariiy careful— so fastidious

—

in all matters relating to his text that this is due to him. If

a conductor should say, "I cannot make a difference of

execution between dashes and dots." he it so ; but give us
the power of seem;;, by looking at the printed score, that the

difference was intended by the composer.
Above all, let us hope that so vital a difference as that of

C _ ri6 and a -~ 116, in the Trio of the Ninth Symphony,
will be corrected at once, and our excellent horn-players
saved from the scramble which they have too often lately

been forced to make of the passage. I make no accusations
against any one. ha; I think T have given facts to show you
that the exisliiiL' modern editions of I ieet hown's Symphonies
arc not satisfactory. The new edition of Schubert's Songs,
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edited by Mr. Mnndyczewski, of Vienna, for Messrs. Breitkopf
ami Hiirtel, and now in course of publication, shows how
perfectly such a thing can be carried out.

I am very much obliged to you for the patience with which
you have listened to me, and I hope to hear many useful

remarks from you.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—We are very much indebted to Sir

George Grove for the very interesting paper he has read to

us. It is really a serious matter, as lie has shown us, and I

have no doubt we .shrill get some valuable opinions upon the

subject In: has .so ably discoursed upon. It seems to me that
lie k perfectly right that we should know what Beethoven
1 1 i r 1 1 ^ n : L i did write, and perhaps the best way of nsoeriainim;

thai would bo to entry nut a scheme which Sir Gcorr-'e him-
self suggested, thai the original ii'.nnuscripis should he
published in fac-similc. I sent in my name as a subscriber
for the proposed facsimile, and I had hoped that by this

ti:;ie I s-hocld have had an instalment. Every student would
then be able to see for himself what Beethoven wrote. I do
not unite feci so irritated as Sir George over the double bar

matter. Of course [here should be, as he says, a note that
Beethoven had the double bar four bai s later, am; there is

not the least doubt that wherever the author has presumably
been improved upon (a very doubtful mailer), the editor

should let us know tiiis, so thai we cousd third; about it for

ourselves. My first duty is to ask you to give a hearty vote
of thanks lo Sir George for his aduii table paper. (The vote

Mr! Goldschmidt.--! think our Chairman has much
better right than myself to refer to the copy ia possession of

the Philharmonic Society, not only because he has been so

lone; connected with that Society, but also because he does

SO much for it. I shall confine my remarks to the Ninth
Symphony, to which Sir George Grove has referred. 1 have
seen lire original autograph of ibis work in Berlin, hut have
not studied r-t

;
the Philharmonic Society's copy, however, I

have studied, and more particularly lately, by Sir George's
wish, and I consider it to be a most remarkable copy. It

came, as I understand, into the Society's possession within a

year of its first performance at Vicuna, which look place in

March, 1824, while it was first played in London in May,
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1825. Our copy seems to me, for various reasons, to be
most authentic. Firstly: All the marks to which our lecturer

has referred are contained in it, and are inserted against

ol expression are not shown merely at the head of certain

portions of the score, such as wood-wind, brass, voices, or

strings, hut they an- put i nicj t-vt-r--.- line, hurt he, ; i

;

: , ;how::
himself has inai ked every nimi-iiirnt of the Hyu.ph- my. i le

has marked in his own writing the different movements, as
" Erster Sals," " Zwtiter Sats," &c, and the title--p;ifit: also

is in his writing. I need not tell those acquainted with
Beethoven's writing that it is rather illegible; yet as ".hose

four onirics .are v. iinuii hy him a! id are in t icmian char ic.i is,

this fac: of :tsclf gives Lo the score an authenticity which I

sboual say no other scon:, except the autograph, could lay

claim to. Moreover, he evidently has himself overhauled (In:

difficultyTo 'the'co'ndu^
literal expression in li:e score itself. This dbheulty oe. nrs

in the last movement, the wordsof which are entirely written

in German character and in rather a crabbed hand, and in

those days, 1 assume, the Gcrm.in language was not as much
cultivated hero lls it is now. indeed, ail liiiglish translation

is attached to it.

Sir George Grove.—At the first Philharmonic perform-
ance it was sang in Italian.

Mr. Go:.[>sc::\i]or.— Dead r.lcss our Philharmonic score

has been severely handled, apart from these doggrel transla-

bars, red marks, and all sons of insti iplions. In the

Schtrzo movement refern d to by Sir George there is an
instruction in strange Italian, writ:en i;v the Vienna copyist,

regarding the return to the beginning of die movement
(Philharmonic Score, p. 123). I had better read Signoi
Visetti's translation of what he terms "pigeon" Italian.
" At the repetition of the minor after the major, one begins
from % and takes the last time the second part, and after

this pause the Coda." Then there is the mark referred to by
Sir George, which is not found in the Philharmonic score,

while the Italian instruction pas; mentioned has remained
standing, and, in addition, all kinds of trivial marks inserted
froir. time to time by the vr.rions conductors. In conclusion.

I should like to mention that I have had the good fortune to
meet the famous Austrian singer, Madame I.' ager-,S a balder,

who sang the soprano part at the first performance at

Vienna, and who died at Florence in 1877. She spoke to

me of that event with enthusiasm, and mentioned with great

emotion how Beethoven, owing to his deafness, did not bear

the plaudits of the audience, so that she had to assist in
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.

turning him round to bow his aclcunvledgmeEits. This
incident is, I think, mentioned in Grove's "Dictionary
of Music."

Sir George Grove.— I sat by her side in the gallery of the
Crystal Palace, and she told ino the same story.

Dr. Vincent.—In the edition which I have here— it is the
first edition—there is no metronome mark at all on page 66.

Sir George.—It must be an older impression, This is

very curious. Beethoven must have put in the metronome
mark afterwards.

Mr. Kmv.uins.- Do tin; Philharmonic records show that

the Symphony was done in Italian and not in English ?

The; Cii.viinr,^.— f have been looking through the early

tveords i if the Philharmonic Society, but have uot traced any
reference in the letters or minuses to the words;" but they

were sung in Italian, I am quite prepared to believe, for I

find that although they arc not written everywhere in the
seme, they arc occasionally written in pencil. Undoubtedly
;;i i IS .15 there were no; many people in London who knew
much Gentian. The words were not printed in ;lic

programme books. Mr. Goldscbmidt has spoken about that

score which we treasure- so much. It is most interesting, for

i;:anv marks aie in Hcethoveu's own handwriting. Tine, ills

in a cover which is nol handsome ; hut 1 am such a 1 1 10reugh
nntii;iinry thai I would never like to take '.way any bit o[

history from it bv putting on another cover. Even the

various remarks that have been put in by Costa and other
conductors to guide them I would not rub out. I hope this

score will not he tampered with in any wav. except to have a

handsome case made for it—gold would not be too good

—

but 1 would not take away one iota from leaf or cover.

Sir George Grove.— I started some time ago about getting

the autographs photogi aphed. L T u f 'Huna tcly. I have no; hee.n

able to get Ureitkopf ami H artel to advance in it. They
authorised ice tn make a public statement, and get the Queen
and the Prince of Wales's subscriptions, and then they
dropped it. owing, I apprehend, vo dir'ii cult its in obtaining

the loan of the autographs and in the then imperfect state of

the photographic process. Of course, the autographs are not

always the last copies that were made. Beethoven's own
autographs wa-f. copied by copyists, and altered by him
again. One of the most interesting autographs 1 ever saw is

the ruanuseript oi' the Sev.-nth Symphony, which is in Berlin

in tile Mendelssohn house. \\ lieu Meia tc'.ssnhu was a young
man, he called on Andre the publisher, and began playing
this Symphony from memory. Andre said: " I cannot under-
stand that Symphony, because I saw the manner in which it

re discovered that the wo

y Signor Pagliardino.
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was composed. Beethoven would leave a gap of two pages or

so, and then go on afterwards, and afterwards fill the others
up. 1 never ran believe in music done that way." Beethoven's
autograph of Symphony No. 7. in Mendelssohn's own house
at Berhn, show* that very tinng in it all through -here a
blank piije. two there. . Hthat were phot. .rr.ip .-.i- :

it would be rnorniM! .ting, bu : 1 do not Chink it

would bear very much 01 the ei of the text. Still, T

wish we. had ail those '••••-v :!y say 1 hi
vi-ry tiiiich obliged to - .1 l..r the way in which y<V, have
lister.eil to me.

Mr. ErswARos.— Th< first edit^i. f:.v British

M :,euui of the Ninth Symphony.
Mr. Shkii:.<ii:k.— Yn; : referred to the two redundant bars

in that C minor Symphony- TIil- printed letter of Beethoven,
anil the opinio' 1 ex ! v M; *:<lelssohn, 1 believu, do not

entirely set the matter at rest.

Sir George Grove.—No. Mendelssohn convinced him-
self by his own instinct that these two bars were redundant.

Mr. Sherlock.—Yes, but the matter was not quite settled.

Sir George Grove.—No, it was not. Schindler was still

strom; in favour of tlx; redundant bars, and so was Berlioz.

Mr. Shedlock.—But did not the uncertainty arise from
the fact that there were band parts which Beethoven had
himself corrected in which the two redundant bars were left ?

Sir Georgb Grove.— I do not know, but Schindler says he
had heard the Symphony played in Beethoven's presence
with the two redundant bars.

The Chairman.—Don't you think, Sir George, that as
lie.ethoven did not very often send his score to the copyists,

but used to send his par's, and copyists had to make score
from parts, that was very likely how the redundant parts
went in, as he did not send his score to the copyists ?

Mr. Edwards.—Bseih oven was subject to the tinkering of

publishers. In his lifetime his publishers went and put
other words. [ don't know whether that was the first

edition or mi. We have not a copy in the British Museum.
Unfortunately, many of those first editions are not accessible,

l-'eople despise them, but they are most valuable. 1 have
been trying to sec a first edition in German of Mendelssohn's
orr;ai: fugues. 1 happened to see one, and it is most
interesting to find that on the dedication page is written,
" To Thomas Attwood with reverence and gratitude," which
is not printed in the Kughsh eihlion or modern -\ prints.

Sir George Grove.—-Beethoven had certainly plenty of
trouble with bis publishers. There is one letter in which,
referring to the three Sonatas in G, D minor, and E flat

(Op. 31), he says that he is quite hoarse with stamping and
swearing over the proofs. Writing to Hofmeister in 1802,
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about the proofs of the six quartets (Op. 18), he uses these

words :

" 1 ten b;;s just published my i[ii;srtels, perfectly

full of blunders and errata
;
they swarm like fish in theses.

I declare my skin is literally full of the stabs and scratches

of this dreadful edition,"

Mr. Goldschmidt.— I had the good fortune to collate all

Mozart's autographs in limdaud (except tbc tpiartets) for the

HtLitkopf and Hartel Centenary Edition, and in one of the

four-hand sonatas I feel certain I found not less than 200
1 ni slakes and omissions in the current editions.

Mr. Goldschmidt.— At the In amoral Meeting of the

Session, Sir John Stainer, our Presidenl
,
put questions to me

in reference, to the eiioiaics h: deduced by Mei'.delss., In; in his

Organ Sonatas, which I could not answer on the spur of the
niomtnt, certainly not correctly, but which, by leave of our
Chairman, I should like to do to-day; for, since that time, I

have had on loan, from Mr. Arthur O'Lcary, the autograph of

the sonatas, and have examined the chorales regarding which
our President did me the honour to question me. I have
carefully compared the printed " Peters' " copy now in use

with the originid anlogiaphs i>f Men; ieissuhn— all throughout
in his writing except the third sonata.

This is in a copyist's writing, but iiinrked by Mendelssohn
himself (j'ist as Ihe Ninth Symphony, owned hy the Phil-

harmonic .Society. was, I ti: ink, overhauled by ijcclhovcni

.

This Sonata contains six liars of Mendelssohn's own writing.

I am bound to say that the printed " Peters' " edition

is not in accordance with the autograph. Regarding
the cbotaics introduced, I find there are four embodied in

the six sonatas. In the first sonata, in F minor, Mendelssohn
himself has given in the autograph the name of the chorale,

which for some leasou the publisher has omitted. Mendels-

sohn gives the chorale as " Was mein Gott will " (" What
liod ordains, " Sr.), I have looked it up and lino it dating
from the sixteenth century. Originally a French song, it was
annexed bv the German Church. It is an eight-lir.ee tune,

and as such has been used in its entirety by Sebastian Bach
seven times (viie, in sin cantatas and once in the "St. Matthew
Passion"). Mendelssohn, however, has utilised here the first

fair lines only. The second sonata has no chorale, the

third contains "the pathetic. " A us liefer Nnth" ami is used
here by Mendelssohn in its original form, ft was published

in the first hymn-book of the Reformation, in Luther's time

(1524). The fifth sonata contains a tune on which, regarding
its origin, Sir John Stainer laid particular stress and which,
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so far, I have in vain tried to trace. It is five-lined, a metre
not often met with in German hymnody, and my own
impression is that it is Mendelssohn':; own composition.

In the sixth sonata, in D minor, Mendelssohn has used the
famous six-lined chorale, " Our Father, which art in Heaven,"
which was first published in 1540, and is, I think, justly

ascribed to Luther. Bach has used it a good deal and
Mendelssohn has infrodiic^l ii here into ever;- one of the six

movements of the sonata excepting the Finnic in 1J major.

He has retained its pure original form and has worked it out
with such marvellous resources of contrapuntal and
artistic skill, that the sonata leaves on one's mind the
impression of having been or.e of his latest compositions for

the organ, and, if I may be allowed to express an opinion, as
being more like the greatest works of Sebastian Bach than
anything else from Ins pen.
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Sia JOHN STAINER, M.A., Mus. Doc, Okon., President,

In the Chair.

ON SOME CAUSES OF THE CHANGES OF TONE-

COLOUR PROCEEDING IN THE MOST
MODERN ORCHESTRA,

By Charles Maclean, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon.

The limits of a paper such as the present are too confined,

and perhaps the subject itself is too impalpable, to afford

any hope that all the causes in the case mentioned in the
title can Ins here set out in one view; the paper is therefore

designated as only illusti ating some causes. The term " tone-

colour" has; con if this country translated ft 11:11 I he German,
it is a word involving a metaphor, and it is jus: possible that

twenty- five years ago it might have been resented by some as

an affectation ; but it is an accepted term of the enlarged
musical diction of tiie present da y. J; cor veniently expresses

that total etfect made on the ear by music;:: sounds, especially

the collective sounds of the orchestra, which is dependent
not on art structure proper but on the qualities and employ-
mcnt of the instruments which give interpretation to the art-

idea. In a concert-room of to-day, an orchestra constituted se-

as to perform a Handel score, and one constituted so as to

perform a Wagner score, differ entirely in tone-colour. Even
where the constitution of the orchestra is -lie same, ,-is say :n

performing works by Mendelssohn and Schumann respectively,

the tone-colour is different, because those two composers
used the instruments differently. By the most modern
orchestra in my title I mean that of a period not exceed in;;

s.iv the iusl fifty ve-ara, or [lie lifetime of many in this room,
and in some particular the remarks will have reference to
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the orchestra actually of the present day ; many most able
writers have trunk:;; of the hislone growth of the oichestra,

and the present paper is not to be. regarded as historical in

its aim except in the sense of drawing attention to some facts

connected with the most recent developments.
Regarding the changes in point here I do not know

whether an objection may be raised at the outset, by the
expression of a doubt whether there arc any recent changes
to record. A statement is not unfrequently made in didactic

works on music, that the orchestra of to-day is substantially

the orchestra of the beginning of [lie century, or words to
that effect. Bui 1 would reply to any such doubt, that though
si nti:i::c:itH like thai hist nn:i u ii mat] rnriy he correct in the

context in which they appear, and though it is perhaps in

dealing with the student mere important to dwell on what
remains permanent in orchestral work than to li'.voll on what
exhibits n tendency to change, yet there have also been vast

changes in recent tunes, whieii will naturally he considered

by a body such as I am addressing. It will not invalidate

my remarks if it be found that for many facts cited as
belonging to recent times a parallel can be quoted as existing
in older masters. A diligent searching of scores will always
reveal a great number of such instances where a general
tendency subsequently developed is forestalled by a onrtial

tendency or an isolated example; but the case 1 wish to
pre?(. :il here is essentially one of ;;encral lem Uncles an:l total

cilcct^, and 1 believe there will be no di iticultv iti showing
that our half-century lias in this way its own characteristics

and prevailing orchestral tone-colour.

The subject of the charges under consideration may not
unnaturally be divided into:—(A) The influence caused by
developments in the mechanism of the instruments and in

the practice of the players, (H) the influence caused by the
demands of modern audiences, (C) the influence caused by
composers acting on their artistic impulse in the development
of what is inherent in the art of music.

(A) Instruments and their Players.— It will be con-
venient here to take the instruments in their usual score

Flute.—The flute of the last sixty years has replaced the
old " D " conical iiute. This lalier ha:! a ovlmdncal bore in

the short piece IVom the blow-hoie back to the head, but its

greater length or length from the blow-hole to the end was a
reversed cone, that is to say a cone with the apex at the end
away from the blow hole. It had an 8" of fundamental
sounds from d 1 upwards to cfll, then over-blew the same notes
again into the first or octave harmonic so as to produce
another series from d" to c#m , and then over-blew the
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original notes into other various harmonics so as to produce
the still higher notes. The reversed conical bore gave this

instrument a weak tone, the action being in fact somewhat
analogous to blowing into a conch shell from the side; and
die mechanism of '.lit; iusli ument was defective. The flute

of the present day has a bore which is exactly the opposite

of [hat just mentioned, namely conical from [in; blow-hole

back to the head and cylindrical throughout its greater

length, ami is by this means much stronger in tone. Larger
stopping-holes also increase the tone. By greater length,

ami two to four o-s.'tra stop-iiugdiolcs governed bv oads and
levers to the right (with a Whole it is twenty-seven inches

long), it gains two to four semitones below d". As however
these latter luxes s'jand uoiuialiy unsumprd so that the instru-

ment does not normally go down to ?udi noles, and as the

old fingerdioli-s remain constructed on sn bstuntially t lit; same
fomidal lou-smle as before, the over-blowing is still always
done from the series of fundamentals d1 to cj"; for this

reason the new flute may still be called a " D " flute,

and the objection very constantly made to so doing does not

seem valid. Regarding this increased length it must be
remembered that the extension in this as in all other
modern instruments' gives increased tone, even when it is not

used for stopping and giving lower pitch. Finally the
mechanism of the new flute has been greatly improved under
what is known as the Boehm system. The artistic use of the
modern flute may properly lie claimed as belonging to the

period under no;ii:e in the present paper, composers having
only gradually discovered its capabilities. The new applica-

tions, due to increased power and improved mechanism, arc

chiefly in the direction of use of the lower part of the scale

(giving practically a new instrument of sombre quality), use

of keys formerly thought extreme, use of passages of an
cxtraordinarv variety formerly scarcely practicable, and use

of two or even three flutes together ia harmony for colouring
purposes. Owing to limits of space 1 will confine comments
(o tin: hrst and last of these heads. Tile ililte and the brass

are the only instruments in the orchestra which have no reed

or other vibrating substance included in their manufacture,
and depend wholly 011 a vibrating column of air the initial

motion to which is given by the performer's lip ; but the

brass are always inharmonic at the point where the flute

enters the orchestral scale, hence the low flute tones which
are fundamentals have nothing in any way analogous to

themselves at tha< part of the scale to compete with them,
and in the new flute they are as already said very strong.

Low flute sounds when doubling strings in file unison give a

result very much like the gamba and salcional stops of the

organ, which also, at any rate in Germany, are both
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mouth. Low flute

nd are now i

use of the flute class in harmony,
thirds and sixths ha
nevertheless the con

ve long been
stant use of

musical relations to enrich the
:ly modern

(

flute.

6

in

3
his°e^CT w<Drks); while

flutes, by which is n
large flutes, has be

jur own da,
regarded as a dangere«> and eicep
point of view of the orchestra, is be,

is being used to extend

ith a high blow-
adopted in the

. Regarding the

flute trio, sometimes eveti polyphouical ly ;
Brahms uses it in

this last way iu bo'.h his overtures. The whole tendency of

the modern orchestra is to develop its constituent classes with-

in themselves. The piccolo is even now rather an extreme
instrument, and it seems not improbable therefore that
in the near future the tierce flute or some other inter-

mediate high flute mav come in ii^aLsi. On the other side

of the normal flute, if the old narrow-bore Flute d'amour
in "B" was made cylindrical and mechanically brought
up to date, it would make owing to the causes spoken
of just now in the case of low (lute sounds a very special

class of tone at Lin; bottom of llio i:::to class. There
is even in existence a thirty-two inch " G " bass-tlutc, which
might possdily have its future. There is a tendency towards
increased variety in the upper and more mdodially
signiiicant pairs of the orchestra.

Hautboy, — This instrument has under some aspects

much in common with the flute
; being like the earlic: flute

a corneal lube, in-ii;;: -ike both old a:id I'.ev,' (bites essen- i;i lly

of uineleeii-inch lentil) so as to .rive the (I 1

, and lu'.viii" like

the new flute artificial prolongations of the tube which give

at will extra fundamentals down to b!» but do not radically

affect th<: svstem of over-blowing [this rar.ainlm: sti:i more
or less an ft" i-c. ovcr-blowm;; from the fundamentals d

1

to

c|"). The hautboy conical bore differs from the conical bore
of the oid flute ii: having its apex fit the mouthpiece instead

of away from it. It differs from the flute also of course in

heiue; blown from the extreme end of the instrument through
a double reed. Though the stopping mechanism has been
improved like that of the flute, the instrument is from the
point of view of this paper the most stationary in the

orchestra. Of the whole somewhat strident class to which it

belongs, all the bass and tenor instruments have been swept
away before the progress of concerted euphony, and though
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the alto hautboy or Corno inglese is still used (especially

for unusual effects}, and the me;i/.o-soprnno haul boy or Oboe
d'auiore exisLs n = a revival, the soprano hautboy practically

alone survives for general oidie-slra; purposes at the top of

(he class and that mostly as a melodic instrument. Modern
composers exercise eonsn'.era : i|e disc:"el ion even ir. usi:u: tin:

second limit boy part which is available to them ; and the

second hautboy, which is too weak below to make an
effective contralto part, and by its piercing quality might
unduly distract attention from the melody proper, as often

as not in recent compositions plays simply in unison with
the first hautboy or rests. Each class-tone has its merits,

and no doubt the combination in trio of two hautboys with
the Corno inglese (the fines! pun: contralto voice in the

orcir.'sl: a) yives a union: effect; but as a matter of fact,

and apart from theories of what might be done, tins class

seems to be progressing less than most. The short compass
of the hautboy has to be noticed in this connection; it

scarcely overflows beyond tile first harmonic, or ii; other
words its normal compass is two octaves only.

Clarionet.—This commanding but difficult instrument Is a
tube cylindrical throughout except for the bell, blown into

at the cud opposile the bell over a single broad leed which
heals against a slightly curved surface. Being cylindrical

and practically closed at one end by the reed, it enjoys the
advantage of cyl incrieal pipes which have oik: end mopped
(in odicr terms " stopped pipes"), and requires only hall of

the normal speaking length ("or producing any given tone;

hence its short dimensions, a " H? " clarionet which goes
down to d being a shorter instrument than the hautboy
which goes down only to b? a sixth above. No other
orchestral instrument has this advantage, for all others are

in part at any rate conical which deprives them of the

double or reverse wave of sound and compels them to be of

full normal speaking length. The old original of the
clarionet, brought into existence no doubt hy the discovery

of this principle of a cylindrical tube Stopped at one end
sounding the note of double its length, was called " chalu-
meau," and was a tube giving an octave and a third of
fundamentals only from f to a 1

. For the same reason that

such a tube acts as a stopped pipe, it is capable of over-

to the
§
odd-numbered aliquot parts) and cannot over-blow

into any of the octaves. The earliest arising even-numbered
harmonic is the second at the interval of a twelfth ; and :he

first improvement on the chalumcau, made about A.D. 1700,

put a nodal orifice which assisted it to over-blow into the

twelfth. It then gave a series of over-blown notes from c"

to e' 1 ', in addition to the fundamentals f to a', and became the
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clarionet. It will be seen that this left two notes b?' and
b: 1 missing out of the scale, anil to provide these a subse-
quent improvement j;avc lira aviilitiori.il stopping-holes for e

below ami b? ; above
;
.be instrument then over-blew into the

c imbiilf-d drciiiilsLanc.es are very varied. As late as tile

early par! of the century the violas were frequently diverted

from their wnrk in Ihu bil :iri;; jjrnnp to make a ronUvilto p;irt

for the wood-wind ; the development of the low notes of the
clarionet (which in it:

*
1:1 r*

1

" and "A" varieties goes a major
second and minor third respectively below the compass
mentioned above] has rendered this device uimeccasary,

and the wood wind has now a contralto almost a tenor
voice of great individuality for use in at least two parts;

there is not a modern composer who has no: profited by Ibis

circumstance. Again in the treble the first ami second
clarionets have largely ousted the usual pair of hautboys as

harmony instruii.enls. The capacity of the modern instru-

ment again for chromatic use, for every sort of figuration,

and for most effects of expression, has operated more than
anything else to render ;he wood-wind group a separate
power almost rivalling the string group. The low-quint
clarionet in "F,'' otherwise l.iassc: born, only occurs now as

a revival ; but the Bass clarionet in low " H? " is since the days
of Meyerbeer being freely used in dramatic scores, where
indivahi.-Jity and variety of tone aie specially a destdcrat nil.

Warner's latest operas contain parts tor three clarionets, in

addf.iOEi to the bass clarionet. The small clarionet in
•• E? " is sometimes used now-a-days in the orchestra. The
clarionet class in fact is beginning to make felt in the

orchestra something of the ascendancy which it already

p isse-nse:; in the military band, and is having a powerful

effect on tone-colour.

Saxopho«*.—This is an instrument of the last half-century,

and its development and applications are quite recent. It

may he called a conical-bore brass clarionet of mellow tone

ami over -bio win:: as all conical instruments do into the first

harmonic directly after an octave of fundamentals. As a

class it extends from high soprano to bass. It has been
specially made in plain keys for orchestral use, and has
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already been used as a solo instrument in opera by writers of

the French and Belgian schools. Raeh inst r umen [ of" the

class has a splendid medium, ami when il is used in groups of

three or four, expressive poiyphon

i

<: effects can be produced.
.Saxophones with or wilhout clarionets &<:. superadded
would give good organ effects, and might mnier some
circumstance s he scored so as to replace the usually no! very
satisfactory stage organ. At any rate the fact that the
instrument has already been introduced into the orchestra
justifies iis mention here.

Bassoon.—This is a narrow conical-bore instrument akin

additional harmonic octave it over-blows yet again into the

second or higher harmonics ; these further over-blowings are
however vastly easier than those of the hautboy, the bassoon
being three times the length of the hautboy, and indeed the

bassoon is in practical use being gradually forced into regions
where- (here is a double ovei -blowing. I: is prolonged down-
ward beyond its natural scale more than any other orchestral

instrument, and in this way gains seven more fundamental
semitones down to HIS.', which however do not affect the

over-blowing. The points about the bassoon chiefly to be
noted here are (he constant tcndcticv to force It up as just

mentioned, and its beim.' supplemented b\ the Contra- fagotto

or low-octave bassoon. The first-named tendency hat a.iiseu

on aorount of the similar tendency to rise shown hy the

improved elarr.oiet, by tin: iin : aovement own
mechanism for the high notes, by the fact that the string

basses are now more numerous than they were, and by the

fact that new bass wind-instruments have come into the

orchestra in the brass group. All these causes have probably
acted with equal force; but however brought about, it is a

fact that the prevalence of the bassoon-tone in the tenor
octave f to P is greatly on :he increase in modern scoics. and
this has a considerable effect tin the general colour. Some-
times one bassoon slays low while the other plays in the hhdi
register; but more frequently both move in close harmony or

at any rate in octaves; and in either case the low bass is

robbed. The use of the contra-fagotto is on the increase,

with a view to filling the gap thus left ; hut no doubt a third

bassoon answers the purpose as well or possibly better;

Wagner used three bassoons m his Faast ovc:t::re, which
is not a heavy score, and in ail his later dramatic werli-.

Horn,— In passing to the French born : highly interesting

part of the question arises, and some detailed retrospect is

here a necessity. The French horn was originally a simple

brass narrow conical tube with a hyperbolic-shaped funnel
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mouthpiece at the fine end, the tube being colled circularly

so as to be worn over one shoulder and under the other arm
for giving hunting siLpiais during the chase. When first

taken into the orchestra at the beginning of [he eighteenth
* c:\-a: :ii-y this insl ii i 'Hunt wis a lion I lifteer, feci from mouthpiece
to bell, giving the note DDD for fundamental ; in other words
it was a - D" horn, to match the " D" flute and " D" hautboy.
The fundamental on such a long narrow tube, though it

would be procurable by the application of a reed or some
such contrivance, cannot be brought out by the action of the

lips in the :iu>i ilhpieee ; innl ruments of this sort being
therefore called in German half-instruments. A considerable

the lips compressed in various degrees, beginning with the

first or 8™ harmonic, and ending with the fifteenth

harmonic or fourth 8V° above. I will not trouble my
hearers by describing the intermediate thirteen harmonics
which are well known; it is sufficient to say that the best on
a horn are the medium series third to ninth, giving the
familiar broken scale of notes somewhat like a large chord of

the dominai'.t seveuui am 1

, niuih extending over an i-itenat

of a tenth, and that the horn runs up in compass of actual

sounds to " C " in the middle of [.In.: treble clef. The idea of

opening sound-hole? or stopping-holer, m :hc horn, as in the

case of the ophiclcide or of (he keyed bugle of the beginning
of this century, has never been entertained, and tne horn has
always been made to depend on the harmonics to he obtained
from a tube which in entire from mouthpiece to bell, lint in

its primitive state the orchestra! hem had consequently

nothing like a consecutive scale. Except for the stopped
notes and irregularly blown notes, which are a pure makeshift

and which 1 will not here discuss, it had only the broken
scries on a single tube of the harmonic scale above
mentioned. Soon however a change was made by
snliititutiug [or the single D '' horn a set of lions standing
with different fundamentals. This was effected by doing
what bad already bee:: done in the trumpet

;
by dividing

permanent length, a "crook " of variable length, and the
mouthpiece. The permanent body of the handdiorn as

iinnlly developed in this way war, about seven feet long; the
crooks inserted between that and the mouthpiece varied in

length i'roiii about eighteen inched to about tweive feet, the

first giving the key of " 13? alto " and the last that of " B?
basso." These crooks with the help of some supplementary
lengthening pieces gave a set of thirteen horns, one for each
semitone in the octave " B? " to "B?," and the whole
apparatus went into one box which could easily he conveyed
to and from the orchestra. Thus by changing crook, which
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could be done between movements or even during some hars'

rest, L ] it.- compos: r and piaver had i: i'l their power to at any
rate vary the fundameala"; and attendant harmonics at not

very lun;; intervals. Considering however that the remedial
mechanical iiii'Mir;' nmv about to In- mentioned was already
invented in the middle of the eighteenth century, it seems
somewhat wonderful that the art should have been content
with these certainly primitive arrangements tiil within the
period covered by - he present paper. The use of the limited

harmonics of the hand-horn, even though the key of that

instrument could be changed now and then, had a most
potent effect in sterilising orchestral music. It caused
stereotyped formula; in one of the best classes of instruments,

it gave thin middles to the harmonic structure, and it

deprived tin: o--c.lLe.slra ol an additional cbroieatie melodv-
tnstrament of tin: greatest pos:cble oc.nuty. It is tree tiiat

composers early, or at about the time of Beethoven's second
peri-id, lound the advantage of adding a second pa r of horns
regularly to the orchestra ami having two or even more keen
going on a: the. same time, which gave some relief under
each head. But even thus it was much like having a game
of post among the instruments in order to secure this and
that note, atei the arrangements could no] compare with the
use of instruments each of which had a consecutive s: ;ee

within itself. Tne mechanical device introduced for brass
iri»tfiMi»*ii'< .t - ill i.r.J ill-;..]-, 11.-.-., I. I I l...... t .l

nearly a century before that) was the lengthening valve,

raikd in German ventil, waich instantaneously on the touch
of a finger on a piston, lengthened the whole bore from
mouthpiece to bell hv opening out shea t leiie'ths in [he

middle. The valves thus brought into action by the fingers

are as finally developed four in number; lowering the

fundamental sound of the tube by a semitone, a tone, a
tone and a half, and Iv.o tones aad a half, respectively, liy

different combinations o£ (he four valves and using them
singly or oumulatively the luudanienta! can be mote or less

efficiently lowered through eleven successive semitones or

over an interval of a major seventh, and the harmonic series

will begin anew at each scmitonal «tage ; in other w >rds

the instruments can be put instantaneously and without

recourse to the crooks into eleven different keys, which is the

same thing as giving them a consecutive semitor.al scale

throughout their whole range. The French horn has three

valves or.iy, lowering i: through six semitones or over an

interval of a diminished ufrh , which is quite enough foi its

purpose, and indeed the third valve is sparingly used by the

skilful horn player.

The art generally must he said to nave aeon slow in adapt-

ing itself to the requirements of this new device in ihe
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case of the French horn, and as the matter is all important
from the point of view of the present paper I will endeavour
to analyse the motives and causes which have operated

Toe new valvc-honi has two l1 i ll wi :acks. In (lie first place
though the valve attachments reside in (lie body of tin: horn
and act more or less whatever crook is put on to the body,
yet on the other hand they do not act true except on a limited
number of crooks for which ;bey have been spat ially con-

structed. Though each valve has an extension sub-valve
by which it can be up to a certain point tuned, no lengthen-
ing valve ha;; yet been made sufficiently expansible to serve
equally for a very small crook like the high " cT " and a

vi.-rv large crook '.';];< ibo low " BV The valvar can only add
a more or less fixed middle length, and that middle Length
speedily nets oat of proportion if the length of the whole
tube is greatly increased or diminished by crook. As a
matter of fact lengthening valves as made at present only
con temp 1.1 to the application of three or a; most four medium
crooks, and according to the best practice of vaivo-mn ki ng
these crooks will only be G, F, E, and E.1 , ofwhich F and E are

the preferable. Now I have not seen a case certainly where
a composer boldly indicate:.1

, such an impossibility as " valve
horns in C" at the beginning of his score, but numerous
nlo.'.ciai couipoMas have done v, hal is pracl ie illy o< |n i valor, t,

namely to indicate a "horn in C," "horn in Bi> basso,"
<Xc, and then include in the part notes which they obviously
iv.i-aa to be played '.villi valves and which cannot indeed ho
played in any other way. This practice is common with
horns in D, and possibly the valves as made in sonic
countries may cover thou-rh iiiiliiujreutiy that crook. But
valve horns ill (". and low IS

1 arc decidedly al present non-
existent. The consequence of this is that modern horn
players who always have the valve attachment have
ncipc.:e:i a habit, since the beginning of the transition

perioi!, of transposing all such parts on to the crooks which
suit their valves, and chiefly on to the F crook. This,
though probably the best compromise under the circum-
stances, is not satisfactory. The rone of a horn crooked into

a low key, say C, is more fall, more trombone-like, tn.iu the
tone of a horn crooked into F ; furthermore the conversion
of the greater part of the composer's natural notes into

results, especially in a running passage; and furthermore
again on the second horn at any rate a number of low
notes thus transposed must be of doubtful intonation.
And this last point brings mc to the second drawback of
the present valve horn, which is that its valves when
used cumulatively always give too sharp a note, even
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F? on the space below the bass clef can only be rendered
on the V horn hv depressing throe pislons together ;tiii.l

taking a diminished fifth off the second harmonic; but this is

considerably too sharp, the player has to correct the
intonation as best he can by his breath, arid the note
shakes.

I beg to say that there is only one proper course open to

the modern composer, namely to study duly the conditions o[

the existing valve-horn, which is a valve instrument that can
be reduced to a natural instrument by simply not touching
the pistons and is in fact a natural and valve instrument
in one. He must then, if he wishes to specify one of the

extreme croaks of the horn, either to get its special tone or

onlv natural note.; thi'iXip'.onl tin.1 part, o:" at ir..>:.t con linn [i;g

accidentals to the use of the semit on e- valve in the upper
recds;er which can easily be tempered. On the other hand if

he writes (as he probably much more often will) for the

medium crooks peculiar to the valve-horn, he should in

his own interest score so as to make the least possible mm;

of the cumulative valve; with the crooks of F, E, and
Ei> open to him he can very easily do so. This general
procedure on the part of the composer is what Wagner,
after some Tentative ami certainly not always satisfactory

proceedings, linally arrive.; at ; ,'in.l I do not know that his

practice as shown at the last can be improved upon.
Tuniir.Lr io the perforin en;. I think they also should remember
that they have a double instrument under their control.

That they should transpose miscalculated parts, where
extreme crooks have been erroneously combined with
demands 011 the valves, or where as in the case of Wagner's
middle-|>;.ri<"I operas i:u possibilities are aslied of them in the

way of suddenly changing crook, is not only excusable but
necessary. But why they should apply this practice to [he

works of the older masters who wrote oliviour.lv for the hand-
horn and nothing else, I do not understand. Neither should
thev transpose tiie parts of modern composers who write for

this and that crook and know what they are about. I think

that conductors should consider these distinctions and m ike

the horn players bring the crooks necessary in each case into

the orchestra with them. The present plan of universal

transposition is not the way to get the best tone out of the

orchestra.

However it is time that I proceeded to deal more directly

with the function proper of my paper, which is to show the

eil'eets of the valve hem e;cnc;-.ai!y on tone-colour. Whether
quite correctly written for and used or not, the fact rf
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that the valve-horn has for modem limbic supplanted the

appreciably disturb the tone), the r-osull is a clear gain and
a <;air. oi an mestimaoie nature. The modem horn can sine;

any melody, take part in any polyphony, and proceed chro-
malically Id any note; while it tan revert a: pleasure to the

functions which formerly characterised it. The genius of

composers knows how to utilize all liie-ie rapahilii ies without

froing to e\eess. The result has Ua;n an c\l raord inary

enrichment uf the median] register of the orchestra in dimerous
combinations, while there is tiie accessory advantage of

increased freedom ffiven to othct groups to Spread beyond
the medium ; the horn acting here alike as coadjutor and as

substitute. £ve:i two valve-horn-.; would be sufficient to

secure much o! this result, hut as four horns have been left

in the orchestra as a heritage from the period at the early
pari oT tii:.- century when modern chromal ie Mini modulatory
work caused the introduction of the second pair, and as these

four must remain if only for the execution of so many
oomposilions of that fertife period, the oamposer will always
have a full group at his disposal. Where solidity in the

medium has degenerated into heaviness or confused effect.

is only from composers sometimes forgetting that they need
nut always use the four instruments because they are there.

Apart from making three and four-part harmony with the

first pair, the second pair of horns finds a sufficient rfile in

notes, in taking say the E[) or li crook against the F crook
o: tile lirst pair where there is much modulatnm, in altei Dating

with the first pair to give the hitler rest, or ir net mil doubling
of the first pair so as to increase power. No tone in the
wood-wind group can in any case compare with that of the
horn in its power of piercing through superimposed sounds,
while its player has to be essenliall v a singer; and on the

whole the vaive-horn is the chief factor in our new orchestral

developments.
Trumpet and Cornet.—The Trumpet is the 8-foot instru-

ment lying above the 16-foot horn, being of narrow bore
with the first two-thirds eylitidrioal, and blown into with a

hemispherical cap for mouthpiece so as to produce a

brilliaait tone. The natural instrument had crooks at first

for Eb, D, and C; but since then it has had crooks semi-
tonally from high Bb to low A. Three piston lengthening-

valves have been fitted to the natural trumpet, applicable

chiefly to the F crook, but also to the E and Eb, and some-
times to the D crooks; and this valve-trumpet is (he instru-

ment of our modern orchestras. In England a short slide

nt still retains

(self does not
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working by the finger over the cylindrical portion on the

trombone principle lias been applied to tlit natural trumpet
in the crooks F, E, E?, anil D, lowering ils fundan ienj al

through two semitones and producing an msl nimenl of very
peilect intonation at any rate; but the slide has given place

to the viilvcs, which can lov.-cr through sis semitones, and
are also more favourable to the legato. Precisely the same
remarks apply here as were made for the horn, as to the

modern trumpet being a natural instrument and valve

instrument in one, and as to the uncertain action of com-
posers. Owing to the simplicity of tile part how ever, a ml

the want of importance of the lower register for practical

purposes, there are perhaps less objections here to the

valve trumpet players transposing na t ural- 1 rmu pet parts to

sill; valve-crooks. In a less degree than the horn, but not
dissimilarly, the chromatic trumpet has contributed to

change the character of our modern orchestra. It is idle I

think to say that a trumpet which can sing a part has lost

its essential qualities. That depends solely on the compose! •

The whole orchestra is moving together in the direction of

increased polyphony in varied tints, and there is no reason

why the trumpet tone should not be included. The use of

chromatic trumpets in three parts is also a feature of the
new orchestra, where the score is large; and these combined
with the bass-tuba and three trombones form a magnificent

septett covering the whole range of a chorus of human
voices, for the trumpet goes up to A above the treble-clef

stave. The piano effects also of the trumpet in the medium
or low are now more used than formerly. It is to be
observed that a special narrow-bore valve-trumpet ovists

also in high B7, running up to D above the treble clef; and
this is the proper instrument to use where very high effects

are required.

Along with the trumpet ought to be mentioned the Cornet.

The use of this wide bored 4-foot instrument to replace by
its necessarily lower harmonics the higher harmonics and
commanding tone of the 8-foot trumpet is quite deplorable,

and is the only serious element of retrogression which I

have to call attention to in our modern tendencies. The
cornet cannot attempt to rival the second trumpet in the low
notes below the treble cief stave, while 0:1 account of its wide

bore it goes no higher in upward compass than the ordinary

first trumpet. Its tone is snappy. It has been allowed to

take the place of the trumpet partly because it is easier to

play; but I confess 1 am not in possession of the reasons

which prevent the player from bringing both trumpet and
cornet into the orchestra, and using each as required by the

scores to be performed. It has also obtained its present

position because it was first in the field, having been one of
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the products of the French dramatic, orchestral revival, before

the valve trumpet had been invented; hut tin; valve-trumpets
are now manufactured in abundance. The cornet has a

legitimate function in the orchestra only !..>r taking some
florid pa 1 1, where its eitcouti v.. pow.as can come into plav,

Buperimposed over the two ordinary trumpets; and this is

how pomr: of tin: 1 >m st dramatic composers, from Meyerbeer
onwards have used it. I trust I may meet with some
sympathy i:i mv protest against its us;; to replace ("he trumpet
in scores which are not written for it. The valve-iruei;ie; is

there ready for ad modern and ancient uses, and I believe it

merely requires the fiat of conductors to restore the trumpet
to its Icgiieuale [dace in the orchestra, where its clear piercing
tone is quite unique and unrivalled.

Trombone.—The trombone is approximately a 7 or 9 or
1 1 -foot instrument, with a hon: which is for lac lirs; two-thirds

cylindrical specially designed for bringing out the low
harmonics, and with a slide which lowers tin: fundamental
through six semitones or over an interval of a diminishec fifth,

the same as the three cumulative pistons on the horn. Its

three varieties, alto, lenor. and bass .covering allege! her
exactly '.lie range of the contralto, tenor, and bass voices:,

are the natural pubslraluni in the score on which rest the

two trumpets ; nevertheless it is to be observed that such
insi nunc, its mv. explosive in their sound, while the use of the

slide prevents legato effects, so that on the whole their

introduction in the bass and low medium produces a very
special eifec.', and artistically speakim; they wi;h the hasp-

tuba below them form a separate group. An er.deavour has
beer, made to ret: i ace ihe action of the slide by three piston -

valves, which, as the third piston is here a piston of two
tones, gain one semitone below over the trombone slide,

and of course furnish a better legato; but the intonation-
deteels of the cumulative valve are very noticeable on (lie

trombone, whose principal function is to fill in the low part of
the harmony, and the ancient slide for that reason stiii holds

its own. The employment of three trombones in trio

almost belongs to tl-.c period here under notice, be"me greatly

developed since 1 y ;o : hut otherwise there is no; very much
to let 01 i.l a :

: to mtisLic change in their use. The alio trombone
being uncertain in its lower notes is giving way to a first

tenor trombone, which is a pity, especially where the trumpet
justabove it is also allowed to drop out. The bass trombone
in (.'1, r, or K?, though a inagui lioen I his- rnuemt with an
extraordinary compass, is also going out of fashion in favour
of a third tenor trombone

;
partly because ii is a f.iti::iiini;

instrument, and partly because its register is being pushed
up by the inclusion in the orchestra of the bass-tuba next to

be mentioned. Modern composers are making great use of
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the versatility of the trombone trio in the way of presenting

very close or very extended harmonies, they are also much
using it; piano effects, ami some writers as for instance

Brahms art beginning to use it even poiypbon ionlly within

itself as a mere orchestral feature.

Bass-tuba. -This is the lowest bass of the bugle family,

Keys, the Saxhorn is another name for the biipe family as

fitted with valves and pistons since about 1845, and
Euphoniums. Bombardons. ai'.J Bass-tubas are names for

low representatives of these last; I give these definitions as

the nomenclature is not a'. ways well understood. With the

he'p of four valves tin: bassduha gices a chromatic very low

bass, and as its mouthpiece though conical is 'argv the

performer can correct the errors of the cumulative valve;
hence if is regarded as a trustworthy foundation to the brass
group. Tin: bass-tuba is playing an i;npor:ant part in the

development of the orchestra oi our day. it is forcing up
the aass trombone and converting the trombone trio of litrce-

part harmony into :- quartet: of four-part harmony , i', is in

manv cases replacing the ohl less strong low held-notes on
the horn, and it is even with its genial and accommodating
tone furnishing a substitute for the violoncello or second
bassoon when the double-bass is playing uncovered by the
superior octave. The first of these is really an important
matter. No doubt the. ptcseuce of a fixed bass at the bottom
of a set of instruments which like slide-trombones are

played quite subjectively at the will of the player just as
human voices sing, has a very steadying effect on the per-

formance. : and the opportunity for four-part barmonv in the

low medium of the most powerful part of the orchestra is

also a valuable new resource. Still il the bass trombone was
reduced to taking the tenor pari in the harmony, it would
very soon cease to exist, and this would be a gleat loss. In

the best scores the bass-tuba is independent, acting first with

one set of instruments and then with another, and the bass
trombone is only now and then put into the position just

mentioned. On the whole this latest born member of the

Sax family is probably destined to play a noteworthy par: in

the building up of the modern orchestra; but I beg to

protest in passing ai :ln; fii-.|uei:l sub-t itut ion f:sr it of the

bar:: one tuba, otherwise c;c Vd En pi ion i irn ,
which has by no

means the same calibre or qualities.

PcrcitiSv:n.— Anion;; these ins) rumours I wish to point

to the third or medium kettle-drum ranging Irom A to

D recently introduced. It is to be found now in every

that is to say of

bore and are cal

they can sound
old Ophicieide
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respeeiahle orchestra, an. I by removing some of the intolerable

restriction? caused by having only two kettle-di am note;; at a

time to rover all modulations ii. h;is given variety lo many
score;.. Composers however seem rather slow to take it up.

The bass drum or Gran cassa has lately been used in a
half-tremolo with its own stick, a prominent example of

which is in Rubinstein's " Ocean " ; or in a regular tremolo
with a pail' of kettle-drum sticks, examples of which are

frequent in Liszt.
1

Harp.-—The habitual use of tiie harp in tile orchestra
belongs exclusively to the period under notice. It requires

a refined t.iste to employ it cortvctly, and being obtrusive

it is apt to betray any shallowness which may lie in the
music ; but the modern dramatic orchestra at any rate

would not be complete without it. Its low tones arc

splendid and can ho heard beams' a modcia:oly fell orchestra,

while the treble and harmonic effects are well known.
Organ.—Apart from the special cited of the stage organ,

this is on;v useful lor assisting the orchestra to support vocal
masses. The introduction of its pedal notes, especially if the

the whole body of sound, and it is to he feared thai many
an: i -dim axes have been eommit.t eil by not suBciently
recognising tins in preparing the score; but modern com-
posers have made great use of it, even sometimes in secular
music, and it has to be mentioned here.

Strings.—The stringed orchestral instruments played with
the how have Ibis peculiarity, thai their four strings aie

(imiilie ihe pianoforte") all of the same length, and gain their

difference of pitch only by difference of substance ;
this be;irs

on the present subject, because the natural tendency lias

consequent!}- been towards the use of the higher strings and
especially the first, where the brilliancy of the sound is

greatest. However as to actual manufacture the. only fact

here noteworthy is that tee £ string or. the double bass has
become a necessity to balance the increased power and
upward tendency of the orchestra

;
though the fon:;h string

mounted on the bridge rather impedes execution, the four-

s-.rhig double-bass is in our times ousting Lite three-string

double-bass.
The cause of the ciia.nges in the genera: tone of the. string

orchestra in our times consists almost exclusively in the
enlarged skill of the executants, whether for left-hand

technique or for bowing; a:id I find that this subject divides

itself into (he following; he. ids, (Vi figuration, ('.) forms of

accompaniment in monodic work, (e) double-stopping, (if)

divisi work, [e] special effects o: pizzicato, sourdine, and
harmonics, (/) departure from the medium register, (g) use
of extreme keys:—
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"a."—There was scarcely more change from the time
when the s:rings merely duplicated voice parts In the

developed figuration of the masters of the early part of the
nineteenth century, than there has been since the time of
Beethoven down to our own in this direction of the

creation of varied figures. A glance at any score by the

modern writers will reveal tins without my going into detail.

There is very little now in the way of figure that a violinist

cannot do on one string or across the strings. Some stock
figures fit i 1 1 remain more effective (ban others, Imt never-

theless tl:e variety of modern figuration almost eludes

analysis. Perhaps the most polyphonic part of modern

against the melodic ilrst violin. The viol, m :-i :!lo again is

more independent of the double-bass than it ever was before,

and this free voice moving about in the lower part of the
scale is one of the chief causes of the enrichment of our
modern orchestra.

" 6."—Though polyphony and contrapuntal treatment are

on the increase, the uionoJic style c.uncurren Lly holds its

Own, and for this modern scores show a great increase in

variety of forms oi accoinpan inicnt. Tin- ordinary tremolo

on one string, or I wo strings double-stopped, is well known.
The. broken tremolo 011 two strings double-stopped, that is (0

say where the up-bow takes one string and the down-bow
takes the other string, is less known, hut has an effect of its

own. The accompaniment figure which may be called the

"widened trill" is almost a specialty of modern times ; in

trie widened trill on a single string, the first finger stops and
the third or fourth finger rises and falls on the same string at

a distance which may extend to about a perfect fourth, while
the bow continues its course; in the widened trill on two
sitings, one linger stops on 0:1e string, while another finger

rises and falls on the next ad;.,icent siring at an interval

which may extend to an octave, while the bow continues its

course and the wrist oscillates between the two strings.

The ugiu'e hi:rc mentioned has in tin: upper region produecd
those delicate and almost ethereal effects in which the

moderns have s" frequently acted or. the initiative of Berlin/:

and Wagner. Arpeggio accompaniments, with all sorts of
complications of bowing, arc ;:lso 011 the increase, though
they are not very effective.

"c." -Double-stopping, unknown to Handel and scarcely

known to Bach, is at the- present, day an essential feature of
the oichestra, where modern harmonies could hardly be
carried on without them. When judiciously used on
favourite intervals, double-stoppings are an unmixed gain,

and are one of the chief causes of modern sonority. The
violoncello has a specialty here. Violins and violas being
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instruments dn braccin must be held in position by the thumb
at buck of the neck of the instrument ; almost equally so t li!>

doiibledi.iss on aeooimt of its si/.e, lint iln: violoncr^o is. an
ristruine-it rffi g>t>nl>a, which can be supported conveniently by
the body alone, and Luc thumb cud with rssi: come from behind
oil lo the linger- :>oard for various purposes. The thumb laid

transversely stops fifths very purely; in other double-
stopping also it can stop one note of the interval while the
whole si retch of the hand is available to go forward for

completing the inLerval up to trie limits of an octave.

Vi-.iUn'.eello double-stoppiu;; is hecomin i ni'ri-asiugly

resorted to for developing sonority in tile lov.-r registers.
' d."- -Where double-stopping fails modern oonmuscr:; are

having; recourse throughout the whole string range to
"divisi" work, thereby immensely increasing the fulness

of the harmony and its extension both downwards and
upwards. Violas are so largele divided now -a-davs. that it is

dou'itfnl if we shall not shortly see first and second violas

introduced as a normal feature in the constitution of
orchestras and scores

;
the change if it ever occurs will be a

potent one, for the tone of the viola is very special.

"t."— I will not stop to do much more than mention the
increased use of pizzicato, sourdine, and harmonic effects.

These devices are sometimes abused ; for instance too much
sourdine is as bad as the incessant employment of die soft

pedal on the pianoforte adopted bv hid liferent accompanists
of singers, whu do not realise that litis tone effect when
prolonged is quite unnatural and painful. On the other
hand it is to be observed that a pizzicato on the lower
part of the double-bass is at least as good as a bowed
note of the same duration, and the moderns are fully alive

to this.

—Constant use is now-a-days made of close
harmonics i:: the hie'her and lower regions aj opposed to the

medium. When this is done one seems to have three
orchestras in place of one. It is almost unnecessary to

point out that orchestral violinists now mount to such
positions as the tenth and devenl.h <>e the hist an/; second

"g."—Lastly I would mention that composers are less

afraid u- r.v-a-days of extreme kevs for the string's than they
used to be. This is not an unmixed a Ivautage, an.t perhaps
is one of the few things where the tone of the orchestra is

changed for the worse, for the strings must always have
their favourite keys. In connection with Ibis subject how-
ever it is to be noticed that the composers of the present
day are rapidly I browing enba niS'Uii r: coisidnrations whether
of notation or fact to the winds, and boldly treiting the
orchestra as an instrument of equal temperament . which if
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ncressitv of our limes impossible to lit contended against.

Summary of Heading (^).-As the instruments have
necessarily been eonsidered piecemeal, it will in- bells-i 1 1 :;it

I should here sum up results concerning them. 'I'Ik- appli-

cation of new key mechanism to the flute by Boehm to

reduce it to equal temperament and otherwise improve it

happened rather more than half-a-century ago, and all the
other members oE the wood band have stibscu; uenlly bee: 1

,

treated i:i like manner or uearh.- so. The chief characteristic

of the wood-wind of ilk: me n t modern .-i'iin:s is :l :i increasing

freedom from sueb traditional methods as held notes and
simple NH'lodii' doMbiings, ;iinl ;i development in : 1 1 (j i f place

or in supplement lo them of figurations special to the
classes ami independent o: tl-.t: string yroim. This proceeds
from the improved mechanism just mentioned and the
increased sense of polyphony among 0.111:1 posers and
audiences, each acling upon ilic other. Another charge -

teristic is the greater variety caused by instruments
occupying new parts of the scale or having their tone
improved in ;>:i it ieular ree/lous. A [bird characteristic is

iniTeasrd rich ncss due In mcnerioai enlargement os the

classes within themselves; though this of course will onlv
take place iv. spciuclv large scores. Passim.' Ui the brass, the

valve horn has almost revol nl Lom/cd 1 lie modem orchestra.

Thai sense of fulness and sonorky which distinguishes it,

making it as compared with the old orchestra much what
the new organ with double diapasons or double reeds is to

the old organ without them, is due in great part to the use
of the valve horn and all the consequences it brings with it.

The brilliant trebles now found in the brass, and the new
basses found in the bugle family, are all due to the valve.

The third kel 1 led nun deserves notice in making what the

poet Can-poell rails " the stormy music of the drum," and in

helping out the swing of the orchestra. In tlx siting

foundation to the orchestra, immense volume and effect have
been gained by increased demands upon the skill of the

ill a group of very many parts largely emancipated
from the rules of the older counterpoint but developing a

new contrapuntal system ol its own. If tl'.eie are those wdio

would suggest that all these changes tend to noise, I can
only say that now as in all ages there arc those who abuse
and those who know how to wisely use the resources of the

time in which they live. Wordsworth says that " sweetest
melodies are those that are by distance made more sweet ";

but though this may represent a frequent mood of the
dreaming amateur, yet well-directed fulness and power will

always appeal to the general audience.
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with which I hope I have not overcharged the paper, but it

is iici'CiwaTy to ti-.iild infi renres ,;pnn fans. Dramatic nv.:s :c

has always from the times Montcverde's " Otfeo " :o the

system .^ui opportunity for ihe. inventive faculties of the

instrument maker Adolphe Sax, a Belgian by liirlh hut
naturalize'! From V ! \:< onwards in [

rrance. Apart from his

invention of tht: keyi;d saxoplmnr: he developed the vaivr. as

applied to all brass instruments, and the consequence of his

improved mechanism was the adoption of the valve-horn
throutshrjut Europe as a permanent feature of orehe^lta

b

lieu of its tentative and o;;c;:sif>n:il i;se as for instance in the
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"Juive" of Halevy. The valve-born was followed by the
valve -trumpet. 1 have already indicated the great im porta net;

to the orchestra of such developments. The bass-tuba again
is the orchestral representative of M. Sax's large family of

saxhorns. There can be 00 doubt that all these changes in

the brass had thcil first impulse in the military spirit prevail-

ing anion;; llie French during Lhe early part of tin.' Second
Empire. An instance of the direct effect on the orchestra
caused by public demands is tin.: question of lhe accommoda-
tion of audiences. Now-a-days '.he number of those who wish

10 hear is so greaLly increased that the old i nod crate -si /.ed

concert rooms are .;om !; 0111 of fashion and larger orchestras are

quite a necessity, while, orchestras more fully constituted arc

certainly also directly to the taste of the listeners. I have
always been under the impression that the best form for a
coacert-room is an oblong room with a parabolic recess at
the end, the orchestra being grouped round the focus of the

parabola. If the larger rooms could maintain this or some
similar principle there would be noLiiiue; 10 complain of; but,

unfortunately this is not so, and the orchestra in many large

modem bi: lid in <rs exhibits acoustic defects. On this question

of the shape of our buildings I am doubtful whether we are

advancing. Another instance of the action of the public is

the increased demand, caused by increased knowledge and
sensibility, for detailed light and shade and expression of

every kind
;
the consequence is that in a hundred matters

which were formerly left to the performer the orchestra is

now Jc-individualized and made to act under word of

command in the shape of expression marks carefully distri-

buted among the different performers and controlled by the

conductor. The effect of this on the collective tone is of
course very great.

(C.) Action of Composers.—From one point of view this,

head may be considered to ho not cisiingaishable from lhe

last, on the ground that composers only respond to the

public demand. Hut the. greater the artistic gift, the less

this is so ; and though the approval of the public must be
the ultimate aim 0! every artist, yet with many the interior

impulse to create is so great as to act almost alone and
without any reference to eventualities. In Other words in

tee ease of many composers, and probably in the case of all

the best, lhe. initiative proceeds from them and not from lhe
public. Among composers who have helped to push forward
the most modern orchestra as a direct result of the exercise

of their genius, I think the following may be specially

mentioned :—Meyerbeer, Berlioz, Wagner, Liszt, Verdi,

and Brahms. The remark applies less perhaps to Meyerbeer
than to any other on the list, but nevertheless his genius for

the spectacular march was genuine and went a long way
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towards securing the independence of the brass group in the

score and the orchestra, which now prevails. Berlioz'

power;., if highly inspired, were certainly irreyul.tr and
uncertain ; and so I think with his orchestral effects, some of

which r>re perfect in their balance, while others seem to have
been miscalculated. Berlioz' strength did not I believe

lie in the grandiose, though hi* was much addicted to that,

but in the subtle and delicate. The unrivalled violin effects

in the scherzo of the " Romeo and Juliet" symphony were
coiii pun 1 1 by a host Hi; if witty critic of the. day to the so; mak-
ing of badly greased syringes; but a more sympathetic
writer said that they formed the ideal orchestra of insects

and grasshoppers, and I think that that is the verdict of

poster;:?. These ellin-lihe effects in die orchestra were
invented by Berlioz and bequeathed by him to Waener, on
whom renerally he had much the same influence that

modified the orchestra by direct impulse Imei williin himself

he di^noTbegm by^any particular aheratTot^o^^eforms'fn
orchestral usages, and that these only grew up along with the

expansion o: his powers r.s a creative composer; up till

"Lohengrin" in 1847 there is nothing very special in his

use of the orchestra, and he did not attain his true orchestral

style til! he had created an entirely new form of composition
by "Tristan and Isolde" in 1857. Apart from such
questions, as reliance oil the separation and individual

treatment of the minor classes of the orchestra, the employ-

imm en si p iyphony":hri ul :t the whole range of the Score
;

his counterpoint has the boldness of Bach, with all the
resources added of nineteenth century effects, the license

of dramatic music, and his own individuality. Though
Liszt was two years older than Wagner, his career

as a composer for the orchestra oegnn after ;lu; appear-

ance of "Lohengrin," and after he. himscif hail attained

his fortieth year. While learning much from Waeaier
he treated the orchestra in quite his own way; as indeed

was natural considering that he wrote for the concert-

room. It is at first sight somewhat remarkable that

an artist who had given the whole of his life theretofore to

beeomin:; the first virtuoso in tin: world upon the piaiioforl

e

and to writing music for :he technical display of that instru-

ment, should with little effort or delay obtain the position

of an almost incomparable model for effective orchestral

treatment. However it is probable that the same minute
attention to detail which his first career necessitated,
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enabled a man of his gifts to treat the orchestral instruments
also in a sympathetic spirit. Certain it is that ;ie developed
brilliancy and every description of expression in the
orchestra, as he had previously done on the pianoforte;
the best examples of which are his 13th Psalm and his

Symphonic poems. Verdi not only is the founder of the
new Italian school of musical drama, but must also be
included in roustdoring the developments of the orchestra,
the broad polvphoiiy created by t lit: intellect ol Wagner if

unknown to him, but short of that his characteristic in his
later works is an infinite variety of orchestral tone peculiar
: himself, Brahms ii.is brought the effects of polyphony in

.\ v
I ,i.;<| string parts, and contrast of groips, to the same

pitch in the concerttooin that Wagae; hid done in the

theatre, while asing scarcity more tiian the orchestra of

Wagner s first manner. He is the' direct desrendaal of the

gieat masters, especially those of the Vienna school ; and
wl-ilc 1 wish to say tile least possible ill tills paper regarding
ifis merits of c nmposers a* s-.ich. 1 must point out lliat

oichoslration *'hich has a great style at its back must
ceteris paribus lie mote effective than otcbestration which
has 10c I think there will not be mu< ii cavil at the state-

ment that for sonority and Rcncr.il compfeler.i liralims'a

works show the acme yet attained in orchestral tone.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—I am sure we are much obliged to Dr.
Maclean for this paper, so learned and interesting, and which
we shall find most instructive to read. There will always be
an immense amount of difference of opinion of the quality of
tone and evenness ; but I must say I do not altogether
sympathize with those who are afraid of valved instruments,
for the improvement in the making of this class has been
enormous the last few years. As far back as 1878 I was on
a jury in Paris with Mr. Gevaert. We put valved instru-

ments to most severe tests, we listened to them from behind
screens, making the players sound the harmonic series with
each valve separately and in combinations, but I thought
their tone very pure, and their intonation just.

Tampering with the tone-colour of a composer, one of his

most important means of expression, is objectionable. No
one would dream of altering the colours of a fine picture, but
in music this is often done without the slightest compunction.
It is much to be regretted that although we have had this
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interesting historical account of the orchestra's tone-colour,

we have no means of letting you hear by mechanical moans
Ilit: exact tone of an orchestra of the past. We shall, how-
ever, have a revolution in :his matter, for the phonograph
will he able to register accurately ami permanenl ly the tone-

colour of our present orchestras and hand it down to posterity.

How interesting it would have been if we could have
turned a handle and heard the effect produced by ancient
hautboys and other old instruments. No one has ever heard
the qualities of tone which Handel heard, and to re-produce
all these different tones would be most valuable if it were
possible, It seems to me that Dr. Maclean has given us a
great deal to think about. There is no doubt that we
shall have, in these days of advanced musical education to

make this question of tone-colour in orchestras a real branch
of study. You know how very little is learned by the young
student who buys a book on instrumentation and finds out

how high an instrument can go and how low it can go, and
so on ; that is merely the threshold of a subject of enormous
interest, and 1 hope that some day we sha'd h;;vi; professors

who will take their pupils to the phonograph and let them
hear the different combinations. It should, I think, be in the
power of important institutions to have an orchestra on the
spot, and let the students hear such harmonies as Dr.
Maclean has alluded to— for instance, a four-part trombone
harmony. It would give young composers a chance of
forming individuality in their sts '.c, and as thev grow t.p they
would know the resources at their disposal. There is no
reason why the tone-colours of an orchestra should not be
known to us ashy special names, jusl as blue, green, red, and
yellow are used to describe particular colours. \anu:.s, no
doubt, will be found for them. It was a long time before
mankind found names for colours. Dr. Maclean, as an old

classical scholar at Oxford, will hear me out that the Latin
purple was used for blue, and white, and sca-grcen, and all

sorts of things, not because the Romans did not know the

difference, but because they had no name to express it, and
there is no doubt that Hebrews and other ancient nations
knew differeaees in colours but did not know what to call

them. Somebody must have invented those trims, bleu, red,

yellow, and green; and there is no reason why somebody
should not seme day invent colour-'iauier. for the orchestra,

which we now put down as brilliant, somhie, light, or heavy,

I hope some day that the expense will not deter us from
giving historical concerts with the music of Handel in its own
tone-colour, instead of adapting it to the modern orchestra or
adapting the modern instruments to them. It would be
deeply interesting, presenting us with an enormous amount of
novelty in music.
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Mr. Cummings.—How are you to get hautboys and
trumpets? Certainly not the same instruments now as in

Handel's time. It is on record that the trumpets of Handel's
time played as soft as the hautboy, so that we may take
it for granted that the tone was very different to that

The Chairman.—They would have to be made ; but is that

impossible ?

Mr. Cummings.—The instruments are now only made
experimentally, and in a sort of tentative way; we have
nothing to guide us.

The Chairman.—They might have some in museums.
There must be a large number of trumpets existing.; of the

time of Handel, even in old regimental bands; they often

Mr. Cummings. An interesting tiling perhaps to mention
in connection with the subject is, that although in Purcell's

time the orchestra did not practically exist, he used three

ohoes (tcnot hauilmys), bassoon, and trumpets.
Mr. Coubett.— It mi^'lit perhaps he interesting; to call

attention to the incompleteness of the flute family in the

orchestra. It is the only instrument of the orchestra which
has not a complete tone, scale -that is to say, thai no memVici

of this family goes from the top to the bottom of the

orchestral range. There have been tenor and hass flutes, hut
they hive never «one beyond manufacturers' experiments.

Thev have never been successfully performed upon, I think.

1 recollect healing; some concerts ninny years ag-o uni.ier the

auspices of Rudail Carlo A Co., in which these instrmnents

were used, and I believe the drawback was the excessive

effort of wind power required on the part of the players.

Mr. Benjamin Wells was very successful in his efforts on the

bass flute, but I think they found it very difficult to find any-
one else to produce a good tone on the same instrument. I

think composers won!;; very much like to have a more
complete scale in the flute family, they would certainly he
ready to make use of it.

Dr. Bridge.—The old set of recorders which is now in

Grosvenor Museum, Chester, is really a set of old flute

instruments. I have heard them played, and my brother has
lectured on them once or twice.

The Chairman.—Some old song books have pictures of

flute quartets.

Dr. Bridge.—" O Mistress Mine" was arranged by
Morley in one of his six books for these instruments, if I

remember rightly. The flute part is in the British Museum
;

but this is not the melody, but is an inner part, the melody
being played by the viol.

Mr. Cummings.—That flute was of course the flute-it-hec.
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The Chairman.—It had its own tablature, which I may
say shows it i::nsl have been in common use.

Mr. Webb—They were used very much in Germany. At
the Military Exhibition there was one over five feet high, of

about the fifteenth century.
The Chacrwan.— I am afraid Dr. Maclean s paper will

frighten some young students by letting them see what a
heavy amount of work is now required in modern music,
and the enormous amount of resources there are in colouring.

A vote of thanks to Dr. Maclean was then passed
unanimously.
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THOMAS LEA SOUTHGATE, Esq.,

In the Chair.

THE NOTATION OF THE FITZWILL1AM

VIRGINAL BOOK.

By J. A. Fuller Maitland, M.A., F.S.A.

I havr been asked In tell you something about the contents
and the peculiarities of notation of what is, perhaps, the most
important collection of virginal pieces in existence- the hook
formerly known as " Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book."
which is ;> re served in the Fiizwilhau: Museum at CamlcMge.
That title, it ear; been amply proved, is altogether fake and
misleading, and in<L-ed lliat it should have cut arisen is

only an illustration of tin- carelessness with which musical
manuscripts were- cx;ti:iini-d iv past times. Foi against one
of the pieces, the " t"t. Re. Mi," of Sweclinck, on p. 2:6,

there occurs the date 1612. when Queen Klizanei h had been
dead nine years. And another piece, "Dr. Boll's Juell,"

exists'in a manuscript in the British museum, where it is

dated December 12, 1621. Probably toe name, for which
Hawkins is responsible, arose from the fact that ali the
eumposers represented rank among those of the Eliza bcl baa
era. I may assume, I suppose, that '.he general outline of ihe

history of the hook, as brought to light by Mr. William
Chappell and latterly by Mr. W. llardav S.piiie, is known
to you all. Briefly it may be recap: -ail a ted as follows :—
A Cornish gentleman, named Francis Tie^ian. the hear, of

a rich and powerful Catholic family, was seized on account
of his religion, in 1577, and after many short imprisonments
was thrown into the Fleet prison, where he remained for at

least (weuly-foiu years. In '.his prison eleven of his children

were born, among them his eldest son, Francis Tregian, who
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filtered the College at Douay in 1586. On leaving Douay, in

1592, he was for two years chaudieriain to Cardinal Allen in

Rome. He afterwards returned to England and succeeded
in buying back his father's lands; hut in ifkiS-g he was
committed to the Fleet himself on a charge of recusancy.
He died there in 1619, owing a large bill to the warden for

board and lodging, ft is this Francis Tregian who has been
supposed to be the scribe of the greater part at least of the
famous manuscript. The splendid binding is undoubtedly a

piece of Netherlands work, and many other things connect
the book with the Netherlands. One of the most largely

represented composers in the collection is Peter Philipps,

who was an English catholic ecclesiastic settled in the Nether-
lands, and probably a coiinur; ion of Morgan 1'liilipps, nuc of

tin; first prwfesstKS of the Douay College. You will remember,
too, how close was John Hull's connection with the same
country. The date I quoted before for a piece by Bull (1621)

would of course invalidate the younger Trcyian's claim :o be
considered as writing the whole of the volume ; but it has
been supposed that two styles of writing are to be discerned

in the MS., though they are so much alike that it is difficult

to be sure whether they are two or one. That the family of
Tregian had a good deal to do with the book is quite certain

;

tin; " Mrs. Katliarin Trepan," whose name appears opposile

a pavan by William Tisdall, on p. 315, was probably the

grandmother of the younger Tregian. But more eloiiaeut

than this is the frequent occurrence of odd little contractions

of the surname, no other proper name being thus treated

throughout the book. "Treg. Ground" is the name of a
piece by Eyrd ;

•' Pavana Dolorosa Treg." is a piece by Peter
Philipps. dated : 50, }

(the v ear after the younger Tregian left

Douay for Komi:); the initials "Ph. Tr." are set against a

pavan by Viyid
;
against the first line of a jig by the samn

master are the initials "F. Tr."; and finally, a short piece
called " ileavei'. ;n:i! Earth " lias, for its composer's name,
the three letters " Fre.," no doubt a contraction for " F.

Tregian." The theory of the circumstances of the book's
compilation is, then, that the actual book, bound as it is now,
was houirhl by Francis Tregian in the Netherlands, and that,

during his imprisonment in the Fleet, he wrote out from
musical manuscripts in his possession the transcript which
has been, in soule cases, the only means of their preservation.

Its later history is soon told
;
how it got into the hands of

Dr. Pepusch is not known, but Hawkins tells us that Mrs.
Pe.piisch, who was Margliirtita lie l'Hpine, the famous singer,

used to try to play the pieces, and though she was an
accomplished harpsichord player, sac never could get through
the first piece in the book, the famous set of variations on
" \Valsingha:ii." If one thinks of the executive powers on
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the pianoforte of the most accomplished prime donne of the
present day, we shall not find it difficult to believe what
Hawkins tells lis about Mrs. Pepusch. In T762 it was bought
at Pcpusch's sale by R. ISremner, who gave it to Lord Fitz-

william before 1783. The price given for it by Bremner

The difficulty of making public the contents of the manu-
script seemed at one time quite insuperable, seeing that it

was not possible to find anyone with the requisite knowledge
who would also have the leisure to work at it in the museum
at Cambridge. At last, two years ago, an ardent lover of old
music, who happens to be an accomplished photographer,
.Mr, C. l'\ Belt, undertook to photograph the entire volume
0:1 a reduced scale, so that the work of translation info

ordinary notation could be carried on where it was most
convenient. The extreme neatness and clearness of the

writing made it seem as if it would be easy enough to reduce
the music to a form in which it would have come meanm.:: for

modern musicians; but for various reasons, which I am going
now to explain, the task has been by no means a light one.
The volume consists of 440 pages, ruled with six-line

staves, of which 418 pages are written. All three dels are

used, and in all possible positions ; bet, as a general rule, the

most common are the G clef on the fourth line from the top

of the upper stave and the F clef on the third line from the
top of the lower, so that if one looks only at the outside of

the two staves we read them as in modern piano music.
This arrangement gives two lines for the same note, middle
C, and the use of the ditferent staves for the middle parts is

vt;ry enrious, fores!; adowine", as it does almost exactly, the
present custom of confining the two staves to the two hands.
Suppose, for example, that a scale of six notes, from G to E,
occurs in an inner parr of the composition, and that the left

hand is holding the lower C, or for some other reason it is

not desired that the Jcft hand should play a note above C
;

the first four notes of the passage are given on the lower
stave, ending with C on the top line ; after that there is a
little sign, called nowadays a " direct," in the place of the D
in the lower stave, and in a corresponding place on the upper
stave the note D, and the subsequent no'es of the scale appear,

but with a "direct" before them on the C line, to indicate

that the passage is one and the same in the two hands. In
spite of this desire te impress the structure of the parts upon
the player's e3'e, the place of the misainq notes that have heen
transferred to the other stave is often occupied by rests, just

as if the other stave did not exist. Occasionally rapid notes
are arranged as we arrange them now, in groups of four or
six, according to the rhythm, but far more often their tails

are joined quite without regard to the rhythmic divisions of
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the bar; and, as it need hardly be said, no attention
whatever is paid to lilt player's convenience ir. the matter of

placing the parts so that their salience is seen. We will

t;i',t! :1m instanre of :i piece id two parts : in the upper n:ie a

minim is followed 1 iv eight semiquavers, while in the lowei
tin: answering group of semiquavers begins tin: bar, followed

by a minim. The semiquavers of the upper part will be
written almost exactly over those of the lower, so that at a

cursory glance one would be tempted to read them together.

This circumstance is of itself a considerable difficulty to the

transcriber, when the number of parts is largely increased,

and it makes it quite inconceivable to us how any human
heine can ever have attempted to play from this book. As
Burney says ;

" Some are so difficult that it would be hard to

li:id a master in Kuropc who could play lliem without a

month's practice."

From the point of view of the history of notation, the book
is of very great interest. One of the most curious things is

tii at ivc stand, as it were, at the turning-point between the old

ir.Msic and the new. As vet bars are used only in the most
casual way, and I do not think that it is too much to say that

(here is hardly a single piece of any respectable length thai

preserves the value of its hats the same from beginning to

end. The time signatures have very little to do with the

actual value of the contents of the bars, but they indicate

lather the ratio of measurement. For the most part they are

three in number—the barred semi circle indicating ge.neraliv,

but not always, all the varieties of quadruple time, whether
of eight, four, or two minims' value; the semi-circle with a
point in it, used for 6-2 and 3-2 lime generally (for 3-r time
—i.e.. willi three semihreves in the bar, '.he barred semi-circle

is used) ; and thirdly, the figure 3, indicating nearlv ;il ways
6-4 or time, and always followed by the use of Mack
semi breves and black minims, with void notes to indicate

what we now call a dotted note of either value. These
signatures arc of course a survival of the complicated system
of Mode, Time, and Prolntior., and this use of black notes is

prac:ic.-illv the las! aoocaraaee of that system in music. At
this moment of transition, as I may call it, the notation of

itiple time was puzzling enough when n was indicated at the

beginning and preserved llirou;;li the piece
; hut when triple

time is introduced for a whole section or variation, or for

still shorter spaces, such as for special groups of ornamental
figures, the method of writing them r,-.wn seems In have been
strangely uncertain. C;>nsif IcniiLi, however, bow ambiguous
the te:<t is in many respects, it i; wonderful how few passages
there are where the intention of the writer is rcallv doubtful
after a careful study. At fust we were often puzzled :>v the

appearance of a little "61" or "32" in the middle of a
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stave, or between the two staves; on comparison of iiiany

specimens wc saw that it was an almost exact equivalent to

our practice of putting a figure 6 or 3 over a group of notes,
with a shir to sliow wl'.Jl ihn ligurr ret.-rs to. H cannot lie

denied that the ambiguity of tiiis .slur is happily avoided in

the older system, and as the little figures are placed only
against one part at a time, the same purpose is served, the
ordinary time being restored by a Little barred semi -circle.

While this "61 "sign lasts, the notes used are black semi-
breves and minims, the black minims being, of course,
indistinguishable from crotchets. And here it must be
pointed out that, almost as a universal rule, the apparent
value of these occasional passages in triple time is twice the

real value. Thus, in a bar of what we should call common
time, with two minims in I:, if against the two minims it is

wished to put ,1 part in triplets, the timber of notes equivalent
to the two minims will be six black minims-in fact, just as if

they were six ordinary crotchets. No deviation from onr
modern practice appears here, until we find tiie groups of

threes divided into a long and a short note
;
where we should

put a minim and a crotchet with a three over them, as the
equivalent of the normal minim, the manuscript pats a black
scmihreve and black minim. So that it is necessary to beat

in mind that not only do the black notes lose, according to

the old rule, one-third of their value, but two-thirds, for the
three blaci; scmibreves appear against the two minims, which
together make of course one void or ordinary scmibreve. In
the "divisions" or rapid ornamental passages, when the
place of tout semiquavers is to be occupied by six notes
iac.cordiiiii to us. a set of sextolcts with "6" above them,
expressed as semiquavers), we find here a group of six notes
apparently demisemiquavers

—

i.e., with three transverse
strokes to the tails; I say apparently detmsemnjuavers. foi

the real demisemiquavers have one mori; stroke, and are

exactly like our semidemiscmiquavers— i.e., with four trans-

verse strokes. An odd little convention exists here, in cases
where a passage of divisions follows immediately upon a more
polyphonic passage. We will assume that the pulyphonic
passage ends with a chord, of which one of the parts there-

upon sets off at a run. Instead of the other parts, in the
same hand, remaining on their chord for a little time, while

the ornamental part flourishes about, all the parts have t lie

same value as the first note of the running part. Very often

this is a dotted quaver, when the lower or upper parts of the

chord are left as it were hanging, the rest of their time not
being accounted for at all. One must remember how
complete ;, division existed in the minds of the musicians of

that time between part-writing, which was strictly vocal, and
free writing, such as was mainly represented by chords for
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the lute. The union of one with another would naturally be
somewhat confusing at first. One of my examples will be
the transcription of a madrigal by Luea Mrir.ni/:ici. "Com!
rnoriro," the third part of his famous " Tirsi." It is

transcribed by Peter Philipps. and its runs and embellishments
are strongly prophetic of the manner in which later vocai
pieces have been treated by pianists.

One of the greatest and most serious difficulties in the task
of reducing this music to modern notation lies, of course, in the
department of accidentals. Everyone who has scored a
madrigal from the original part-1 jooks knows how very much is

left to the imagination of the singers in this respect. The truth,

of coarse, is that the laws of muisca ficta were so generally
understood by all musicians until the end of the sixteenth

century at least, that all who could sing the parts could be
trusted to put in the required flats and sharps in their own
part. In the early days, music, as it has been most truly

said, was viewed horizontally, and not vertically— i.,!.,the pro-

gression of its parts was everything, the sequence of its

harmonies mattered very little. And nothing; is more
certain thai; that, from constantly hearing them in vocal

music, where, in just intonation, they are far from disagiceahk',
lieojile's ears had got so accustomed to what we call false

relations that they did not feel them as in any way obnoxious.

In certain conventional passages, such as this very common
cadence—

one can still trace a beauty which one would not sacrifice by
either flattening the upper part or sharpening the lower. To
this pattern many passages conform in the book, a rapid
figure of greater elaboration representing the lower part of

these two and running counter to the leading note of the

other part at every turn. Vet there are many other cases
where the leading note is left out, as if by carelessness, where
it is obviously required as much by the nature of the mode in

whic.''i tV.e piece is east as by the. requirements of modern
ears. Modern ears, to say the truth, cannot be absolutely

false relations that simply cannot be altered without tloing

despite to the general design of the piece in which they orc-r.

for a sharp added here will necessitate another somewhere
farther on, and before long we shall be led into a far worse,

fix than if we had left the original passage alone. It is a
curious thing that though on the pianoforte many of these
sound quite execrable, yet on the virginal, with its evanescent
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tone, they are forgiven quite readily, and even after a time
one conns to regard Lhem as in mi way disagreeable. I don't

wish to lay too much stress upon this acquired taste, for of

course wc all know that a taste for almost anything maybe
acquired, and la dcaiiiiK with the music of antiquity some*
ihiiiL; which we call either sentiment or the historical sense,

according to Our different predilections, is apt to smooth the

way for our enjoyment. In the matter of these sharps and
flats, then, we have used our best endeavour to keep the
character of the pieces, and to respect the text of the
manuscript to the utmost, and there is no single case where
we have added or taken away an accidental in such a way
that the reader would be misled as to the reading of the

manuscript. Accidentals have been conjecturally added in

brackets above or below the notes, and all necessary

corrections of reading have been duly notified at the foot of

the page, some more important ones being left for further

discission in the preface which is to appear with the last

monthly part.

These conjectural emendations are, of course, a matter of
great delicacy, and it is only when one is quite convinced of

the existence o: an error that they can be permitted at all.

But as no one is infallible there are a good crop of textual

errors in the manuscript, which are the more excusable when
we consider the conditions under which the task of wricir.g it

was performed. One very curious instance of a nus'.Ldie is

clearly to be attributed to a slip of the pen in the copy that

Trq;ian hud before him, A certain run;i;:i<; passage in t hi;

left hand against a quiet treble suddenly gets wrong in the
middle of a line, and at the point where it gels wrong
the clef is changed. The obvious error goes on through t:iat

line and about half the next, where the old clef comes back
and order is at once restored, ft was very difficult to see

exactly what the mistake was, until the passage was tried

without the first change of cief; it proved at once to he
right, and both changes of clef were unnecessary. The
source of this error was at once plain; in the copy from
which it was taken the clef was written wrongly at the
beginning of a certain line, and governed the whole of that

line. Trcgian made an alteration of clef accordingly, and
got his change of clef into the middle of his line.

In one point there is a little ambiguity in respect of slurs.

It is very common to write such chords as this,

where it is clear that the bottom note is a semi-

breve expressed for convenience as two tied

minims ; the upper part is also clear, but what
about the middle? It is impossible to decide absolutely.

Thereisacurions foreshadowing of a plan carried into practical

use by Sterndale Bennett, that a tied note is very often
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carried over (lie bar-line by means of a square slur. The
pracuca! drawback to this is, that in sonic cases the square

slur and the two notes it joins are apt to look like a pair of

ordiuarv quavers.
I may perhaps be i>i.:v: 11 i L tud lo lull you of one very gratify-

ing til i up; that happened sometime after hejemime; the work.
No. 9 is a set of variations on " Goe from my Window," by
Morley, and this had been fully discussed and its accidentals

supplied eonjeci ui-ii'.iy, when we came upon .No. .|2, called

"Goe from my Window," and attributed to John Mnnday.
It turned out to be the same composition, except that No. 4-2

had an extra and very ocauiiml variation, and to compensate
this, a bar left out in Variation No. 5. A comparison of the

two settings removed all doubt as to the Holiness of our

former eonjecLures, tor, with hardly an exception, every

accidental supplied in No. 9 appeared in the text of No. 43.

As it is one of the most beautiful things in the book, I shall

play il !o you on the virginal. '["Ids hisl rnment. beloneanu

(o Mr. Dohnetsoh, is a very line specimen of a sixteenth

century instrument of Italian make; it is undated, but a
written sentence appears on the crosspiecc confining the

jacks, " Noj: pcrcussus sileo " (" Unstruck I am mute"), in a
hand that cannot be later than 1600. The action is, roughly

: same as thai of the harpsichord

—

i.e., the jacks,

furnished in this case with leather, not quill plectra, rise on
I he pressure 1

1:" Lac l;- \ s, M rii i n\; the strings as they pass them,
and hei::;; piovi'io;'; with dampeis to pie-, cut the sound of the
plectrum as it returns to its place. It has one very awkward
peculiarity in practical music, and that is what is called a
" short octave," the seven lowest notes being arranged so as

to give these sounds in succession, beginning from the bottom
note, which is apparently E—
Apparent notes, E, F, F sharp, G, G sharp, A, B fiat.

Real sounds:— C, F, D, G, E, A, B flat.

(Examples : "Goe from my Window " and transcription of
a madrigal by Peter Philipps.)

Hy reason of this same short octave, I cannot play you on
tin; virginal iir.e of the most interesting pieces in the book, a
a work which I am bold to say has greater issues than any-
thing else of equal date. It is an " Ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la," of

Bull, and its structure consists of a series of repetitions of
the six notes of the he.v_achorduni durum up and down, each
lime [ isinj; a whole- tone. He "tie;; ins on G, and, as you will

perceive, soon gets into serious difficulties—namely, at the
fourth repetition, on Cj. He docs not modify his intention

in '.he. least, hut, the way to express an euharri!o:i ic change
being, as yet, quite unknown, he makes one for himself, and
it is of so odd a type that for a long time we supposed the

text to be corrupt. But there it is, as clear as can be. He
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gets over the H major repetition all right, Inn In: sees rooks
ii!it*;nl if he goes on in C sharp :n;ijf)!". He introduces lliis

chord the third of the chord he takes Ft on— i.e., as the
mediant of A major, lint how does In: express it in writing ?

S le has decided to adopt flats for the rest of the plamsong, so

he Starts his canto fermo of semibreves on a D flat, putting

it straight between an A and E natural. It will be clear to
yon Ihut on untempered instruments of the olden time this

whole piece would have been quite uaendu: able, ai;;i '.here is

(•(Hi;: reason to suppose, from a remark I think of Zarlino's,

liial im i ; hi ugh kind uf tempering was in (iso in : n si 1 11 mental
music: as earlv ;u; this, Anyhow, here staads the piece, and
this is not all it has to tell us, for after taking as round the

whole circle of keys, always rising one whole tone, he settles

down into the equivalent of G major and proceeds ro exhaust
she possibilities of strange lime-combinations. It is to be
noticed that when lie gets to F, instead of going on to G
he skips a semitone and takes A flat for his next move.
In repetition [5, while the top jiatt has the canto fermo in

the usual semilireves, the alto has alternately pairs of minims
and triplets of black semilireves

;
the tenor pursues a fairly

even course of alternate black minim? and black semibreves,
and the bass alternates the alto's pairs of minims with
triplets of black semilireves, just reversing the order of them,
so that the alto and bass are precisely against one another.
It is, of course, a passage that cannot be appreciated by the
tar at all, nor played except very slowly, with anv hope of

making it. dear : ba( as a specimen of lln: direction in which
the foremost mu.sie; ; l minds of thai day were going, 1 venture

to think it of ipiile suipassiiig interest. {Example; " Ut,

re, mi," of Bull.) A lady lately said to me, of another
passage of less complication, but of somewhat similar

character, " Why 1 it's infringing Brahms's copyright " The
curious division of many of the pieces into numbered
sections is a small difficulty, for at each division there is a

regular double bar, with repeat marks on each side of it ; we
have decided to leave these to the discretion of peifoiineis,

since it is impossible to say that they are not meant to he
repeated, and as impossible to assert that they are. I should
like to show you one other oxtraordinarv experiment in

time, also made by Bull—the "In Nomine," No. 117.

This, you will perceive, is a far simpler plain-song, con-
sis\ing or reiterated notes; but the time of the piece,

thoiLgn not so expressed, is 1 1 - .|, two bars of common time
being succeeded by one of 3-4. The construction of the

thing is as clear as possible, and there can be no doubt as to

its interpretation ; it is really not as annoying to the rhythmic
sense as one might suppose.
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In regard to the ornaments, which are of such constant
occurrence through the manuscript, we have left them as they
an: in tlin text, and leC'jrnii'.uLi.l. in a prefatory note prefixed
to isici: monthly part, that they should be peifornied accord-
ing to the directions given l>y Mr. Dannreuther in his masterly
primer on " Ornamentation." One other occurs, which he
does not touch upon—the double stroke that is closed at

both ends, so as to make a little rectangle. It has been left,

but it appears at least possible that this is a mere erasure of

the double-stroke ornament when it has been wrongly
inserted.

! think this completes the number of peculiarities of the
manuscript. Yoa have heard a set of variations, and two of
the more serious pieces based upon canti fcrmi. Besides
these two rjreat classes o: pluses, there are a large numbei of

dances, short or long, with one of which, a delightful little

" Muscadin," I shall conclude my illustrations, prefacing it

with a plaintive little melody, called " The Irish Ho-Hoane "

— i.e., " Ochone," or lament.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Our first duty is to return a hearty vote
of thanks to Mr. Fuller Maitland for his very interesting and
instructive paper on this curious book, to which we have all

listened with the greatest pleasure. The manner in which
he played the examples o;i this beanlifiil old virginal was
indeed instructive and excellent.

A vote of thanks liavinj; been passed, the Chain:ia:i said;

—

I am glad that Mr. fuller Maitland has devoted his attention

to this particular book rather than going into the history of
the instrument itself. The book is amongst our musical

treasures, .'or it is the most notable virginal book we possess.

There is, of course, One known as Foster's, one by Cosjier.s,

anil one whi^'h belonged to Lady Dorothy Seville ; but '-his is

the most famous. The instrutiitr.l itself, and ail of this type,

are of great interest to us, as the virginal and the harpsi-

chord were the precursors of the pianoforte, and in the music
written for them we see the development of the modern
music. The old music, i think, speaks in a quaint archaic
tone to us. I cannot help admiring the construction of some
of it, though possibly it does not possess much emotion, such
as we get in modern music. The pieces, and especially the

one by Dr. John Bull, which Mr. Fuller Maitland played, are

really interesting studies for contrapuntists ; but I should be
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sorry for any pupils to-day who had to do similar work.
I happened last night Id take up a book liy Sebastianus
Virdiing, published in 151 1, which I believe is the firsl book
written on music, and is it, the ok] Bavarian dialed. In an
early opening page he gives a rough drawing ol the virginal,

from which wc can sec what the instrument was like, and he
says: " It is newly invented, and I have as yet only seen
one of them,"
The virginal was, however, known very much earlier in

England, One of the proverbs inscribed on the old Manor
IIou^ij at Leckingficid, Ileverbv, tempo, Henry VII., savs,
" The slack string in a virginal sotuidetb not aright ; it doth
abide no twisting, it is so lithe and light." The tuning pins

in a virginal have no holes to put the end of the wire through
as have those in our modern pianoforte, and the strings are

amount of patience to get them to hold and stand die propcr

amount of tension. Respecting the masica ficlii, 1 cannot
help thinking that as our modern major scale gradually
developed from the old modes, it was found necessary to

employ some accidentals first for harmonic purposes, then to

make the order and size of the diatonic intervals as we have
them now, and it thus happened that notes formerly
flattened hee.'ini:; sharpened. Our ( ars will no longer henr

what our forefathers accepted. Mr. fuller Maitland alluded
to the occasional change of clef in certain passages ; one lias

to look for that in old music, tor scribes did make mistakes.

In some manuscripts you will find a large number of

variants, clefs often alter at each line of the manuscript.
There is an interesting example of this in the Attwood
manuscript, written 111 Vienna, when he was having ies^ons

from Mozart. The exercises came into the possession of Sir

Join: Goss, and were then given to Professor Bridge. At one
point Altwood nn.kcs a terrible mess of his exercise, anil

there we find written by Mozart :
" Mr. Attwood, you area

fool." The fact was he had mistaken his C clef line. Short
octaves were not so very uncommon in my younger days., but

I have never before heard the explanation that it enabled one
to play larger chords. Certainly that is an advantage. The
piece by Bull with the tortuous transition of keys is very
interesting

;
it shows the growing tendency, even at that

period, for improving the temperament, and the desire to

^splaying7iowVg^
meet the unequal temperament oilkeulty. The music, as

you will notice, is difficult to play, and so is. the instrument
itself, for each note has to be hit with exactly the same
degree of force, and the finger? properly lifted or the notes
will not speak.
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Mr. F. G. F.dwakds.—Have any of the original manu-
scripts of this hook been traced ?

Mr. Maitland.—There are other copies of many of the
manuscripts in oilier hooks, many of thorn Siting in the

volumes mentioned by Mr. Soudi^atc. 0;ic prelude ooenrs
in Parthenia.

Mr. Audv Williams. - I was specially interested in the

matter of 6-1 and 3-2, which I take to be an idea of the unity
of time. I fancy that the 6-1 referred to si\ units and the

!o Unci' double miUs. The old cum; losers lirul a feeling

for the unity of time, crotchet or quaver, which I doubt if we
have now, for I think we have lost it.'

Mr. South'-,!, i v. remarked that h this virea^al book was a

piere by John Munday, a curious kind of fantasia, which was
descriptive of a storm. This was surely the first instance of

program me.- initio.

Mr. Maitland.—This piece is trivial and very fm-.ny.

The storm is represented by a run in the bass, whilst the

cajn weather i:, 1 lis 1 i::i;iLLS;;ed bv a oass;!e;e in tin; treble.

Mr, $::,\rn\ :.\ .1 I .
.

1 1 l"!i : uit v of -eLiim; die tun.: o: sonic

old music is very great indeed. I have son:-- old parl-mnsir.

for viois of the period of James I., which has no bars. I

linv otLea v.vndere.l how -.in- loin or live performers kc;it

together and arrived properly at the end. The way to

translate this is to take a semibrevo as a unit, and count hack
from the end, because at least the performers should finish

together.

Mr. Maitland, in rcplyir.e, sp-ke of die old barring. The
time might be eccentric and difficult, but where bar lines

were eiepk'vcd, it was obvious that every bar was always self-

contained, ' He thought 'hat (lit: rii flionhy of the harpsichord

an:i vii ;;inril touch was no! so much m pti li inj; down "
1

1
r

-
keys

no't ''glide"— or' the little plectrum on the lop of the jack

would not fall and speak again. He felt sure that Mr.
Williams was right about the 6-1 and 3 2.
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MANX MUSIC.

By W. H. Gill.

!t is strange bul true that, so fur as Uu: general British

public is concerned, the Isle of Man, notwithstanding its

great antiquity, its limbic, political constitution, its ancient

statutes and venerable cas;oi:'.s. its invigorating climate and
charming scenery, has only just been discovered.

But the latest, anil perhaps not the least interesting,

feature of the discovery is the fact that this little Manx

The object of the present paper is to give a short account
of the writer's recent quest for Manx music, and to submit
to this Society, an;: thmugh it to tile musical world at large,

some specimens of this hitherto unknown quantity. He can
claim no special qualification for the task beyond, perhaps,
t lie mere accident of his nationality the fact that lie is a
Manxman. As contributory circumstances, more or less

favourable, may be mentioned the following: that the
material was collected for the most part at first hand, from

presence of competent witnesses.
The s.nbjert o'.igk: to \.t:a\ interest as opening ::p a hitherto

unexplored field, and thus suggesting material for a new
chapter in the history of national music.
The present essay, written as it was at a short notice and

with obvious restrictions as to length, is merely suggestive,
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and necessarily incomplete. Such as it is, it may, perhaps,

serve as a prelude to the more adequate treatment of the

subject by other and abler hands hereafter.

Mr. Kuskin has clearly demonstrated that the art of a
country is the direct expression of the mind of its people,

:tiid if tliis In.' trui! of tin 1 arts in general it is pre-omitmutly

true of music in particular, for of all the arts the most direct,

the most subtle, and by far the most expressive is music.

Hence, if wc would gauge the quality and depth of the

emotional temper of a nation we shall find it faithfully

registered in its native melodies. And conversely, if we
would rightly estimate the quality of the music of a nation

we must examine and weigh all the forces—physical,

intellectual, and moral—which have acted through the ages
as factors in its production.
A national melody is peculiar. Unlike any other form of

musical composition, it is not the work of one man but of

many. Indeed it can hardly he saul to be composed " at

all. It would he more correct to say of it that, just like the

flowers or any other natural organism, it grows. Its evolution

obeys the laws of heredity, environment, natural selection,

and the survival of the fittest. It is subject at one time to

development, at another to degeneration.
Of On: innumerable factors which contribute to the building

up of the national music of any given country, the following
four are perhaps the most important

I. Locality.
II. History.

HI. Language.
IV. The Temperament- physical, intellectual, and moral

—of its People.

I. Localitv.

The s-ren^ry of the Tsle of Man is unique, Il s mountains,
though of comparatively small scale, are rugged and
picturesque. Of the many thousands who visit its shores

every year, all are f.i sriisate;! by the loveliness of its glens,

its wealth of golden goi'sc and purple heather, and its breczy
" green hills bv the sea." It seems as though the great

agencies of Nature had worked with loving hand in making
it fertile anil beautiful. Ages before the advent of man. (be

great frozen sea of the glacial period had wrought for it in

its two-fold function.
^

First as carrier, importing foreign

' many an enduring portrait in the ptofile of i's scenery, ami
many an unpens ha hie engraving 011 rook and boulder " (Dr.

Havilundi. And as the observant eye sees beauty every-

where, so for the attentive ear kind Nature has provided of

her bounty. On the mountain heather the busy hum of bees,



on the rock-bound c

birds, lliu 1 down in ti

in the running brook:
P:,«lH:ro, is " full of
the dwellers in this

the spirit of roroant

F;ilil])!l:-lllilliii.i] |n:(i;l

gra.iaally assume del
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The faculty of seem;:
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Shakespeare's Caliba
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child like faculty, fHi
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V

happens

if

little island, like that of

It WOuld Ik: Stiailjie if

were not infected with

the expression may be

ariies" wstincts m the
of the poetic art is but
nent of this primitive

inds of Nature

cated Manxman—the cottager in the glen and on the lonely

mountain-side—a belief in fairies is to this day an essential

part of his being. Until quite recently the mythology of

Manxlar.d was as real a thing as was the mythology of

Ancient Greece. And when, in the words of Professor Si'.airp,

Mature and ''the sensitive imagination of man" meet, we
have that '• result or creation " which we call Art. Thus, in

a sense, Nature and Art are one.
So I thought a few weeks ago on the occasion of my last

visit to the island in quest of music. I arrived there at five

o'clock on a bright sunny morning in Spring. In the garden
a bird was si;igh;g lnvr-sc:^; 10 bis bride. Something
within me seemed ;o say " write it down." I had never done
such a thing in my life. Indeed, I had always supposed that

the inflections of birds were inexpressible in musical notation.

Nevertheless I would try. To my surprise and delight, as I

.is'.ened, the sounds became more and more definite both in

pitch and rhythm. 1 wrote il down and here is the result.

Apart from other considerations, it may be interesting as

being unquestionably the oldest Manx song in my collection !

lint ibis little incident lias, to my mind, a far deeper
significance ; tor have we not here, in that little throhbine

breast of this primeval master 5im;er, the fountain and origin

of the music of the western world t The scientists, from
Pythagoras to Helmholtz, have given us elaborate treatises

on the ratios of vibrations, the hiws of harmonics, and the
division of [lie string. Msisic;-.! historians lake us back to

ancient Home, to Greece, to Egypt to trace the origin of the

scale. Here in our own land, among the may-blossom of our
hedge-rows, this heaven-taught singer seems to have
anticipated the latest discoveries of modern science, for

behold! his alphabet of tune is identical with our own!
(This proved to be the actual notes of the diatonic major
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Our friends will give us a tew specimens of the more
ancient Mans tunes and, as proof of their antiquity, you will

recognise in these some of the intervals peculiar to the

Laying aside all technicalities, the ancient modes may be
simply illustrated as follows. Play the Scale of C on the

pia:iu iiciiiii:iin;; ami i r 1 1 ; r 1 on C ;
thai is the Ionian mode.

Ni:\t play i7:c umii- nn!.-s hcitimi :
ii<,' and i-ndiug or 1 1 (no sharp?

or ila:s) ; that is ll:e lltirimi 1:10 Next play the nunc r.ntrs

beLonnim: and fending on K ; that is the I'll ryginn mode. Then
the same notes lie^innia^ and cmline; 0:1 F [no Br i ; that is

the Lytiiiin. Aeaiti . the Same notes bceMLiu :ig and ending on

G :'no" F?) ; that is the .1/

;

.vv-I.ydian. Lastly, play the same
mites h:'^inniiL^' and ending 01: A

;
that is the Mohan mode.

In medbe-yal times several of these modes or different ways
of using llu- r.eli's of ! In; majitr diatonic scale were commonly
adopted, not only in church music but in secular music. Of
these medes two have survived to modern times, the Ionian
and the /fcoUaii, and this in obedu noc to the universal law of

the survival of t;ie fittest. One we call the major seate, (he

other the minor scale.

Manx music is constructed principally on these two
surviving modes; but there ate also a good many tunes in

the se:-oi:d r,t Dunn 11 mode ivhii h, as viva see final the diagram,
is a minor scale with a sharp sixth and a flat seventh. Then,
again, in the Alolian mode, the seventh is sometimes flat,

Our first illustration is " Hie my grain shagh'm"—a song
addressed by a maiden to her companions warning them
against the faithlessness of their lovers. It is in the Molian
mode, the seventh note appearing in both forms.
Our next illustration is the air of a song which used to be

very popular. It is called "Sooree"—the equivalent of
which in colloquial Rnj;lish is courting. Although constructed

on the sombre Dorian mode it is as lively and "taking" as

a soul: on such a subject uneiit to lie.

Illustration No. 3, " Mylecharane," is the best known of
all the Manx tunes. It has alvvavs been associated with a
silly ballad quite unworthy of the music. The Rev. T. E.
Brown [himself a poet and a musician!, admits that the tune
must originally have been allied to better words. Dr. Clague
sm:;;es;s that (lie tills: " Mvls-e.baranc " may be a corruption

of " Moilley Chiam " (" Praise the Lord "). The suggestion
seems a happy one, for in style and structure the tune is

essentially a choral, and a fine one too. Our friends will gi ve

us the melody in octaves with piano accompaniment. You
will please be prepared for the shock produced upon modern
musical ears by the fiat leading note on the last beat but
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II. History.

The next factor in the music of a nation is its History.

The aboriginal inhabitants of our island were a race of

hunters and fishermen and Ov s um: ran- o:i;: inniiv inhabited

Sru.tl.inti and Ireland. Thev came from Spain anil were
known there as the Iberians. In Scotland they were known
as Picts, in Ireland as Scots. The Romans called them
Picti, the painted people; the Brythons called them Scots,

the tattooed people—from She Celtic ysgwttarr, to cut or

carve. They called themselves CvuMluti, from crotha—the
forms of beasts and birds and fishes which they tattooed on
their faces and bodies.

The next chapter of Manx history relates to the Celtic

invasion. This was a gradual process exSendin;; probably

over centuries, and as to the date of it Professor Rhys says :

"nobody knows how long ago" it happened. The Celtic

race consisted of two branches, the Gauls or Goidcls,
represented by the h ish, an;! the 1 Iretor.s n presented by the

Welsh. It v.\is froiv. these people (the Irish hrnnc".; th.-.t we
got the satuaines so peculiar to Miiuxlaud names heginnlng
with C, K, and O. For oxnir.p'.i:

:

Clague contracted from MacLiaigh—the Leech's son.

Coaster ,, ,, MacAlisler -Alexander's son.

Clucas „ „ MacLucais—Luke's son.

Cost a in „ MaeAnstyn—Augustine's son.

Kissack „ „ Maclsaac—Isaac's son.

Kewin „ „ MacEoin—John's son.

Quayle „ MacPhail—Paul's son.

Quirk „ „ MacCuirc—Core's son.

Quilliam „ „ MacWilliam—William's son.

Qualtrough „ „ MacWalter—Walter's son.

In the tenth century the island was invaded by the Danes,
under King Orry, who introduced into the kingdom of Man
the first representative parliament in Europe—the original of

the present Tynwald and House of Keys.
Towards the end of the eleventh century it was invaded by

the Norwegians tinder Godrcd Crovan. From the Norsemen
wc got iiiuttj oi i be beautiful runic crosses to be found in our
country churchyards, for while the oldest of these are distinctly

Irish in character, the later one;; arc unvui;;ak,ibiv

Scandinavian. From the Norsemen also we have derived the

greater part of our place names, for example : Foxdalc,
l'b-diw ick. Greuaby, biiarbyl, Landless, Laxey, Perwick,
Scarlet, Sulby, and many others. Strangely enough, we find

little or no trace of the Norse element in our ancient
fang-.i.lgc. This has been ,-iccoiinted for on ihu ;,nppi >si: inn

that the children of Norwegian fathers and Manx mothers
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would naturally adopt their mothers' tongue in preference
to that of their fathers.

In 1270 the island was conquered by Alexander III. of
Scotland, and became a part of that kingdom. It was he
who introduced the well-known armorial bearings of the
island, the three legs.

In the fourteenth century the island was seized by
Edward II., and has ever since been subject to the English

From the foregoing brief outline one would naturally

expect to find in the national music of the island traces more
or less marked of each of the nations who have had possession

of it from time to time. As a matter of fact, traces of the
Irish, Scotch, and English element art: abundant. One of

our nines lias been claimed by the Irish, by the Scotch, and
by the English. It is called in Manx " Kiark Catrcena
Marroo," which means "Catherine's lien is dead.'' Where-
evcr the tune may have originated, tin: fact remains that it

has, from time immemorial, been associated with an ancient
custom held on St. Catherine's Day, and peculiar to the
isle of Man. Some of our tunes, howevi-r, are essentially

Scotch in character, some are unmistakably Irish, a few
im.Lrhl pass for Welsh, while many have the unmistakable
ring of the Old English .School. Considering what an
important part the Norsemen piayetl in Manx history one
would naturally expect to find a strong admixture of the

Norse element in its music ; but for the reason already
suggested in connection wuh the language, the babies with
Manx mothers and Norse fathers would 111 li;ra liv "take"
more readily to the Manx tunes than to the Norse ones.

But, however that may be, a further knowledge and com.
parisoii both of Manx ami Scandinavian music may reveal

resemblances which hr.vc hitherto escapeti detection
Illustration No. 4, " Wandescope" ("The Rover ").—One of

our melodies (Xe. 4), which appears both as a song (in slow

time) and as a dai'.ce tunc (in quicker time), is so much in

the style of a Sicilian pastoral melody as to raise the

suspicion thai it niav have been imported inlo the island

with its national arms; which certainly came from Sicily. As
the original tune, as given in " Mona Melodies," consists

of only eight bars, the present " arrangement," in which the

melody is considerably " developed," n'.ay he open to grave
censure. But on the subject of "restoration" I shall have
more to say later on. Meanwhile the audience are requested
to suspend their judgment. No doubt other claimants for

our tunes will come forward as time goes on. Indeed, it

stands 10 reason, looking tit the history and the geographical
position of our island, t bat many of its tunes mas: have been
imported ready-made, and not composed on the spot. But,
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even so, Manxland should .it least have the credit of having
gall^ed iiiti) her bosom these waifs and strays of the
surrounding lands, and thus kept them alive in the great
struggle for existence.

One element in the Manx tunes, be they native or only
adopts 1, is very conspicuous— viz., their sad and plaintive

character. The dance tunes are bright and merrv enough,
but the songs an:, for the most part, as melancholy a? music
can make them—sad, and yet not morbidly so. They sound
like the wail of the Babylonian captive:-. For ages past the

island was the battlefield, as it is now the pi a vgreLi nd,

of the surrounding nations. Its simple people have gone
through the various stages of a conquered nation. Happily,
tbi:v have- passed tliiou;' h tin- furnaoe. and have euurged
a free people. Though the marks of the fetters remain
impressed upon their music, t!:e f'Mers themselves llave long
ago fallen into the sea. The cloud has passed away, brighter
days have corv.c, and freedom reiims supreme. The Isle of

Man rejoices in being " The Land of Home Rule."
Our next illustration, No. 5, " Ny Kirree fo sniaghty "

("The sheep under the snow"), is, perhaps, the most
distinctively Man.-; of all our sotics, The title sm.'-vsts t he
character of the music. It is tender, wild, dreamy, and
altoijtrther highly poetical. It is -not iceable how the ancient
moric-s lend a pei-nlinr clianr.— the foieshadowirg of what in

modern music we should call frcfjuent riiangcs of key- -tne

melody passing successively through the following chain of

keys : G min„ D min., F, G min., B?, F, Bi», F, Bp, G min.

III. Language.

The next factor ir. our an.ilvsis is lnn;iaatre. The ancient

language of the Isle of Man is Gaelic, a branch of the Celtic.

It was once the language of Europe and the ur.i .'(rsal language
of the British Isles. Within the memory of men and women
still living one-half of the population spoke Man\. Not many
yeais ago it was taught in the schools ; it was la be heard in

tiie law courts, alike from the bench, from the bar, and from
the witness-box. It was to be heard in the church service 0:1

one or more Sundays during each month. Now it is entirely

discontinued, it has ceased to be taught in the schools; it is

rarely beard in conversation except among the peasantry in

out-of-the-way places. Writing thirty-six years ago, an
accomplished MailN scholar described it as "a doomed
language—an iceherg Hunting into Southern latitudes." To-
day it is practically a dead ianguage. To the philologist and
antiquary, however, if p:\ssesses no small recommendation.
It is peculiarly forcible and expressive. It is eminently a

poetical language, dealing largely with metaphors, For
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instance, the Manx name for remorse is " a little bone in the

breast." An inconstant person is styled "with mc—with
thee." For "the water is boiling" they mv " the water is

plavirig." The rainbow is the- going North.'' The Zodiac
is the " footpath of tile Sun." The word for child is " half-

Saint," and for bed " half-meat." The mere sound of the
l;i rigiiagr has fi grand rolling res inani-e and rl lytiim ieal pulse.

Take, for iiisl;ii:(;!r, I'm; last clause of the Lord's Prayer, " For
Thine is the Kingdom":—"Son lhiats y reeriaght asy phooar
a s y gluoyr, son dy bragh as dy bragh. Amen."
This is the grave and sombre side of the language. It

recalls the thunder of the his; waves as they roll into the

ocean caverns. But it Ins also a hi;];- and bright fanustic

Aide, as illustrated in the following verses in imitation of the

blackbird's song :

—

" Kione jiarg, Kione jiarg,

Apvru dhoo, Apvra dhoo
Vel oo cheet, Vel oo cheet,

Sin e fieau, Skee fieau,

Lhondoo, Lhondoo."

The next illustration (No. 6) will give some id^a of how the

M.:ti\ bncuafte sounds when it is sung.
" Tc traa ; I! thle "

f" Time to go home, time to go to

bed. The stools are growing hot . -while the eir.hers are crowing
cold"!. This tune was sometimes sang to Ihe wools of

" Barbara Allan," or, as the Manx call, it " Barhary Elian."

The air is so quaint and pretty that we may shortly hear of a

claimant for it.

There is an old English rhyme, familiar to all of us, which
son-ids like an exact counterpart of this Manx one. You
shall judge for yourselves :

" To bed, to bed," says Sleepy-head;
" There's time enough," says Slow ;

" Put on the pot," says Greedy Wat,
" We'll sup before we go."

IV. National Traits.

We. now come to the fourth and last faelor in (he pro-

duction of Manx music—viz., the Natural Temperament

—

bodily, iiitellretmii, and spiritual- of its People. Some of our
traits of character are conspicuous in our proverbs. One of

these is our extreme caution and deliberation. One proverb

says *' A slow fire makes sweet malt." Another is " Maybe
the last dog is catching the hare." A third says, " Listen

with both cars and then judge." One of our commonest
sayings is " Traa dy liooar I

" (" Time enough").
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Those who call us slow generally give us the credit of

being nXsa sure. In tr-inprr.i mt-iit t
! 'r average Manxman is

something between an Irishman an. I a Scotchman, the

enthusiasm of the one being tempered with the coolness of

the other. Neither optimist nur pessimist, lie prefers in all

things a middle course as the safest. His habitual policy is

Moderation. He will not readily commit himself lo an
unn,aali!;ed opinion or make a point-blank statement.

Kverytl-.ing is " middlin' ;
" "Are you quite well?" "Aw

middlhi'," He seldom says definitely. "It is so"; but
guuerallv " Maybe it is " or " I.ck enough il is." In every
statement a <piali '"nation is hound to in somewhere,
This characteristic of moderation shows itself in all sorls

of ways. It applies even to the geographical position of the

island, for C;esar describes it as being i>i mciiio carsu, and a
glance at the map shows it to occupy the exact centre
between the nearest points of England, Wales, Scotland,
and Ireland.

Similarly, its first parliament field was placed in the
exact centre of the island. Its national arms are three legs

conjoined in a circle and so nicely balanced that, as the
motto says, you may throw them whichever way you will

aisd they will stand 1 Its very climate observes the " happy
mean,'" for it is more equable than that of any other place in

tin: United Kingdom. A wonderfully well-balanced nation,

you observe, As a nam mi consequence, Manx music ought
to be a model of symmetry

;
and, as a matter of fact, it is so.

Indeed, this element of symmetry has served at once as an
incentive, a ;usti:ical ion, and a safeguard in restoring what
are obviously missing links it! a few of the melodies published
in r820. For instance, in our next illustration (No. 7),
" Tappaghyn Jiargey" {"Red top-knots"), the second section

as printed in " Mona Melodies" consists of univ six harp
instead of the orthodox eight. So inexorable is what
Schumann talis "the tyranny of rhythm" that I have not
hesitated to interpolate two additional bars to restore the

balance.
"Restoration" is a delicate and a dangerous operation.

Oftentimes it is synonymous with " tampering " and
"tinkering," Fortunately, however, in the present Con-
nection the cases are very few in which it has been found
necessary to alter a single note of the melody as handed
down. ,-\s regatds the harmonising of Ihese old melodies,

the ground is .-Id', mure dangerous. A national melody in its

origin.-d siirroumimgs is I ike a dower i n its native soil. Its

proper accompaniments arc the changing skies, tiie sighing

of the morning and evening breeze, and, above all, trie life-

pulse of the human hearts and voices that gave it utterance.

It wants no other accompaniment. But, severed from these
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surroundings, and transplanted into a foreign foil, it seems
in want sonic artificial support. It is a plucked Slower and
requires a vase. The question is what kind of vase ? To
this question we get thiee answers from t s ; 1 1_ different

classes ni musicians, the purists, the antiquarians, and the

people. To steer a middle course between tin- reipi ireuients

of these three—to hit the happy mean between naked sim-
plicity and excessive ornamentation— is almost a hopeless
task even for a moderation- loving Manxman. In "arranging"
these melodies my object lias been to bring our ihc beauty of
(he tune to the utmost, and if, in investing it with "the best

robe," I have in any instance erred on the side of elaboration,

my plea is the desire to please the many rather than the few.

With this apology i will new ask our friends tc give i:s the

next illustration ("No. B), " llliam Dhone," in which a more
modern style of accompaniment has been adopted. The
original ballad is a lament on the death of William Christian,

who was publicly executed as a traitor in the year 1662.

Opinion is divided as to wliethet he was really a traitor or a

martyr in the cause of freedom. The melody, which is noble
and pathetic, is probably older than the words. ] have taken
the lioerty of arranging it as an instrumental elegy, without,

however, altering a single note of the original air.

We have seen that the Mann peasantry are naturally

superstitious. Whether in consequence of this fact, or in

spite of it, llley aie also essentially religions. The iaige

number and extreme simplicity of their ancient places of

worship are evidences of a widespread and simple religious

faith; and as in polities there are no party differences, so

in religion churchmen and dissenters are bosom friends. The
seeds of Christianity introduced, as some think, in the fifth

century, by St. Patrick and bis missionaries, seem to have
found here ,1 cor. .genial soil. In later times |ehn Wesley was
particularly proud of his Manx preachers and of i he islanders

generally, lie declares in his diary ( 1777) that in no other
place had he found " so [•lain, so earnest, so simple, and so

unpolluted a people." In those days the Manx sailor before
stepping on bnaid bis fishing boat was wont to repeal a

prayer invoking blessings on the. fruits of his toil—a custom
now more honoured in the breach than the observance.
From very early times an extensive native literature had
existed m the form of carols. These were the fruits or

aoc 0111 par. mi en Is of a religious revival which, on the publication

of the Bible in Manx, in 177a, received a mighty accession of

force. Here, as elsewhere, the opening of this marvellous
pici ure-book operated like the touch of a magic spring. It was
the Bible that inspired the greatest masterpieces of literature,

painting, and music—Milton's great epic, Bunyan's incom-
parable ailcgoiy. Raphael's cartoons, Handel's " Messiah."
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So in this little kingdom of Man it was the first opening of

the Bible in the common lan<;uae;c of the country that

touched the heart and kindled tin.' religious enthusiasm of

the nation ; and the result was the production of a vast
number of these carols a form of native literature which,
though not of a high order, lias a definite value in the history

of letters.

Our two next ilhiMr ations are specimens of Manx carols:

No. 9, "Ny drogh Vrane " ("Of Bad Women"); No. 10,
•' Baase Chreest " (" The Death of Christ ").

I will now, by your leave, state briefly the circumstances
which led me to undertake trie collection of these Manx
melodies.

In the autumn o; lass vcar 1 was invited hv siimu gentle -

men in the Isle of Man, includine; mv In i .1 her. the Northern
Deeinsler, to go there with the special object of collecting

what material could be found with a view to the publication

than any that already existed. To obtain the desired

material three sources were open to us—viz. :

—

(l.) Printed music.

(i.l Of printed collections there already existed Only one.
It was published in 1 .on don ;a the year i S.;o. under (lie title

" Moua Melodies," and contains thirteen of, presumably, the
then lies; known semis and dance tunes. Tin: soni.;s wen: set to

Knobs';! words by
J

. Harrow, and the whole of the music was
arra:i.L;cd by "An Amateur," the name being suppressed.
This book is practically unknown, and only a few copies
appear to have survived. A cursory glance condemns the

work as inadequately representative of Manx music as
regards both the tnaterial and the workmanship. The task
ill t:oiii;u!im| a w<ivk of tu:s kind is by nn means an easy one.

The writing down of music by car was in those days an

llenec. apart from the paucity of the material, one is not
surprised to find in " Mona Melodies " many inaccuracies of

musical orthograde, grammar, and accentuation. Add to

these dilfkuusies the furihcv one of icc.uicilins; discrepancies
and of choosing between diiTerent versions of she same tune

as they appear in different manuscripts, or as the faded
ghosts of then/] survive in the r nor y ol hvi::;; |ieoole. lo sa V

nothing of the difficulty of discounting, at their proper value,

ol.vi: us clerical errors, and of restoring, in the least objection-

able way, obvious missing links.

The next example (No. n), " My graih, nagh share dyn
farraghtyn '* ("We'd better wait awhile, my dear") illustrates



[ho difficult!."; referred to. It was doubtless,

a heautifnl tunc in spit,- of the obviously mutilated
i it in " Mona Melodies." Fortunately this was
-. few apparently desperate cues ! have met with
a flight operation boldly executed makes an

iblc thing practicable. This and the two other
S already mentioned represent the full extent of my

" tampering with ancient records," for which I humbly crave
forgiveness.

For the beautiful English version of this song we are
indebted to my friend, Mr. E. Crabb.

(?..) The ti tj Mt step was to colled what manuseript times
could be obtained, and by means of these to verify, and
where necessary to correct, what were obvious inaccuracies

in "Mona Melodies." In this respect we were singularly

fortunate. My old friend and schoolfellow. Dr. John Chguc
of Castletown, a gentleman well versed in the folk-lore and
language of the cout'.try, and learned in all its ancient musical
traditions, had been collecting material [or many years past,

and among his manuscripts wore versions of most of the airs

containe:': m " Mona Melodies," us well as otliors which had
heen written down by a Mr. Shepherd about the end of
the last or beginning of the present century. These the

doctor placed unreservedly at my disposal. Mr. Shepherd
was the musical apostle of the island in those days, an
educational propagandist with a popular method of sight-

sinking. This was the " l''a sol la mi " method, which was
popular in England during the seventeenth century, the scale

being sol- facd to -.lie syllables fa sol la twice repeated, with
a mi for the leading note, thus :

—

fa sol la
|

fa sol la ml fa sol la I fa sol la

Mr. Shepherd's formula, according to Dr. Clague, was as

follows :—
A love voui mi, Iwice (r. s->i la ;

Below your mi, twice la sol /fl-

it may be of interest to mention lhat this svstem had the

sanction of na less an authority than Pur cell, who hi his

edition of John Playford's " Introduction to the Skill of

Musick" (1694), endorses the opinion that "the four

sUiahlcs are ipiile sufficient and less burdensome to the

practitioner's memory."
(3.} As regards the third source of information— viz., Oral

music, 1 had. tit the outset, gone to the island in [he hope
of being able to gather material for myself at first-hand :

but, alas, I was doomed to disappointment. Everybody
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said it was too late. The old "jimitj f ion of untaught singing

milkmaids jiiii whislling
|
ill Highboys, and the race of

itinerant ndiili rs who used to delight the hequeriers of the

viilau'e inns, am: the old yieope.; silting in the eoi^ey c h itii iioy-

corners of the farmhouses, and tlic lasses and lads that
danced in the barns at the mtklias or harvest-homes these

rustic musicians had passed away (so they told me), and the

old tunes were being replaced by tin 1 SMtigs of the London
music halls. However, my gleanings from other sources
wore not inconsiderable, and in spite of the sc<-niing odds
against me, 1 still cherished a hope that by a carefully

arranged plan of campaign we might yet discover in out -Of'

the-way spots on the mountains and among the solitary

glens a retnnau: of the old fo.k who might still have retained

some of the earlier tunes hitherto unrecorded. Nor were
my hopes in vain.

A subsequent visit to the island a lew weeks ago has

sixty-five to eighty-four, ail more or less musically gifted, and
some of whom had in their younger days enjoyed a local

reputation as singers in church, chapel, farmhouse, or inn,

as the case might be. The Manx people are proverbially say,

but that was an insignificant detail. Bv dint of co;cv::ig, the

inlei volition of boon companions, and in some cases the

indiriuiis appln alion of bribes and suitable stimuli in the
shape of lilt!;1 piosonts of tea for the wives and tobacco for

the husbands, we soon got over their shyness, and in a very
short time our ancient minstrels were warbling as in the old

times and were ready and eager to give us " all the tunes that
was at them." Wc shall never forget the enthusiasm of these
old men and the genuine delight with which they recalled the
songs and memories of the past; and, above all, their

wonderment at seeing their songs written down in black and
white and then hearing them repiod need from the written notes.

And as this reproduction of their tunes by a stranger, as by
nu.,;ie, was a re vol at ion to lluin. so was iheir singing a revela-

tion to him. Imagine one. whoso nquai'i tauce with the ancient
modes was confined to churches and scientific books, coming
suddenly face to face with them in actual, simple, peasant life

and hearing these untaught sons of the soil, born and bred in

their mountain solitude - imagine these essentially uneecles-

iastical and unscientific people actuallv singing " Gregorian "

music and perpetrating minor scales with sharp sixths and flat

leading notes in the style of the ancient Greeks, delighu'.illy



unconscious all the while that they were doing anything
out of the common. U is also noteworthy that 10 those old

people- tht limes published seventy- live years ago were, with
only three or four exceptions, entirely unknown. They had a
diliereut rcpertoitt of a totally different style and of evidently
much eai her date.

As to the probable age of our music as a whole, we have at

prose:: t little or no data to go upon except its internal evidence.
Uottghly spcaiiii'.e;, we may arrange the times chronologically

under three classes—early, mediaeval, and modern. Under
the first heading we might place all tunes older than the

sixteenth century ;
under the second, those of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries; and under the third, those of

the eighteenth century. The times of the nineteenth

century may safely be left to take care of themselves. What

(No. 12) must be at least one hundred years old and may be
much older. It was whistled to me by a man of seventy, who
had kept it in reverent memory all his lifetime. as. having been
sung to him bv his mother when he wa.s a baby. He had never
known any words to it. This is the only "song without
words " that has come to my net. All the rest, even most of

the dance tunes, have words, and in many instances the

same tune is sung to different words. Whatever may be the

origin of this charming Cradle Song, it is so irresistibly

suggestive of Scott's well-known words " O, hush thee, my
babie," that the present alliance of words and music hardly

I will conclude this paper with a few words of retrospect.

Manxland is sharing the fate of all islands. By increased

facilities of com nv.u) iou ; ion it is practically eeasine; to be an
island. The Muu\iuan is gunluuily lesine. his individuality.

Like that of a worn-out coin, his image and superscription is

being gradually effaced. We older Manxmen regard with
some apprehension theene.roai hntea is oT so-r.alk 1 1 ci vil isution.

When we revisit our old home we find the tide of civilisation

has rolled over our sand castles and swept them all away.
Mutional traces physical, moral, :r:A social arc rapidly

disappearing. " Utopia. Limited," is a capital satire- 0:1

Maryland. An Anglicising spirit pervades the island and is

gradually transforming it out of its old self. There is a

strange tendency to do everything •' as they do in England."
The ancient Baal fires on the mountains have disappeared
and in their stead we have the glare of the dancing saloons.

One almost deplores, with Mr. Kuskin, the introduction of

railways. Fortunately, as we think, the trains have not yet

learnt to go so fast " as they do in England." One of the

latest phases of tiiis Anglicising mar.ia v.-as the restoration of

Peel Castle with stone actually imported from England.



Home years ago they wanted a church built nail of course
they went to "the neighbouring island," as the 1

/ playfully

calf it, for an architect, and he ran them Up a grand spire,

"as they do in England," and the next year a Manx
Roe:u;u:ie. in the shape of an equiuoxial sou'-wester, made for

tin- spire and tossed it into tin: adjoining field. The village

of Laxey rejoices in possessing [hi: biggest water-wheel in

llie world, the like of which does not exist even "in
England "

; and so on and so on.

Already, as we have seen, their language has gone the way
of all ilesh. Thanks to the members of the Manx Society,

thee have done good work, each in his own line, in prcscrvhi!,'

in their publications some at least of the characteristics of

their nation. To these musa be added the names of four

notable Manxmen. Mr. Hall Caine's romances have earned
for himself and his country a great, if mil an altogether

irreproachable reputation. My old friend and master, Mr.
T. E. Brown, has, in his "Fo'c's'le Yarns," gathered up
the fragments lh.it remain of the Auglo-Mniiv dialect— tin.;

transition from Mans to Knglish—and embalmed them in

tin: amber o: bis ins mi table verse. Haply bis poetry will live

when all traces of the oii.mna! Mans l.inc-aa^c and Manx
character shall have passed jsv.iv. Mr. A. \Y. Mocrc, in

his " Manx Note Book" and " Mans Surnames," has i/athered

and handed down to posterity much that is interesting and
valuable in the insular folk-lore, and Mr. P. C. Kermode

Runic crosses and other antiquities of his native land.

Something more slid remained to be dune for our island —
I mean in the way of catching and recording before it was
too late the last lingering echoes of the old Manx ballads.

To this task Mr. Moore has also with laudable zeal addressed
himself, and ho has announced as shortly to be published

a collection of Manx songs and ballads, some of them with
the accompanying tunes. On this point word of explanation

is cue, if on! e to remove the imp: ; s !< n v. 1 1 :. i. uile,!: i ol'-.ei i\ ise

t-siil that there is any feeling of rivalry or competition
between Mr. Moore and myself. Though wc have been
working in the same field, our aims are different; not

would seem to lie historical and an! i.puuia n while mine are

mainly artistic. From my point of view hypothetical
harmenies founded on " the correct Celtic modes," as Mr.
Mcoro'i; prospectus puis it. as niso the 0'i^ii-,:d Mans wce\:s.

interesting as these are from an archu'ological point of view,

can have but little attraction for an average nineteenth

century musical public. Hence, as I have already stated

elsewhere, my humbler aim is to present to the public only a
selection of the best of the old melodies with more or less
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modern harmonies (say sixteenth to eighteenth century),

with suitable English words, not necessarily translations, the

general " arrangement. harmonics, ami interludes being in a
mudc and "language understanded of the people." In short,

I am trying to do for the music of Manxland what Tom Moore
and Sir John S;ever.son did for the Irish mv.lodies and
what, in our own day, Mr. Baring Gould and his coadjutors
have been doing lor the s.mgs of Western K.iglam I. lint the

fac. is, the world wants to see both sides of the picture, the

chance has ordered it. the two workuis in the same field, Mr.
Moore and myself, shall have wrought separately and
independently of each other. It will, at least, be interesting

to compare the results of our labours As regards my own
share of the work, I will only add that the task, though
immensely pleasurable in many ways, has not been unmixed

plain that he was singing his Nunc limittis, and the

reflection was irresistible that within a few short vcars these

last of the Manx minstrels will have "departed in peace,"

and that, but for these small but timely efforts on our part,

their tunes must have died with them. " Now you have got

the lanes," some will ask, "are they worth preservi ill; -
"

Piist'.riitv niu-l deri.lc Meanwhile, if by tile simple act of

faithfully and reverently recording these old melodies the

present writer and his fellow coumrymer, may be instru-

mental ir ru.".-iiir.g some of them :ro:n oblivion, they will

have the satisfaction of not having wrought in vain.

Illustrations.

1. Song—" Hie my graih shagh'm "

(The Maiden's Warning).
2. Song—"Sooree " (Courting).

3. Song-" Mylecharane "
{? Moylley Chiam)

(Praise the Lord).

4. Dance tune—" Wandescope " (The Rover).

5. Song—" Ny Kirree fo sniaghty "

(The Sheep under the Snow).
6. Parting song- 1

- Te traa gull ihic " (Time to go home).

7. Dance tune—" Tappaghvn Jiargev "
( Red Top-Knots).

S. lilegv— " llham Dhnne " iliouv.i William).

9. Carol—" Ny Drogh Vrane " (Of Bad Women).
10. Carol—" liaase Chreest " (The Death of Christ).

1 1. Song -" My graih, nagh Share dvn farraghtyn
"

(We'd better wait),

ta. Cradle-song—" Oh, hush thee, my babie,"
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Violin ... ... Miss Mary S. Hemming.
Violoncello ... Miss Minnie B. Theobald.
Flute Mr. J. Finn.
Piano Miss Grace M. Smith.

Vocalist ... Miss Dora Gill.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— There is, I am sure, only one sentiment

we can express to our lecturer, thai is one of thankfulness for

the care he has taken in preparing this address. He drew a

little contrast between the purists, the antiquarians, and the

people generally in connection with music of this kind-this
national music. I think the purists wish to have it as it

originally existed, the antiquarians wain the same ihing, and
(he ]:n.-( .ph: as well. The purists, however, desire that every-
thing sliouid 1ns iuouodit down lo as wiihoul any atlempi al

harmonising it with our modern ideas. One of the melodies

played to us had been altered in rhythm. Now I should
have liked to have it in the original version, and I think

arrangements of this sort have many disadvantages. The
lecturer spoke about the influence of the LiiUe as well as the

influence of music on the Manx people. As the prophet
Ezekie! sr.ys in Chapter xlvii., verse q: " Everytliin;; shall

live whither the river cometh." It is impressive and notable

that where the Bihle has gone so has a refining influence

accompanied it. When Sir George Macfarren was leaving

the Isle of Man he was asked to give a fiirewo.ll rollou t and
also to write an overture for the occasion. He naturally

enquired what the resources were, and was told two violins,

one violoncclin, sixteen tlutes. one clarinet! It is not

recorded whether he included any Manx melodies in his

overture, but it is said that the work was a source of satis-

faction to the performers—whether it was to the audience,

In reply to a question from Mr. T. L. Southgate, as to

what instruments the Manx used, and whether they were
string or percussion,

Mr. Gill said the violin was popular, but he could find .10

authentic records of any special musical instrument used in

the past. There was no distinctive instrument, and, Curiously,
no (races ol bagpipes. I lo had heard of a vaiiey of harpers,

but could not find any traces of the harp. He thanked tiic

audieaee for die kind' reception !,-u"cn to ids paper. It had
been a labour of love, and if the subject had any recom-
mendation at all it was that of novelty.
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Professor E. PROUT, Mus. Doc. Dub. bt Edin.,

Vice-President,

In the Chair.

THE TRUMPET AS AN ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENT.

By Walter Morrow.

Origin and Description of the Trumpet.

Trumpets seem to have been originated by someone dis-

covering that sound could be produced by blowing into the

opened end of the horns of animals, spiral shdls, or hollow
reeds, and on the use of metals being known trumpets of

silver, copper, and brass were made In the form of horns and
spiral shells. The chatzotzeroth of the Hebrews and the
Egyptians was a st:\iigh: conical tabc ; the salpinx of the

Greeks likewise. The schophar and keren of the Hebrews
were horn-shaped, and [he Imecina of the Romans was made
after the fashion of a spiral shell. Judging from the conical

shape of these instruments one naturally comes to the con-
elusion that they were not musical. They would emit only
one sound—a terrific blare—which was no doubt useful for

giving signals, calling an assembly, or striking terror in the
heart of an enemy, &c, but (here was no music.

It would take a very long time to refer to the many shapes
in which these instruments from time to time came to be
made and the different materials used in their manufacture

;

but as the object of this paper is to treat of the trumpet as
an orchestral instrument I will ask you to take a long skip

over many centuries.
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In the sixteenth century the trumpet had increased in

length to eight ft:c-t, e^pcritucntali^s havhg found that by
lengthening tlit'tr metal tubes, also by making the body of
the instrument cylindrical instead or conical, they rendered
it capable of producing some musical sounds as distinguished

from mere noise. It was made up as follows: A mouth-
piece, a cylindrical tube, about three-eights of an inch in

diameter, wiia I wo Keuls, tlms forming tlui-e iergths placed
I riangularly, the 1; = r f-r Id'leeu inches graduady widening to a

din meter of font indies in the shape ot a hell. II was oapaMe
of producing the following scale or series of harmonics :

—

It is technically called a scale, although it is not a " regular

succession of note*;; proceeding by tones and semitones."
The first is called the ''generator" and is prodaced by

blowing with very loose lij'S into the iiislrunieat sufficient

wind to fill the whole tube. A very large mouthpiece is

required to produce this note, much larger than is gcricrally

used, and a player would be unable to ascend to the higher

notes with such a mouthpiece. The note exists but it is

never used. By compressing the lips a little so that the
column of air only reaches half-way through the instrument
(he octave will be produced, bv more pressure the third

harmonic or fifth above the second C, and so on by increasing

has been written higher than the eighteenth, although it is

iton; In seventh is flat, the eleventh is sharp, and
the thirteenth flat.

In spite of the imperfections of these notes, they were
freely written by the old masters, and played by the
trumpeters of the time. The latter, with highly practised
lips, could manipulate the faulty notes and make them
fairly tolerable. Though all these notes exist, they are

not all available for one player. To produce the lower
notes a large mouthpiece is necessary ; for the middle
notes, one. a lirtle shallower

;
and for the high notes, one

shallower still. Consequently the old players were arranged
thus : First trumpet, second trumpet, and third or principal

trumpet, the last often playing an independent part ; and
in an old ins tr.ie thin b;;ok for the trumpet, by a German
named Wirtli, mouthpieces of different sizes arc prescribed

for the different parts to be played.
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as about the year 1607 that trumpets were first use

hestras, and from that time trumpet playing reache
1 point of excellence— in Germany particularly—

of trumpet players being established there, wh
ved as secrets their methods of manipulation. Froi

uild, doubtless, sprang the fine players who wei
o execute the dilik-.ilt tasks set down for them i

because they proceed by consecutive tones, enabling the

players to execute florid passages. This can be seen by
examining the score of Bach's Mass in B minor, in which
scale passages and trills abound.

on trumpets; in fart, many still Effuse to believe il. Others,
tiHv!:if(,l that they were pkvf-il, say : "then the art of

trumpet playing is lost." I believe that they were rendered
on the plain D trumpet, with all the imperfections of

intonation, and that the art is not lost, but the style has
fallen into disuse on account of the difficulty and uncertainty

of manipulating these hi^'h notes. Then we have it as a
fact in history that the high trumpet part in Purcell's

Te Deum was rendered by an artist named Shaw, who,
Dr. Bridge informs me, was a friend of Purcell's. Then
there is a record of another phenomenal player named
Valentine Snow, for whom Handel wrote special parts.

He was the first to interpret tin; well-known obblip;ati to
11 Let the bright seraphim " and " The trumpet shall sound."
As a further proof that what I say is correct, I propose

to play a few short passages from Bach's Mass to give you
an idea of how they sounded. Fot this purpose I have
borrowed an old D trumpet, made l>v Johauu Leouhard
Ehe, of Nuremberg, from nry friend Mr. Walter Blandford,
an amateur horn player of note, and an ardent collector of

old and curious instruments.
Mr. Blandford says, in a letter which he kindly wrote to

me: " My instrument was made by Johann Lconhard Khc,
of Nuremberg " (it bears an inscription to that effect). " He
is known to have worked between 1698 and 1728, as instru-

ments of his bearing those dates are in existence. It would
be safe to put it down therefore as early in the eighteenth
century." That is also about the time Bach and Handel's
great works were written.
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The Soprano Trombone.

T l;tviiif.! dealt at some length with 'lit: trumpet in what may
be called its natural form—tli.it is to say, an instrument
within;! mechanism or a rtificial uu-Uiods of ^inducing notes

—

I will now proceed to .leal shortly with the various forms of
trumpets which have come into use at different times. But
before I do so, 1 may mention that a member of the Musical
Assnf i.-.n<>:i asked in;- to include in niv paper a species of
tn:niput, wrktc:i for hy Bach mirier the names of " Tromba
da tirarsi " and "Clarino"; and by Gluck in his opera
" Orfeo," tinder the name of soprano trombone. Searching
about for such an instrument, I found a vciv good specimen
in the Engel collection at South Kensington Museum. By
the courtesy of the authorities there I was allowed to

examine it, Speaking to Mr. Hawkes, the instrument maker
of Leicester Square, on the subject, he very kindly and
unexpectedly undertook to reproduce one, which he lias

I then saw my friend Professor Prout, who, as you all know,
is very learned in the contents of the scores of the great

masters ; he very kindly offered to look up something for me.
A few days after 1 received the foilowin;; letter from him :—

the tone of this instrument, which could not well be done

On making my trouble known, three members of the
Trombone Concert Quartet promised to come and assi:;: :ne

by playing the opening bars of Gluck's Opera "Orfeo."
This is .1 short quartet for four trombones, soprano, alto,

tenor, and bass, which ue will now play to you.

The Slide Trumpet.

During the latter half of the eighteenth century, great

changes in making trumpets took place. Composers wished

to use trumpets in keys other than C and D, consequently
shorter instruments were made, generally about sixty-seven
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indies in length, giving the harmonics in the key of F. In

France they were and are made shorter still, to produce the
harmonics of (i. J.! ill if :l tiaum -ly W, shorter t han si xl y- so-,an
in( lies it loses its disti nr tivc e/aaiitv of l."ac. Then :.1ktc were
additional tube - railed crocks iiecaase of their shape, enablhi;;

the performer to put his trumpet in E, E flat, D and C, and
by combining crooks in B, 6 flat, and A. These three,

however, were very unsatisfactory.

A change also took place in (hi- mnmi.r of w: ilm:.; tmm pet

parts about this time; the use of the harmonics above the
twelfth being abandoned, doubtless on account of their

practical difficulty am! faulty intonation ; and if one examines
the scores of Haydn, Mozart, and i ieelhoven harmonics above
the twelfth will seldom, if ever, be found. Compose: ;; seem
to have acquired the middle notes, probably on account of the
fulness and rjaudetir of tone, as well as the more facile

practicability of this part of the instrument, Since then it

would appear that players of Ike old !:i;J] parts could not be
found. To im prove the tone of ike 1 nubile ami lower register

larger mouthpiece van: used, which lendered !he fii^fi notes

extremely difficult ; therefore if any of the old works were
pei termed tin- trumpet parts ha:! ',0 or re-wi it tea <<.; modified,

Mozart modified 1 lie pa i t i 11 T 1 a rale I s " Messiah." Mendelssohn
re wrote the trumpet pail of the " Dcingon Tc Detim,"' and
Franz did the same with many of Bach's works—the " Christ-

mas " Oratorio and Bach's " Magnificat " particularly. Then
I have taken pan in ] >rrfonuai:CL s when the first trumpet
pari I ;as been pi a 1

, ed oa C clarinets, ;:<.•: Inch;;' a. v>. rv editions

effect. U'.e see on; I 11 ;imoel part, pktved en a t: em pel pioper,

being very prominent, the first and higher being completely
iosl. We have said Mint I he eleventh and thirteenth ha ruioi: ies

were very incorrect, fn consequence of this pkijcrs began
to look round for a means of remedying these faults, ami
towards the end of the eighteenth century an Englishman
named John Hyde conceived the idea of adding a skee to the.

trumpet after the manner of the trombone slide, the only
difference brim: that it v. as placed at the second bend of the
tchiug instead of the ;i;sl. This slide, when drawn out two
mci;es and a half, of course adds live inches to the length of
the tube, and its effect is to lower all I he harmonics a semitone,
and by drawim; il out ils fuii length a u hole lorn: ; so now wo
have the hat mimics tripled, with one exception. There is net

sufficient length of slide to lower the sixth harmonic a whole
tone; this is a pity, because being so intolerably sharp it

renders so many passages unplayable. It could, however, be
used as E sharp in a passage like this:

—
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The slide enabled players to perfect the eleventh and thir-

teenth harmonics. This is (he scale:

—

This is the; instrument used for so many years, and with so

much admired effect by the two Messrs. Thomas Harper,
father and son. Their rendering of the obbligati in Handel's
works is something to be remembered, the younger especial! y.

I heard him [Jay a little Polonaise which he composed some
years ago, and which I thought was a wonderful exhibition

of the flexibility of lip he had obtained by long practice. 1

propose to plaj Ibis for you, if you will have patience to hear

it. But I am afraid it will only give you a little idea of how
it sounded when Harper played it.

(Also called Ventil Trompetc, Trompcttc-a-pistons, or
Trompet te - a-cylindres)

.

About the year 1K14 the piston, as applic: to brass instru-

ments, was invented by a tiik:Fia:i named lihihmel ; and a

contemporary Saxon, named Stake], invented the cylinder.

The piston has a vertical, the cylinder a rotary action. The
results, however, are the same ; both add tubing to the

trumpet. There are usually three pistons or cylinders

attached to an instrument. The middle one on being
[itessed down opens an extra lube about five inches loo;;,

which lowers all the harmonics a semitone in exactly the

same manner that tin: slide of the older trumpet doe;;. The
piston nearest to the mouthpiece opens a tube about ten

inches and lowers the harmonics a whole tone. The third

opens a longer tube and lowers them a minor third. Then
by pressing two or three pistons down at one time as occasion
requires each harmonic is lowered s[\ semitones, correspond-

ing with the six shifts of the trombone. We now have a
complete chromatic scale of two octaves and a fifth, and any
passage within a given compass is practicable.

The valve trumpet was generally adopted in Germany,
but not in England; the tone of the slide trumpel being
considered superior. This idea is perfectly true, the many
unavoidable acute angles in the valve trumpet causing the

tone to deteriorate, but not much, and when we come to

consider the advantages gained, of correct intonation and

i

The Valve Trumpet
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the chromatic scale being available, it is difficult to under-
stand why this instrument was not adopted here, especially

as composers, no longer tied down to the use of natural
harmonics only, have written parts for this instrument.

The Cornet-I-Pistons.

About the year 1832 a new sort of trumpet appeared under
various mimes— the small stop trumpet, cornopean, or
cornet-a-pistons. This is a small trumpet about fifty-four

incites m length, giving the natural harmonics of B flat,

with three pistons having the same power of lowering these
harmonics six semitones, as in the case of the valve trumpet
already mentioned.
The cornet has an agreeable tone and is comparatively

easy to manipulate. It very quickly became popular, and
its popularity has not declined; on the contrary, it has
caused the trumpet proper to become almost obsolete.
Students pered ve.l that showy results were easy of attain-
ment and forstiijk the study of tin: trumpet. K sipeneiiced

players of the older tusi rumen'., when tjtey were called upon
to play parts written for the valve trumpet, instead of

adapting themselves to the valve tiintipet resorted fo the

cornet. Consequently, the cornet has crushed the trumpet
out of the orchestra altogether. One rarely hears the sound
of a real trumpet now.

I am often asked by persons seeking information, What
is the difference between the trumpet and cornet, and why
do you so strongly maintain that it should be used ? So-
and-so plays on the cornet and produces a good trumpet

My answers to these questions are: First, the difference
between the two is in point of length, A tube a given length
has a characteristic tone. The tones of the C, D, E flat,

and F trumpets are rich and full. Above the key of F a
tube loses its distinctive trump/:! character, therefore when
the tube is shortened to B fiat the tone has been left far

My answer to the second part of the question is obvious.
Every player of an instrument likes to produce a good tone,
and if the tone of the trumpet is superior, then he should
play that instrument and not use one of an inferior quality

of tone.

The assertion that the cornet can be played with a
trumpet tone is good, and remains good until the two
arc heard at the same time, and under equal conditions,
then, I think, the comparison will be in favour of the
trumpet. I propose to play a short passage on both
instruments, you will hear the difference and judge for
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yourselves v.l u t her tin: loss of the superior quality of tone
which I clahu fur tin- tiumpe! is to In: so mnch deplored.

Must of the good cornet [jfayiTS I have known during the

Inst thirty years, having arrived at proficiency on that
instrument, have at some time or other " taken to the
trumpet," thinking that their already acquired ability in

cornet playing would make trumpet playing comparatively
easy ; but after a very short trial, usually about two months,
they have abandoned il as too diflicult, or because they have
not sufficient time to study. It is a pity that they exercise

so little patience and perseverance. A man who calls

himself a trumpet Haver should endea v. uir to masler the

whole suhjecl of trumpets, and not be satisfied with a little

tawdry popularity by playing weak cornet solos. There
is ir,::oh can;: for me.n who are very busy and really nave
not time to study a new instrument, but young students
should make themselves acquainted with the trumpet before

they get too busy, and fit themselves to fulfil the duties of a

trumpet player when called upon.
There is an idea prevalent that practising tltc trumpet

has an injurious effect on the lip for cornet playing; this

is fallacious—it will improve the lip, as well as the car and
intellect. A good trumpet player can always be a good
cornet player ; a good cornet player cannot play the trumpet
without much pinelicc. My advice to ^.tad.nts is to practise

tin; latter assiduously, it will 'no to their ultimate benefit.

There is one thing I would advise them to guard against,

it is this: Some cornet players have tried to play the
trumpet ami i\":r cerMiu :< a.-ons liavc giving it up. Feeling

S'.llli: qualms of conscience tll.-.t the cornet docs Hot look Will

in a symphony orchestra, or in the performance of an
oratorio, they have adopted what Is called a " trumpetina "—
a sweet name. This is an instrument of the exact dimensions

of a cornet— that is to say, a tube fifty-four inches lone; ; but
instead of having four heads, it has only two, and thus has
sum thing of the appearance of the trumpet, but is in reality

only a cornet. It is excused hv saying that it has a trumpet

equal to the longer. I have tried it and had ft tested by
persons qualified to judge. Il is a veritable jackdaw in

peacock's feathers, A deception. Do not use it or counten-
ance it. The cornet is an hones: instrument, the other is

not. Get an F valve trumpet and a slide trumpet, and
practise them, A sa'.ishietcry res-ill is attainable, and is

worth working for.

The principal difficulty to overcome is the pitch. This is

difficult, but having become accustomed to it, the rest is easy.

One other error 1 would like to warn students from lalhii;'

into—that is, trying to play the trumpet with a cornet mouth-
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piece. The lone of the ii i run jf! t E is ;.it once destroyed by
this, and the upper notes flattened. It is also very hard lo

sustain power, say through a long symphony. The cup of a

trmiipe; iiuinl hpiere should ho hemispherical, not ooniral lib'

the cornet. And the cup shosld not be loss than (i ve-eighth'-;

of an inch in diameter, n le'i.surm!; from the inner rim. I

have known many young players use mouthpieces much
smaller than this, for the purpose of obtaining high notes ;

hut by so dome; they sacrifice the loix of ;he iowt-r par: of the

iristriuuer.i. and in a few week:; Ihcv find, when playing on it

some lime, that the mouthpiece chokes, there not being room
in the cup for the lips to vibrate.

Before leaving the valve trumpet, 1 propose to play a

short solo on it.

The Bach Txumpet.

i should like to say a few words about a species of trumpet
with which my name lias heroine particularly associated. I

mean the Bach trumpet, "so-called" as the papers put it.

I is a straight trumpet nearly t'nc fee; m length, with two
pistons. It therefore corresponds with the cornet in A. The
tone of this instrument is beautiful in the higher register, but,

being only the same length as ihe cornet, is poof in the lower
register. Having condemned the " trumpetina "

1 suppose
I ought, in common justice, to explain why I use this " cornet

1'iuas.ts, when cril icisintt this instrument, with a shake of

the head, say " Ah, I do not like the tone so well as the siitfe

trumpet." Then I try to explain to them that it is not

intended to suppiar.t the teai trim; yet, but, in the words of

advertisers, " is lo supply a !;,ili,- ft !i want." h is constructed

to accomplish what ihe slide and valve trumpets and
trumpetina have for upwards of a hundred and fifty years
failed to do—that is, to play the high parts written by John
Sebastian Bach. This it is capable of doing with equal
intonation, good tone, and some certainty, which I think is

sufficient tcasen for its Use. Kvciyonc of course is not of

my opinion. One writer of a notice of a performance in

which 1 took part said that, "the trumpets aroused feelings

in his breast K ss passive tiian contempt." He evidently did

not like it. Weil, it is dihicalt to picase everyone.

I do tiwt know the particulars of tin- strav connected with
an instrument t.f this kind, but I believe Mr. I liandfoid does
and that he intends to enlighten you during the discussion,

which 1 believe will take place later on. But I will tell you
the history of this, my own pa: iieubir trumpet.

It may be in the remembrance of many here that at a
fistiv;-.; performance nf limb's Mass in B minor, given by
the Bach Choir at the Royal Albert Hail, a gentleman from

Digitized b/ Google
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Berlin, named Herr Kosleck, played the first trumpet part.

A story got about that he had discovered an old frnnipel in

a curiosity shop at i leii ielberg, made in the time of Bach,
and that it was the sort of trumpet used to play the high

trumpet parts. We were all in a high state of excitement to

see this trumpet and hear it played, and to hear this first

trumpet part which we considered impracticable on any
system of trumpet which we knew. I had the pleasure of

playing the second trumpet part. Herr Kosleck did not
speak English or French and I could not speak German,
so we did not chatter, and I got no information ; but I

endeavoured to see all 1 coukl. I wa'.cheii him closely, and
was not long in finding the dimensions of his trumpet and
his mode of manipulation ; but I noticed that he was careful

to conceal his mouthpiece. Now I was very anxious to see

this mouthpiece, fed:'":; sure that a groat part 0: the secret

lay there. I made a grab at it once. He withdrew it,

smiling the while, and implied by signs that it was not

good for j;iy !ips to be blowing on a strange mouthpiece
;

however, he very courtconslv took off the mouthpiece and
handed me his instrument to blow with my own mouthpiece.
But that was not what 1 warned. Nevertheless, I had to he
contented, and some days after I made a drawing of his

trumpet, and from that drawing Messrs. Silvani & Smith,
of Fmshury, made me a trumpet. But I was for a very long

time experimenting with mouthpieces before 1 found any-
thing satisfactory. I do not think my mouthpiece is like

Koslcck's, but it is a good one and produces, I think, a
better tone than his.

I was delighted with Kosleck's performance and lesolved

to do my best to imitate him. My first feeling on seeing his

trumpet was that of disappointment, for two reasons: First,

it had two pistons, and piston- were iu;t invented in Bach's

time; secondly, it stood in A, and all Bach's trumpet parts

were written in C and D (more often in D). His trumpet, I

had no reason to doubt, was as old as he said ; also, it was
used in Bach's time, but not in Bach's music, nor was it

capable of rendering such parts as he wrote without the aid

of pistons, which, as we have already said, were not then
invented.

I have s;>uie extract'; fi;::u a work on trumpets written

about the year 1795, by J. E. Altenburg, of Halle, in which
two of these A trumpots'or posthorns were used in combination
with four D trumpets ar.d two kctl Icdrinus. In tiie.se works
only the natural haruionies are used. a:id o:il_v nine of them.
The parts of Bach could not have been played on that instru-

ment. Besides, we find the D trumpet was written for, and
the natural harmonics properly belonging to that key—ergo.

Bach knew what he was writing.
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No doubt Kosleck on finding that he could obtain these
high unit's—and if only 1 e<j mred the addition of two pistons
in enable him to play the scale of D on his A trumpet—
carried his idea oil;. lie told a friend of mine thai it took
him six years to practise the fust trumpet part of liach's

Mass, and I believe him. All honour to him for his
determination culminating in success, for in my opinion lie

has succeeded in introducing an instrument capable of
rendering these parts even better than thev were played
originally, with eq-aai quality of tone and correct intonation.

As some of my hearers to-day may not have heard the tone
of this trumpet, 1 will play a few bars from " Mighty Lord
and Kir.g all gioi ions," in Bath's " Christinas Ora.lt >iitv' 1:1

order dial you may bear the sweet and (lutedike tone of the
big!: 110:0s, which were loitiieily so nmeli admired.

In accordance with my promise made in the synopsis, I

shall now say a few words about writing for the trumpet, and
as I am sometimes consulted on this subject by young
composers, I trust that I shall not be deemed presumptuous
in giving a player's idea o: how parts should be written.

Scarcely any composers now will be tied down to the plain

trumpet giving the natural harmonics only. So we can pass
on from that to the slide trumpet, which a very few words
will dispose of. This instrument is rarely seen in an
orchestra

;
abon! vwo plav.TS have an affection for it and like

to use it in the old works, but it is looked upon with more
curiosity than appreciation, and no composers trouble to
write for it now. Twenty years ago they- did, and i have a
plcasan; recollect] 0:1 of the glorious slide trumpet parts my
friend Professor Prout used to write, notably in his cantatas
" Hereward " and " Alfred." They are the sort of parts a

trumpeter loved to play.

In Professor Prout's Primer on Instrumentation, when
speaking of the trumpet in paragraph 127, he finishes by
saying :

" fn writing, no account need be taken of the
eilferimt varieties of mechanism." And he is right. He puts
.he whole matter in a nutshell. You may write anything you
like within a given register, say from

and you will get it played. Some composers write their

trumpet parts always in C—that is to say. they treat it as a
non-transposing instrument. Weil, that system is a safe and
easy one, as even amateurs are accustomed to read from
pianoforte scores, and soon learn (o transpose. But I am
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afraid that the system will not encourage the use of the

trumpet proper, as people, to avoid even the trouble of that

little transposition, will resort to the comet in C, which is an
abomination.
Gorman comprise:-* :u;w-;ii!ays nearly alwav* write fc" the

valve trumpet in F ; it is a very brilliant instrument, and
capable of playing any semitone from

and if parts are written for [hat instrument much will be
done to encourage its use.

Tits syslem of dmgin^ the lr;mipoi to I), C, E flat,

H flat, and A Could very well be done away with, much to

tli'- advair.a^e ;>:' plavrs anil ihi: sucecss of work* to he
played. It is very difficult even for experienced men to be
co;i--,-anllv cLari'^iii; diet in;ervals of tr;;ur-pi)siuo;i /t'otu one.

note to a minor third, a fourth, or a fifth. You will find

that neither i loj n nor '.rnmpct players usu anv crooks but the

F and K, and I advise composers to keep to those keys. If

the E flat, D, and C crooks are written for they will never be
used by players of horns or trumpets. Having three pistons,

enabling the player to proceed chromatically from one note

to another, other crooks than the F and E are considered by
pinyits to be unnecessary. All scales, major and minor, are

available, also chords in arpeggio form.

The Chairman.—We have all been very deeply interested in
M r. Morrow 's iaot-1 \ a! mi': :< pa pel ;

ri.-i
i uly 1 j;av:', lot o tell;-*

-

Iral ir.str uMiMls a:id !)!i-|i!-sl: a;inij art- spat ial hobbies (if mine
Talking about the earlier instruments, he quoted the Bible
line, "With trumpets also and shawms." It is curious to

nolice that in Luther's version of (he German Bible, tin:

version wiiicll .Mem Lit;*: ill :i ••i t to ninsin in Ins ijSth l'saln:,

the score reads " Mit Trompeten und Posaunen "—" with
trumpets and trombones.'' There is an interesting point
with regard to the soprano trombone which our lecturer
mentioned as being used in Gluck's " Orfeo." Mozart, in

the Kyi ie of his Mass in C minor, wrote for four trombones,
including soprano trombone; and in two sets of lit tie pieces—
Divcrtimentl—he wrote for five trumpets, four kettledrums,

DISCUSSION.
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and two flutes—a curious combination, but be gets Some very

chani'.ing effects. I am going to add a suggestion with
reference lo the point that F below [be middle (i on the slide

trumpet is always out of tune and sharp. Is it not possible

that this may tie because it ought :o be a major tone below
tbe G. giving tin; talio eight to niiie. whereas t lit- s'.ide only

give* a minor tone with the ralio nine to ten? That, I think, is

the reason why von cannot gel the pure intonation of this for

the slide trumpet. I most cordially endorse all Mr. Morrow
said wi-h regard to trumpets t'inas cornets, il if simply an
abomination of desolation to play the cornet as a substitute

for the trumpet. We must see that the better instrument

—

the trumpet—is kept in use in the orchestra, for certainly it

has a fuller and rounder tone than the comet, a fact which
all must have noticed when Mr. Morrow gave us comparative
illusti itinns on the two instruments.

Mr. Bi "Xi fcv.- Mr. Morrow's interesting pape r is hnsrhng
With ,>! I I ; ! I. I »

-
L ;

I" V

between tilt: tr-:nipet and the cornet, ht , 1 think, forgot to

menl:in that this does not arise merely from the diffi •. v.<-

ii] their lergths. The co-.i. t is conducted on dilrcrin;

lines, and the tubing immediately following the mouthpiece
is aiso diflLiei::. It is regrettable that the trumpet IS not

more popular, but it is exceedingly diftiiult to get men to

take to it and keep to it. Bandsmen say it is all very well

learning it, but later on they will be obliged to play the

cornet if they consider pounds, shilling!; and pence, and so
long as conductors will accept the cornel for ;he trumpet it

will tie used. The matter, I believe, is entirely ir. tiie hands
of conductors. I think Mr. Morrow was rather hard on the

cone, when he said that we cannot get music from the conch-

shell. Surely the conical form includes all instruments of

the bugle, horn, and tuba type.
Mr. Hr.ANiiFOKn.—The difficult trumpet parts found in the

scores of liacii, Handel, and others have given rise to many
groundless speculations. But there is plenty of evidence
derived not merely from the scores, but from contemporary
instruments, engravings, and books to show that they were
actualiv plavcd as Mr. Morrow has illustrated them, on the

simple trumpet, with a tube bent twice on itself and without
mechanism. Much light is thrown on the subject by
Alien burg's " Versticli einer Anleiluug heroischeii Trom-
peter und Paukerkunst," written by the son of a celebrated

player of jiach's time. Il is probable that these parts, as

originally played, would sound very unpleasant to modern
ears; the shallow chuiua mouthpiece was a hindrance to

obtaining amplitude or bcv.it v of lone, and, in spite of the

player's skill, many notes of the scale were imperfectly
represented by the natural harmonics. Thus Sorge, writing
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about 1750, insists that t lie; eleventh and thirteen! h harmonics
should not be hounded in conjunction with an instrument of
fixed intonation, such as the organ. Trumpet music, sue: -

, as
Mozart's Divertimenti referred to hy the Chairman, was v.rv
common in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and tile

ears of audiences were quite accustomed to ii ; and the

alteration of " The Messiah " trumpet parts l>y Mo/un was
due probably to his desire for reform rather than to the

impossibility of finding performers. The "long trumpet"
was discovered by Kosleck in 1871, in Heidelberg. He
exhibited it at Berlin, after which it was described by
Lcssmann in tiie Kmc Bcrli'u-r M:isik-.-:iin::^. ft was a

straight lube, four feet long, in B flat, which could be made
to sound in 1.1 by an additional shank (not stated to belong to

the original instrument!. So far (mm its being a trumpet of

lech's time, there are'good grounds for believing it to lie

about 150 years older. The resells obt lined on it by Kosleck

perfectly well have been got on a genuine eighteenth century
trumpet. An objection to the use of the valve trumpet is the
imperfect intonation obtained hy transposition . A trumpet
or horn player, transposing all parts by means of the same
crook, usually produces a different series of intervals in every
key. No valve instrument can be constructed to give the
tempered scale nccurateiv ; it is, however, possible to give the

intervals of the true scale in several keys, by proper adjust-
ment of the valve slides and suitable fingering, and in

performances of music written before chromatic luus> instm-

be given if their characteristic sweetness and quality is to be
preserved. The distorted intervals given by the cornet are
quite as object ior.able as the inferior quality of ili lone. It

is much to be desired that horn and trumpet players who are

trained at our musical academics shall be taught musical
acoustics in -elation to their instrument.

Dr. Maclean.—The cardinal point in the paper which has
been read is the o.iesti'.n uf valve trumpet vrrsits cornet -a-

pistons in the iinglish orchestras. The causes which have
impeded tiie introduction of the former in this country are, I

believe, these. In the first place, the slide trumpet (peculiar

to Rngi.Vid) took and occupied the ground in advance. The
slide of this, however, lowered only to tiie extent of two 01" at

most three semitones (against the six semitones of the three-

valve system), and sometimes, as in the case of the instrument
played, on just now by the loci urer , i t lowered 1 11

1 •,- 1;> the

extent of a minor tone, so that the scale was still very
defective. The slide trumpet was also, like the trombone,
deficient in legato. Being thus a comparative failure the

slide trumpet fell out of use, and the circumstance generally
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made trumpets unpopular, and confirmed the use of the cornet

-

i-pistoisK hi linglish orchestras. The: second cause has been
that, as stated in the lecture, the cornet-a-piston is an easy
instrument to play. The third cause has been that the
specimens here available of the valve trumpet have been
mostly military band instruments in which the mouthpiece
and bore have departed from the true trumpet character

;

howiiver, as correct orchestral trumpets arc now readily

procurable, (his consideration ought not tooperale. I would
remark in passing that Brahms, the most prominent composer
of our day, still continues in a singular manner even in his

latest scores to omit to take advantage of the chromatic
trumpet and writes only for the old natural trumpet, and
perhaps the lecturer will find an explanation for this

;
but,

speaking generally, the use of the valve trumpet is now
universal on the Continent, with a G standard for France and
an F standard for other countries. It is in England alone
thai this instrument is in the position of asking leave to come
in. The present state of the case is, as remarked by the

lecturer—namely, thai our conductors have only to insist upon
the trumpet being used anil it would he used. I rose mainly
because I wished to point out that the lecturer is a practical

pioneer in what is really an important matter, and that he
deserves much support.
Mr. Morrow.— Referring to Brahms, he is so extremely

conservative that he does not choose to depart from the old

A hearty vote of thanks was then accorded to the lecturer,

who briefly responded.
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EXTRA MEETING

AMERICAN MUSICIANS TO EUROPE, 1895.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME

Bv the President, Sir John Stainer, M.A., Mus. Doc,

D.C.L., Professor of Music in the University of

Oxford.

Ladies and Gentlemen,— I have the privilege and honour
of welcoming to this meeting as guests of our Musical Associa-
tion a large and influential body of American visitors, all of

them, like ourselves, musicians by profession or by taste.

Whether this is the first time in the history of English music
that so many English and American Musicians have had the
pleasurable opportunity of making the acquaintance of each
other, and of exchanging thoughts, I know not, but under
any circumstances 1 recognise this as a gathering of no
ordinary kind. To say nniy lliat we are happy to stc yon
here from the other side of the Atlantic would be to leave
unsaid a great many rejections which I am sun; have already
suggested themselves to you as well as to us. It is quite
unnecessary for me to tell you, you must be fully aware that

everything that passes in the United States of America
is keenly watched by ;di serious thinkers of the old world.
Every phase of your political life, every turn of your
religious or philosophical thought, every effort you make to

meet those difficult social problems with which we scarce
know how to grapple, receives the earnest attention of us
" on this side." And I must specially add, that the progress
of ar; in your rapidly developing nation is a matter of vital

importance to the future civilisation of the whole world.

In short, in all spheres of mental activity men are watching
to see whether you, strong and free, untrammelled by
conventionality, possessing courage to attack any problem
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or try any experiment, will be dependent on the painfully

gained experience of older nations, or whether you have the

ability, tin; genius, to strike mi; new linos lor yourselves.

To-night I must naturally confine my remarks to the art

of music in particular. Perhaps we European musicians,

grafted upon older civilisations, though not without great

aspirations and hope for the time to conic, pride ourselves

chieflyonbeingguardiansof the an treasures of ;i splendid past.

You can throw yourselves into our feelings if you consider

the extraordinary development of music amongst Kuropcan
nations, how it evolved a symmetrical scale ami sweet melody
out of tile apparently opposing elements of clench plain-soag

and troubadour love-ditty, how it learnt to pile melody on
melody with bewildering skill in the madrigal, fugue, and poly-

phonic Mass, Nov it taught perfected iuslrumeuts ti'.at they

could stand alone and could tell their own wordless story, how
11 stole us periods and rhythms from the dance, and by their

juxtaposition, development, and contrast in different keys

raised forms and outlines which not only give a distinct

beauty to the musical thoughts of the most diffident and
unambitious, but which also are found by the greatest

geniuses to be unsurpassed as a mould for and medium of

[esthetic expression. And we in these later day:; have lived

to see our art, whose greatest glory is its eclecticism fin the
best sense of that word), bring together all these resources

and add to them that power of appeal from the head and
heart of the composer to the bead and heart of the hearer which
makes music no longer an artificial or even an artistic

pleasure, but which constitutes it the universal language of

soul to soui. Do not imagine for one moir.en; that we con-
sider ourselves tlx sole guardians of tixse art treasures

;
you

share our guardianship wit;; us; you, of course, arc par-

takers in our birthright. But you are more ; we look upon
you as trustees of art on behalf of the far off future. The day
must come, and it may not be so far off as some imagine,

when the natural resources of Kmope shall be exhausted, and
the stoiv of the great uaLLOus now thriving on soil shall

be as the story of Rome or Greece, of Egypt or Assyria.

Then will America have to render to surviving nationalities

an account of her stewardship in art. Please do not think

that this responsibility is so remote as to make no call on
you, you our guests here to-night, for if indigenous American
art is only as yet in its infancy, it behoves you nevertheless

to see at once that it is trained in the way it should go. We
all have learnt from the pages of history how sadly a nation

is thrown backward by adopting a false standard of taste, an
untrue ideal of the beautiful, by neglecting the higher walks
of art m order to revel in its lower pleasures. It may take
centuries to bring back to the right path sentiment misdirected
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during one general ion. See to it that you safeguard
your iue-<rllt voari:; c hiliil (*J1 ^1 n^li:is: i:lco!i 1 octetl I lencln-rs

;

see that your youths are not allowed to set their affection and
waste their enthusiasm on worthless compositions; raise the
general love; of eoc.ccrt piogrammi'S

;
>io r.ol allow your opera

house-;; to bo merely the wrestling-ground of rival German,
French, or Italian schools; make the talented students of your
nation realise that there is something better than partisan-

ship in art—namely, the discovery of the direction of its next
legitimate development, and the new departure thus involved.

In this way will you make your highly favoured nation
into a cradle in which the art of music shall be so well

nurtured that when it reaches its full growth in days yet to
come it shall be healthy, manly, vigorous, the true successor
and legitimate heir of all that long past centuries have
achieved oi :

. this aide of the Atlantic, ami then the world will

acknowledge that your trusteeship has been faithfully carried

out. 1 know I am trespassing on your time and forbearance,
but I cannot refrain from saying a few words about a branch
of music in which my whole life has been passed, and to

which 1 have devoted my best energies— I mean Church
Music. We Knglish church-musicians know no greater
compliment, no higher reward for our labours, than to see

our names appearing on the music lists of your churches and
places of worship. We are most anxious that you should
receive from us and carry on in its integrity the pure
traditions of this branch of sacred art, so peculiarly national

to us, but also so essentially a need of English-speaking
races. I feel it to be my duty here to plead for pre-

servation and culture of the anthem ; a form of composi-
tioa whose existence in England is at present seriously
jeopardised by a strong wave of Congregationalism. I can
see no reason why a trained choir and a hearty congregation
should not both find room for the exorcise of tlmir religious

worship and musical gifts in the same building; but this

nmdeiate and common- sense view does not satisfy congte-

gaiional ablators; ;hey desire to expel all trained musicians
from our churches. If the anthem should lose its hold in

liridaml, 1 piay you to make it v;nir adopted child. You
are too sensible to imagine that it is merely an ingenious
contrivance for "showing off" trained voices; you know
that it has in itself the power of teaching impressively, and
brmgir.g home to the inmost heart the highest truths of

religion.

One word more and I have done. I feel very strongly
that the beautiful plain-song versicles, responses, inflections,

and prefaces of our prayers and liturgy should not be lightly

thrown aside. On both sides of the little strip of water
which separates you from us, I have found that in many
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eases these beautiful records of the past have been ousted
by brand-new compositions by the organist or musical
curate. This should not be ; these simple and grand speci-

mens of plain-song, so suited to their purpose, so reverent
in their subdued emotion, appeal to us, to you and to me for

their protection. It may interest you to recall that the
plain-song of the Prefaces of our Liturgy as sung now in

.St. Paul's Cathedral are note for note the same that rang at

least Kiio years n^o through the vaulted roof of that ancient
Cathedral which crowned the summit of the fortified hill of

old Salisbury. Not a stone remains of wall or shrine, but
the old SarumOfficc books have survived —the missal, gradual,
breviary, processional, and others, from which we can draw
ancient hymns and plain-song as from a pure fount. Those
devcut monks, k: the- days when faith had not been disturbed
l>v " knowledge which |>ulTi.:th up " and asceticism had not

been seduced by luxury, recorded all their beautiful oihecs

and the music of these offices because they were, even then,

venerable and venerated. Do you propose to throw them
into the fire to make room for neat and appropriate excogita-

tions, fresh from the blotting-pad of Mr. A,, or Dr. B., or
the Reverend C, or Miss D. ? I hope not I Nay, more, I

fervently trust that 800 years hence these same splendid

musical relics and monuments of early Christendom may be
he;nd rolling through mighty and gorgeous A m-. rititr.

Cathedrals, mighty in their massiveness and proportions,
{'..nycons hi the profuse tidiness of t!:eir intern;;! decora-
tions

;
may (he old soitg there echo from wall to wall, from

apse to baptistry, from shrine to porch, until hearers shall

say then, as they say now, do not such words, set to such
music, so ancient and vet so full of life, sung by so many
different races for twice Hoo years, proclaim the eternal

truth of the Fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man

!

Mr. R. Huntingdon Woodman.— I do not want to take
up the time of this assembly, but I cannot refrain from
expressing to Sir John our most cordial thanks for his kind
word; ar.d warm ivflcorne. L'ornintr as we do from a new
world, and visiting the scene's of the old world, we cannot
help noticing the wide-spread influence of tradition, and we
shall certainly carry away with us the most beautiful impres-
sions of your country, buildings, and cathedrals. It is with
great pleasure that we pay '.he respects of American musicians
to those of England. Perhaps in the near future some of you
may be tempted to visit America, where we have (lie best of

music, of organists, and of cathedrals, although we have not

the antiquity that is so marked a feature in your country.

Whenever you do visit us I can promise you that you will

receive a most cordial welcome from all American musicians.
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I am sure that no one of the parly of American visitors to

which 1 have the honour to belong could open his hps on

this occasion without first of rill trying to cypress sonic! h i ug

of our hearty appreciation of the innumerable and over-

whelming courtesies that }!;;ve been heaped upon us ever

since we set foot on English soil. It falls to others who can
do it more gracefully than I to make the ampler acknow-
ledgments that are due for most of these beautiful atten-

tions. But I cannot begin this paper without tendering to

the Council and the members of this famous Association a

word of special recognition of the peculiar honour you have
done us in asking us not only to be your guests this evening,
but to participate formally in your deliberations. It would
surely have been enough if you had permitted us to attend
simply as listeners, lint you have insisted with a cordiality

which we cannot doubt that we should do more. And,
while the duly is to us a most delicate and difficult one, we
could not but accept it, believing i'nat somewhere in the

symphouie outburst of hospitable good-will with which we
have, been greeted, there would hi; lite reassuring strain of
kind forbearance for any failure on our part fittingly to
discharge the obligation so courteously laid upon us.
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"When I was deputed, in spite of my earnest protest, to the
soeciai task of preparing a paper for this evening I full that

the logic of the situation dictated that the topic should be a

technical question should be treated here by those who have
come as pilgrims from the New World to sit at the feet of
I hi; learning of the Old, Wc shou'.d hesitate to otter

in for [nation upon ar.y topic of history or criticism in the

presence nf those whose mastery in these held;: j s ls famous as

their technical achievements. And wc are held back at

every point from expressing opinions by the reflection that
the. circumstances of music in England are widely different

from those in America—so different, indeed, that what we
might believe pertinent and timely may appear wholly
useless to you.

I fear that anything from us oi a positive and constructive

nature will have a certain qualit] of presumption. But I

imagine -hat the hazard is least in the direction o: questions
about the present and future of music as a part of general
culture. Many of these questions affect every musician,

whether at the middle or at the top of the ladder of technical

proficiency, whether historically learned or not, whether
critically equipped or not, and wherever his artistic lot

is cast. The relation of music as an art and a profession

to other branches of human activity is something that

in the nature of things can never be fully and finally

stated, .l.i'it tcnta.-ivn and provisional slinks regarding it-

are ahvays in order and always have some decree of utility,

if fairly and carefullv made, 'in fulfilling the duty laid upon
me this evening I can onty speak for myself and out of my

As one "aviks back over the history of nn:sie ; ,s , s faoloi in

modern civilisation, he must be struck at many points by its

singular separateness from other factors. Instances might
readily be found, even in recent times, where musicians have
magnified this isolation of their art, as though it were an
esoteric mystery, to be felly made known only in the secret

circles of the initiated. Wherever any line of human effort

is ekdiora:ely followed as an absolute specialty, as it must be
by those who achieve the greatest progress in it, the l-.-ndenoy

to an isolating conception of it is inevitable. Flie eMtremely
rapid development of music in the last two centuries is due
to the iargc amour.', of this s;ior ia list le pursuit of it, and the

uatuial eifec: ol '.his fan upon the wdiolc popular notion of

music has been for the time being immense.
Of course there is much to be said on the other side. No

careful historical student can miss the fact that music has

always been escaping from academic and other arbitrary

isolations Its origin among uncivilised peoples seems to
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have been of the most diffuse! rind popular kind It lias

nourished in rill periods and muni r ir-s. It ban lion;-. w.iruilv

loved by millions o£ men, and has been passionately followed
as a profession by tlit.NS.lT1. Is, rcpieseutlllg t'::e most divers-/

classes of society. It has now, after some strange
vicissitudes, pushed its way into a remarkable promi neiioe

ui what is called cultivated society. The centuries of
striking musical achievement anions; certain great nations,

like the Italians, the Germans, and "the English, have been
liieni sources of pride a:ul of a certain degi ee of renown.
In spite of these facts, however, it has certainly been the

fashion, at least until very rec.ufly, anions; both masieia ns

and outside investigators, either to set music wholly apart
from other phases and agencies of civilisation, or at all

events so to minimise its influence that it maybe almost
disregarded in anv serious and important summary. This
disdain of music as a historic fact and a persistent social

force is too often merely a part of a sweeping disdain of

evety artistic factor in culture. The fine arts originate in

the monii value;- of :ife and the higher energies of society are

least regarded or most perverted. Consequently it has
Sdilletinies heeu assumed that tiie most pet ty aspects of all

the arts are the most characteristic, and that all nobler
developments are too exceptional to be carefully weighed.
Art has not seldom been considered to be only a surface
decoration of :ite, wholly iue.ii leiilal and accidental to its real

substance. Music, of all the fine arts, has been the most
subjected to rliis sort ot depreciation, being ranked far below
architecture, sculpture, painting, and certainly all the literary

One of Lhe most conspicuous exhibitions of this tei:dc-:ioy

to isolate and thus to lower the value of artistic things is in

theories of general education. I believe that it is commonly
adu-.itlcd thai the most iulluenlial English theory of educa-
tion until within a few years has been that of John Locke,
the metaphysician. Now, Locke, I take it, well represents
those for whom artistic discipline lies for ever apart from
all vital training of man's powers, if not subversive of it.

Locke says somewhere that if a boy lias " a poetic vein." his

parents " should labour to have it stifled and suppressed as

math as may he." "
I know not what reason, "he continues,

" a father can have to wish his son a poet, who does not
desire to have bim bid defiance to all other callings ami
business." " Poetry and gaming, which usually go together,

are alike in this too. that they seldom bring any advan'ago
but to those who have nothing else to live on." Without

jf

'y.
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stopping to scrutinise the logic that led up to this startling

dictum, or to run over the circumstances in the later seven-
teenth century which might be thought to justify it, it is

enough to note that the theory of the e&soiitial uscksancas ot

all artistic education which Locke enunciated has been and
still is widely diffused in all English thought. The con-
sequence has heen that whole systems of popular culture

have been organised, with fine art of every di-soiptiou ;i1 >so-

lutely ignored. Generations of educated men have been
trained with one side of their natures quite forgotten. What
wonder is there that to such men music, with its peculiarities

as an art, stands in absolute isolation from other topics of

human interest ?

Happily the reaction from these extreme views is in oar
day beginning to make itself felt. But before turning to

that, 1 cannot help remarking that to my mind the church
musician has peculiar opportunities for feeling the force of

whatever notions oL the isolation of ir.ns.ic the theories of the

past have engendered. Church music has fundamental
differences from what is commonly called concert music
Both are also distinguishable from what may be called

household music, and from solitary or reflexive music. The
initial motive to all music, as to the other fine arts, is

aesthetic gratification, and in most of its public develop-
ments there must remain a large emphasis on (he appeal to

the senses and to the instinctive tastes, absolutely without

conscious moral purpose or any measurable correlation with

the profounder aspects of life. In the cultivation of most
music, therefore, the apparent values arc simply aesthetic.

All others are at least so masked that their working may
vary much with different percipients. That such music
should become highly specialists and so isolated is not
strange, at least so long as the ultimate effects of aesthetic

evoc nonces remain philosophically in dispute.

But church music is different from oilier music in that it is

a deliberate application of an artistic means to ends outside

itself, and to ends, too, that obviously belong to the highest

moral and spiritual category. Church music aspires to deal

as an interpreter and teacher with the eternal verities of

religion, to offer a language for t.ho ulterances of worship,

and thus in its own peculiar way to lay a direct;::^ and
animating hand on the immortal soul. Every earnest church
musician must base his work on some such daring conception

as this of its aims and potencies.

But I imagine thai every church musician has learned by
bitter experience that this kind of conception is not tile

popular one. For himself, he may claim that a weighty and
profound Scriptural passage is made many times more
luminous to the spiritual sense by an apt musical setting and
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rendering, so that a great anthem or a true oratorio should
In: ranked as a [reniei'.ilously powerful agency of religions

impression and uplift. But how often the merely concertising

theory of music cuts ruthlessly into his hope and dream, so

that what he has wrought upon in eager reverence and with
a kind of prophetic ecstasy, like that of the mediaeval cathedral

builders, he sees taken and handled in the same frivolous

and wanton spirit that has from time to time defaced and
destroyed too many of theprecioussancluaries of Christendom.

Fur himself, the church ii-.usidan may dalm licit taere is

siidi a tiling a? woisjiip in aad ( 1 1 ro
, ;^ 1 j music, as vital and

soaring as ever rose to heaven in the (lame of sacrifice, tlu:

smoke of incense, or the rhapsody of liturgic prayer. He
may urge that when prayer takes to itself the pinions of music
and becomes praise, the blended unity of words and tones is

more complete and true as an expression of the human soul

in the presence of God than any material or merely verbal
symbol can be. Yet, as he watches those whom lie is trying

through song to lift into the highest levels of worship, how
rarely does lie feel the popular heart responding in evident

sympathy with his heart! He mounts up as on wings of

eagles, but loo oficn cleaves the upper air alone.

Or the church musician may content himself with
believing that music, like every artistic influence, may at

least work as an indefinite emotional quickener, unlocking
the gates of the inmost heart, and ministering through the

avenue of aesthetic delight and zeal iu a somewhat iiiLangiliie

growth m tile warmth of soul-life, so that other influences

may then seize upon the spirit and put it in touch with the

divine realities, f ie may simply seek to make an emotional
atmosphere in which religious experience may bud anil

blossom without really knowing why or how or to what end.

And yet here, too, how much of his most loving labour is

wasted, misunderstood, misapplied ! He has appealed to

the love of beauty that its sisters, the love of truth and the

love of righteousness, may spontaneously awake. But how
sadly he finds that in the popular mind there is either a dull

insensibility to beauty or a wide chasm between aesthetic

and other mental activities, so that at the best he has
ministered merely to a selfish and worldly craving f"[

These disappointments, or something like them, arc the
inevitable lot of most church musicians who labour with a
deep philosophic sense of the mission of their art. I imagine
that they befail artists of every kind. Sometimes they so
crowd upon the thought as to give rise to the despairing
belief that in this practical age, Willi its feverish mnleiUil

ambitions and its exaggerated estimate of merely scientific

attainment, there is no room for art and the empire of feeline:
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to which it belongs. What wonder that the church musician,
like many another arlist, cunts to feci thai be dwells apart, in a

(lilfcreat world from the generality of men, isolated and a I one !

Doubtless the provocation to pcssimisin o: L 1 1 i :? boil is often

strong. But, as has already been intimated, it is being offset

more and more. The estrangement of music from other
(-pits of popular interest is surely diminishing. Not onlv is

the sulking leohmcal progress of music itself during the 'last

half-century correcting erroneous conceptions and multiplying
the number of those who have an independent personal
acquaintance with it, but there is also a vigorous general
reaction of thought which is steadily benefiting the status of

music in common with all its sister arts. We are surely

coming out of the utilitarian narrowness of the older time.

One who walches the drift of our more serious literature can
hardly fail to be impressed with the growing readiness to

concede '.he impoilancc of all the pails of man's complex
nature, instead of arbitrarily exalting one into domination over
the rest. And, consequently, (here is in progress to-day a

notable re-discovery of I he. sen si: .ilily as inti ruled hi to between
the intellect and the will. We may safely claim that this is

producing a new attention to the fine arts as among the most
brilliant fruits of knowledge and the most potent springs of

conduct and character.

I shall not venture to cnlaige on this important point, but
shall confine myself to some of the applications of it to the

traditional isolation of music. And for the purpose of

simplicity I shall also limit myself to a single held, one in

which the trend of the reaction is most easily observed, and
in which it is iieirg must e: tec lively urged onward. I wish
simply to speak of a few of the ways in which the isolation

of music may be and should be removed through processes

of general education. Of course, I do not know exactly what
are the conditions of the problem with you here in England.
What I say presupposes an American experience and an
American point of view. But f suspect that there are at

least some close resemblances and analogies.

"We in America are struggling for the universal recognition

<>! singing as a necessary topic of regular instruction in the

public schools, begum i-ig, of course, hi the cities and large

towns. We are claiming that this is only fair to the subject

m .n ".,.i„ tu-j ili it :.mt .- |u ..ii- t lli;

processes aad piodaols of the line arts, literature included,

is needed to prepare their pupils to enter understandingly
into the life of the world, they must admit music on some

.'h ' ZO"j Co
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sort of parity with the other arts. Every argument [hat

has betm used f >r modellimzol drawing, ves, fur cssa > -.-.ril :a ;; ,

can be turned irresistibly to the help of'singing.

The gain with us in this direction has st> fai been piiu-

rijaiLA' iii the lower grades, in the kindergarten, the primary
school, and the .taammar school. The high schools are lesri

cordial. And our colleges as yet show almost an antipathy
to music, except as a detached specialty. Several of our
colleges, il is true, especially those for women or for both
sexes, haie flourishing music schooia affiliated with them or
mi en porated ia Iheir system, where much high-class technical

work ia done, Lint these ad vantages are chteitv toe fined to

such pupils as have exceptional musical aptitude or, at least,

an ambition fo plume themselves with some showy polite

accomplishment: , The connect! 0:1 of music wit!", flic pun era I

culture that is aimed at bv the prescribed studies, of the

regular curriculum is avowedly slight. Finally, in our
institutions of a university -trade we have a few instaaecs of

elaborate musical courses leading to ncar.k-mic degrees.

These courses exert a wholesome influence in that they give
a si-.holarly standing to musical study, anil often splendidly
equip those who follow them. But the number of students

who enter such courses is relatively small, and naturally

great

the purpose of such teaching. The personnel of the musical
profession is immensely finer (hart it was even a generation
ago. In consequence, through a variety of channels, of

which public music teaching is certainly one of the most
important, the significance and dignity of music as an object

of effort have been decided I v advanceJ in popular esli 1 naf ion

.

Not only is it fashionable to make special studies as an
instrumental or vofal ]

>erfi irtuer, but the quiet ih il'usint; o(

musical information through public instruction and through

the increasing body of competent amateurs tends constantly

to raise the average musical standard of our larger com-
munities. Choral societies are slowly multiplying and
plainly advancing in capacity. Concerts and recitals are

becoming more frequent and better. Our church music is

certainly improving tit every point, The lift in the amount
of popular enthusiasm about music is, on the whole, en-

couraging and promising.
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But, on the oilier hand, I trust that it will not seem captious
lo wonder whether this ;;ain is all of the. best sort, or, nLthcr,

whether il is clearly extending itself in the most needful

directions. I fail to see in America much consistent and
determined effort to articulate musical study with general
culture. If a boy or girl shows musical talent, tin; special

cultivation of it is encouraged. If a fair number of people

in a community can be induced to find enjoyment in such
concerts as r,;i;i !ie arranged, the taste for such cnjoynicn: is

fostered and fed in whatever ways are found to be pecuniarily
feasible. But I cannot bat think that the traiuiriL,' both of

individuals and of the in .lsio-iuvme, public which results

tends to be over-special, to be to;* much detached from other
topics of public interest, to remain uncorrected or isolated.

It is apt too often to make mere performers and mere
critics of performance. Technique .seems to he the one goal

of too many students, and brilliance of execution the one
demand of too many listeners and patrons-. While the

stimulus is great for those of decided musical talent, those
who show no special aptitude, and who have no ambition of

becoming technical experts, are too much overlooked and
unprovided for.. The keenness of audiences for a telling or

bravura performance increases, but combined with it is too

little discrimination as to the essential value of the works
chosen for rendering. We get more and better technical

acquaintance with the immense liuiature of music is

curiously limited, and the average sensitiveness to the inner
meaning of musical works is curiously dull. In a word,
something of the isolation of music which in the past has
come from its cultivation in an over-special istic way is being
perpetuated. It is even made a source of pride and an
object of congratulation. To be musical is lo some a badge
of ar istocratic superiority, not lightly to be shared except
with those who L;iv« won admission to the. mystical chile of

adepls £ iv some distinct technical achievement.
Now, "I womd not be lmdcrslooe to say a weed nonius! the

strictly specialist i e training of [hose who are to give their

lives to music as a piofession. The purely tei'lmical oppor-
tunities now open to the musical aspirant are. surely a source

of pride and strength. Without them the art of music-would
presently begin to stagnate rind then to deteriorate. Without
them we should have no masters ami leaders, no authorities,

no freshness of creation, no sustained- enthusiasm for the
culminating triumphs of our art. Nothing that may be said

about other things should be supposed for a moment to

detract from the importance of these vital processes whereby
(he p:otessioaal existence of music is nourished and continu-
ally rehiveeatcd.
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But I confess'to a profound interest in the unprofessional

side of the matter, in tlie musical culture of the ha;4C masses
of people who will never be musicians in any technical sense,

and in the creation of a popular sentiment about music
thai shah securely link it with the abidmg interests of intel-

lectual and spiritual life. It seems to me that as^ musicians

philanthropic interest in the musically ignorant arid de-

fective, but in justice to our own theory of the universal

and idurions quality of music itself. We ourselves claim to

live in a musical atmosphere, and to derive therefrom some-
thing that makes lis larger, higher, letter men and women.
We feel that this experience is due, not so much to an
abnormal or entirely exceptional capacity in us that is

non-existent in men generally, as to the enjoyment of

special advantages and the development into f;;ll activity of

powers that are at least potentially present in all men. In

support of our view we often point rather proudly to the

independence of national and other boundaries, or solace

universal power which the great poets have g.vcn us. Yet,

if wc cannot demonstrate in practice that music has a real,

tangible value to all cultivated people as an integral part of

their culture, and that therefore it should be a constituent of

general education from bottom to top, having close inter-

relations with other topics "f such education, and supported
by the same reasonable logic— if we cannot do this, then we
an: at leasl p;irsuiin! a phantom, ii, indeed, we are not mailing

under false colours. Either music has the capacity and the
rijhl to become far more of a wide-working social force than
hitherto, or she is not worthy of the prodigious outlay of

I realise that this whole process of thought is an irritating

one to many minds. They think it foolishly '.lieoiriieal,

or based on premises that are dubious or hypothetical.

"We all believe," they say, "in the unlimited value of

music. We long for its extensive popular recognition and
use. For this wc are working with all our might. Why do
you insinuate tlr.l v.c .--.re not ::iici'!ti!:ii;: as fully and rapid!

v

as might be wished? Perhaps the asserted isolation tit'

music is not so real or so unfortunate after all. Suppose
that you stop hadir.u' fault, and offer ;;omr. practical sugges-
tions for improvement." This retort— and much more in the
same vein—is natural enough. Its force is evident. The
challenge ii makes inns) be met. The path of discussion we
have veil' !.;: :'i la - .o

:-e leads irt-vitai'lv to [lie ha /.an mi is

conclusion of suggesting things to be desired and sought.
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In advancing to this final stage of the argument I can only
S| ic;ik from my own standpoint. Very iikely many of my fn I Low-

Americans would approach the problem in a totally different

way ; and very likely. Loo, not his:;; we nujiiif say would have any
sptf.-i.ii lilncss to English conditions. But, after all, 1 comfort

rm soil" by rem.en during thai 'his is not a professorial lecture.

J have no right or wish to pom: as a master or teacher. This
is only a sludv. a query, a :;rupinj,' alter truth bv olio who
feels himself a humble enquirer and nothing more. It will be
enough if the tenialive K-igjiestiuns hoif.' offered may s'arl

other minds to jioint out the higher principles and the better

methods which 1 have missed.
Trusting (hat these qualifications will he borne in mind as

I proceed, first of all let me urge that a larger emphasis
should be thrown upon i;euer.'Ll education as a prerequisite lor

the popular exercise of musicianship, I mean by this that

there are too macv oases in which gifted enthusiasts push their

way into prominence in the profession with so little breadth
of information, so little discipline of all the mental faculties,

so slight a sympathetic sense of the myriad interests and
forces in oui complex moiieiu life, thai ihev are really nualilc

to see the problem we have been considering, much less to

do anything effectively for its solution. Our age is one
of specialism, it is true; but it is also an age of the close

interaction, and precise co-ordi:iution of specialties. To
pursue a specialty successfully is highly honourable, provided
that the specialist knows why re he is m the universe of life.

Greatness may consist lareclv in being a master in some one
field; but greatness in helpless or ignorant isolation is at

least half wasted, if it be not in danger of being half per-

verted. I cannot believe that in music, any more than in

ar.v otlie- vocation, it is safe to expect the best success

without genuine and enthusiastic comprehensiveness of

contact with the actual life of humanity, such as is possible

only for one whose education lias beer, elaborate and well-

rounded. For myself, 1 believe this to be a necessity for

musicianship pure and simple ; but it is incontestibly a
necessity for the delivery of music from its isolation as a

pnpu^ir power. Happily (he signs of advance in this regard

multiply on every hand.
Secondly, I would plead for the closer association of

musical study with other forms of study. Whether or not it

is practicable as yet !.o make music in its higher grades an

actual constituent of the curricula of all schools, colleges,

and universities may bo doubted. But we may he eager to

sec every possible musical course put into close relation with

other courses in all sorts of educational institutions. As
indeed, we may wish that every such introduction

night be beyond criticism as to technical method.
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Yet, even where the work done is relatively feeble and
fragmentary, the mere recognition of music as a topic of

study in fellowship with other topics'merits out hearty

support. Poorness of method may be left to rectify itself,

it may be that our traditional me; hods need the si i m iiius of

comparison with methods in culler departments. Tin 1 mam
tiling is to secure a lool!:oid tor our art in every accessible

educational system, from the kindergarten to the university.

But beyond this U would surely be well if our leading

of recognised scholastic standing. Proximity provokes com-

helpfuHy oiUhafof it's 'neighboursT^nterchangcVf'studen'tst

EducationTnthe krgeTense means^rmng, dexterity in Its

use, power in independent menial action, and Mic [levelopmelil

of a healthy personality. In any one institution the balance
may be imperfectly struck. The close contact of different

institutions tends to correct onesidedness in all. Music schools
have sometimes ignored learning, strict scholarship, and real

character-building, Other schools have too often ignorcdall

resthetic subjects, and have underrated such dextcri;y of

action as is indispensable in art. Both classes may be
benefited in ways too numerous to specify by being set side

by side.

In all these regards, too, the signs of advance are encour-
aging. Music is finding its way into the whole system of

popular education. Music schools are coming into a :ii liar-ion

with other schoois. technical and general.

To these rather obvious points I would add a third that
perhaps may need some explanation, but whose importance
grows \>]h,-t. me with every year, I would plead for a closer
folio v.- lug oat by musicians and by educators generally of the
natural analogies between music and literature as branches
of popular culture. I here refer, you notice, not simply to
the ;ii:initii:s that draw jiof.il iv and anisic tegethfi, ltioue.li

these finely illustrate, my poiiil". BuL 1 mean tluLt in solving

tlie problem oi f.illv bringing music. i'Ui. its ]:!,iri: in general

education, the essential likeness of it to literature should be
accepted and adopted as a principle of action. In what I

say 1 only ask that the sense of the. term " literature " shall

be made properly comprehensive, including not only poetry
but prose and oratory, and not only literary products, but the

materials used, the methods employed in making them, the

mental lifewhence they proceed ;i ad to whirl
:
they minister, and

the whole aspect of human personality to which they belong.
" Literature," as the term must be used by a professional

educator, includes no! only work's but workings, h:>;h repres-

sive and impressive. The great function of literature in the
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worhl, I assume, is llie ehar, adeq uate, aad forcible inter-

communication of personalities through the medium of

hineaiaire. and in importance as a field of education follows

from the fact that no Other form of intercommunication is so

full, so infinitely varied, and so universally powerful. The
point I wish to urge is that, since the analogy between
literature and music is far closer and more complete than
was once perceived, the educational treatment of the two
should be deliberately similar. In the few moments tliai

remain to this paper I must content myself with a few
rapid and scattered suggestions about one of the most
pregnant and inexhaustible of themes.

Liu-ratiin: lias fur its vehicle speed). Music's vehicle is

tone. The two combine in song. How close to each other
arc the processes of ?; pea kin;; and singiDg if; best ktiov.-n liv

Llii.' tcdntical L.liui ei:;s of ihe two as line aria. My own
experience as a teacher constantly reinforces the belief th:it

the highest results in both directions depend on the frank
recoguilioi: nf llieir f l :-i n n u i: 1 p-muid iii The use of llie voice as

mi instrument of personal expression. A sound discipline of
the literary sense, and of the musical sense as well, depends
primarily on a thorough vocal training of every individual

student of either. The schools are fairly ready to ac-
knowledge the fundamental value of reading aloud as a basis
f.ir J iter" "V in ten) reunion anil lor liLerary composition

.

Hand in hand with this ought to go ;i parallel use of sijigiii.^

as a basis for musical latcrpi claliou and musical coiapesiiioi'..

These propositions are not merely theoretical; they have
been nobly demonstrated by the most progressive teachers.

t^''the'towe^

0
grades°of

S

study. ' They'neeT toTe cam^up
into tlie higher grades also. Due nf the most tain 01 is of nur

Amcruan leaclms ct Kugl k'-ti lucrative. Professor Corson,

of Cornell University, has recently said that the inward
experience of the greatest masterpieces of our literature is

absolutely impossible without tite constant use by both
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Lord Bacon, " maketh a full man"—meanir.i; oopLons private

roadine; for information ani.: si-nfc. I; it not tin; same with

music : Tocluikne. h tor; uy or musical, is ;i means, riol :ui end.

It is a necessary servant of culture, but a sorry object of
worship. iiJv ivr not h- >)>'• tliii; tin: '.inn: will eoi..<; wiiei: nil

music teacher;, slnul w.'i* thai (Ik- j;oal of (hob work is no!, the

preparation of isolated pieces for pet im 111.1 nr.e, but I he culliva-

to. lun

shall lie mistaken for a higher. liiaL the more sensuous era vi sir

for a transient cratiiitatiou rnfialS ho coTdnuudcd with the real

thirst for permanent mtisical enir.:rc. Happily, this d.uifrer

is always being opposed by the better class of performers, to

whom interpretation is as sacred and noble an art as compo-
sition, and In whose hands tin.- creations of the past r.n; hr.'r.n;

continually made new.
One more working out of this analogy between literature

ture know that" their highest mission is not to teach prose or
]:rii try i-: am! lor ;hcmse!vc-s, as mere objective products, hut

to snow hi.rw in tln so products humanity has expressed itself,

how the author's personality is declare!:, how the author repre-

sents a period, a class, or a tendency of human development,
and how in the utterance universal ihotiidds and -entii-enisurc

embodied and universal Sensibilities are touched. It is the

proud boast of literature that to study it in any proper way
is to study and to Itnow man in the fullest sense. I cannot
but believe thai music and musical education will remain

Digitized b/ Google
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somewhat isolated and fruitless until a precisely analogous
ambition becomes thoroughly operative there. We may
devote ourselves to the mechanism of composition or
performance, we may ran^e eaeerlv over the whole field of
musical works and styles, we may become even learned in.

th'-ir f:!i-m;il analvsis and technical cri; icism, a nd vet these
achievements will be bat small unless ill all tills study we
are steadily gaining in a vital, hearty, spiritual sympathy
with composers and performers as representative men, and
through them with ihe essential life of mankind.

f fully realise how hasty and partial arc these practical

suggestions, They might tie much extended aad profusely

illustrated. But doubtless your thought has already far

outrun mine. The limitations and perversions of music in

popular estimation -n;d handling arc familiar to us a'.l. So
far as ihese icmovi1

it bom contact with human interests and
efforts genc-rnllv, or dissociate it from other artistic and
literary f.elds to which it is strictly analogous, the resulting
isolation demands iiiiv closest study and nut most determined
efforts at reform. While it is true that much is due to

music and to musicians from the outside world which has
:iot yet been rorc'iallv ar.d universally granted, it is also true

that justice from others cannot rightfully he expected so

long as those who profess and call themselves musicians are

not rcadv to render it themselves to their own magnificent

art. If music deserves to become less isolated than she has
been, in common I nought and especially in edueat ion, musicians

exemplifying their belief. Mi^ic will be to the world only

less; but it never can tie more I ; can no' he wrong :or us

over .and over aciam to inoi;e each other so ful'v and justly

to understand what music really is, and so logically and
conscientiously to keep it it) Us due relations with its sister

arts, and especially with literature, that the recognition

which the earnest world is ever ready to give to whatever is

true may more and more deliver music as an art, musicians
as artists, and the glorious literature of tone-poems and tone-
dramas ivhich music has been for centuries producing and
reproducing, from the sad ami false isolations in which they
have too utten been alloive 1 to remain both in social hie, in

education, and in historic and philosophic study.
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DISCUSSION.

Cav. A. Randegger.—Ladies and Gentlemen, our highly

distinguished Chairman has asked me to undertake a task

which gives me much pleasure. It is to propose a most
hearty vtite !)" thani.> to I'tufe-sur Pratt fur the ad in i'a! I

paper we have just heard. Only a keen ohserver, a thinker,

and a sincere and enthusiastic artist could have penned SUct)

a paper, and I personally must beg to thank him for the
suggestive material for thought witii which he has provided

respect to you that there are not more members present. I

tins; the Council will obtain the permission of Professor Pratt

so tliat all those who are absent may read his paper in the
printed Proceedings of tin- Association, fur it is a paper that

should be read, marked, learned, and in warilly digested. 1

have to thank ,H;r
J

1 dm for asking 1111; to propose this vote of

thanks, which I do most cordially.

Mi;. Otto Gci.dsctimiiit,- 1 hive no claim to add to the

eloquent ivords winch have fallen from Mr. Kandcgger L:\eept

this, that a long time ago I had the honour of spending a
year in America. It is impossible to properly estimate the
position of music there forty year., ago and what i; is now. Its

r I ! paper, arid it strikes

me that they are so lofty that it will be exceptionally diiucitlt

to put then 1 into practical shape, but it is <<• rain that unless

we put forward lofty thoughts :-nd ideas we shall never attain

to anything above the medium. It only remains for mc to
say that, as a member of the Council, it gives me great
pleasure to welcome you, musicians practised in the highest

branch of the art—sacred music—and to express the hope
that, though it is the first collective visit, it will not be the
last. I beg to second the vote of thanks.

Sir John Stalner then put the motion to the meeting
and the vote of thanks to Professor Pratt was unanimously

The Chairman.— It has really given us very great pleasure
to see you here. We have for some time been working at

our own schools and colleges to bring about some progress in

the art, Ten years ago I succeeded John Hullah. whose
name is doubtless familiar to you all, and he it was who
undertook to get music taught by note through all our elemen-
tary schools. We have made great strides, and particularly

111 sinking sweetly, for unless the children sing sweetly they
receive no money grant. We have stopped singing through

ibers to attend

vant of proper
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the nose, ami al'i cock icy and pnn-int in] twangs, i ami my
assistant, Mr. McNaught, go to the sixty training colleges

where young men ami women receive their school training-,

and here they sing individually before us and answer any
questions wo may jv.it to them, such as Ihv.v rhey wo'.dd teach
in the school. It is a long and slow process, but the result

will be palpable to everyone, I may say tli:it a! Oxford tin.re

distinguished professionals crime down to play, and we also

liave the best songs sung by the best singers. In the club
there is a grandson of Mendelssohn, who is an admirable
pianoforte player, and we liave a nephew oi Joachim, who is

a capita] violinist. There is also a society called the Musical

L'i'.ion, in which the young men are supposed not to sit down
and listen, but to take up and play an instrument themselves.

Four students very often play a Mozart or Haydn quartet,

and in this respect I think an ounce of practice is worth a
ton of value. 1 do not propose l;> make the Universitv into

a music school proper, for in the Royal College and Royal
Academy there are proper facilities and proper opportunities

g
Mr. Mc^ught™! thfak Professor Pratt has voiced a

gvea* ::i:.'iy though:? that have hcer. impressed upon my own
mind. What he has said of American schools might just as

well have bee:; said of our own. We jre working away with
the music and singing, but one of our greatest difficulties is to

get at the popular ear. if we follo.vthe line of least re
' *

"

and give the idiildien what Uu.-v wan'. ':; leads V
place and vulgar. If we insist upon the best mi

stalls are as well filled a
a shilling per head is gii

and four million children gained it last year, a large number
of whom were infants. They all have to satisfy the inspector
that they are singing sweetly and from notes. I heartily

agree with Professor Pratt that music should be begun with
singing.
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